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EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES ACT

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 28, 1972

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION OF THE

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.0.

The subcommittee met at 10:35 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 2253,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Roman C. Pucinski (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Pucmski, Quie, Veysey, and Peyser.
Also present: John Jennings, majority counsel, Toni Painter, secre-

tary, and Charles Radcliff, minority counsel for education.
(1)
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92o CONGRESS H. R. 139152D.3.0.,

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAncu 20,1972

Mr. MeCt7moon (for himself, Mr. Qua:, and Mr. GERALD R. Fonn) introduced
the following bill ; which nos referred to the Committee on Education and
Labor

A BILL
To further the achievement of equal educational opportunities.

1 Be it enacted bli the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Equal Educational Op-

4 portunities Act of 1972".

5 POLICY AND PURPOSE

6 SEC. 2. (a) The Congress declares it to be the policy

7 of the United States that--

8 (1) all children enrolled in public schools are en-

9 titled to equal educational opportunity without regard to

10 race, color, or national origin; and

11 (2) the neighborhood is an appropriate basis for

12 determining public school assignments.

i
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(b) In order to carry out this policy, it is the purpose

of this Act to provide Federal financial assistance for edu-

cationally deprived students and to specify appropriate reme-

dies for the orderly removal of the vestiges of the dual school

system.

FINDINGS

SEC. 3. (a) The Congress finds that

(1) the maintenance of dual school systems in

which students are assigned to schools solely on the

basis of race, color, or national origin denies to those

students the equal protection of the laws guaranteed by

the fourteenth amendment;

(2) the abolition of dual school systems has been

virtually completed and great progress has been made

and is being made toward the elimination of the vestiges

of those systems;

(3) for the purpose of abolishing dual school sys-

tems and eliminating the vestiges thereof, many local

educational agencies have been required to reorganize

their school systems, to reassign students, and to engage

in the extensive transportation of students;

(4) the implementation of desegregation plans

that require extensive student transportation has, in
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1 many cases, required local educational agencies to ex-

2 pend large amounts of funds, thereby depleting their

3 financial resources available for the maintenance or im-

4 provement of the quality of educational facilities and

5 instruction provided;

6 (5) excessive transportation of students creates

7 serious risks to their health and safety, disrupts the

8 educational process carried out with respect to such

9 students, and impinges significantly on their educational

10 oppoitunity;

11 (G) the risks and harms created by excessive trans-

12 portation are particularly great for children enrolled in

13 the first six grades; and

14 (7) the guidelines provided by the courts for

15 fashioning remedies to dismantle dual school systems

16 have been. as the Supreme Court of the United States

17 has said, "incomplete and imperfect," and have failed

18 to establish a clear, rational, and uniform standard

19 for determining the extent to which a local educational

20 agency is required to reassign and transport its students

21 in order to eliminate the vestiges of a dual school. system.

22 (b) For the foregc:ng reasons, it is necessary and

23 proper that the Congress, pursuant to the powers granted to
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it by the Constitution of the United States, specify appro-

2 priate remedies for the elimination of the vestiges of dual

3 school systems.

4 DECLARATION

5 Si'. 4. The Congress declares that this Act is the

6 legislation contemplated by section 2 (a) (4) of the "Student

7 Transportation Moratorium At of 1972."

8 TITLE IASSISTANCE

9 CONCENTRATION OF ItESOUGCES FOR COM PENSATORY

10 EDUCATION

11 SEC. 101. (a) The Secretary of Health, Education, and

12 Welfare .(hereinafter in this Act referred to the "Secre-

13 tar") and the Commissioner of Education shall-

14 (1) in the administration, consistent with the pro-

15 visions thereof, of the program established by title I

16 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of

17 1965; and

18 (2) in the administration of any program designed

19 te assist local educational agencies in achieving de-

20 segregation or preventing, reducing, or eliminating iso-

21 lation based on race, color. or national origin in the

22 public schools;

23 take such action consistent with the provisions of this title,

24 as the Sccretay deems 'week:guy to provide assistance under

2.1 such programs (notwithstanding any provision of law which
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establishes a program described by clause (2) of this sub-

section) in such a manner as to concentrate, consistent with

such criteria as the Secretary may prescribe by regulation,

the funds available for carrying out such programs for the

provision of basic instructional services and bashc supportive

services for educationally deprived students.

(b) A local educational agency shall be eligible for tc4-

sistance during a fiscal year under any program described

by clause (2) of subsection (a) of this section (notwith-

standing any provision of law which establishes such pro-

g,nun; it ;1

(1) is eligible for a basic grant for such fiscal year

under title I of the Elementary and Secondary Educa-

tion Set of 1965;

(2)' operates a school dur;ng such fiscal year in

which a substantial proportion of the students enrolled

are from low-income families; and

(8) provides assunthees satHaetory to the Secre-

tary that services provided during such fiscal year from

State and local funds with respect to each of the schools

described in clause (2) of this subsection of such agency

22 will be at least comparable to the services provided

23

24 such agency.

25 (;) In carrying out this section, the Secretary and the
. . .

...
from such funds with respect to the other schools of
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1 Commissioner of Education shall seek to provide assistance

2 in such a manner that-

3 (1) the amount of funds available for the pro-

4 vision of basic instructional services and basic supportive

5 services for educationally deprived students in the school

6 districts of local educational agencies which receive as-

7 sistance under any .program described in clause (1) or

8 (2) of subsection (a) of this section is adequate to meet

9 the needs of such students for such services; and

10 (2) there will be adequate provision for meeting

11 the needs for such services of students in such school

12 districts who transfer from schools in which a higher
13 proportion of the number of students enrolled are from

14 low-income families to schools in which a lower propor-

tient of the number of students enrolled are from such
16 families;

17 except that nothing in this title shall authorize the provision

18 of assistant* in such a manner as to encourage or reward the

19 transfer of a student from a school in which students of his'

20 race are in the minority to a school in which students of his

21 race are in the majority or the transfer of a student which

22 would increase the degree of racial impaction in the schools

23 of any local education agency.

24 (d) The Secretary shall prescribe by regulation the pro-
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1 portions of students from low-income families to be used in

2 the program established by this title and may preserile It

3 range of family ineomes, taking into necom4 family size, for

4 the purpose of determining whether a family is a low-income

5 family.

6 teak, O ENTITIMIRNTS AND . LLOTMRNT FORMULAS

7 SM. 102. Nothing in this till shall bi construed to

8 authorize the Secretary or the Cm missioner of Monition

9 to-
10 (1) alter the amount of grant which any local

11 educational agency is eligible/4 receive for a fiscal year

12 tinder title I of the Elementary and Secondary Edam-

13 lion Act of 1965; or

14 (2) alter the basis on which funds appropriated

15 for carrying out a program described by section 101(a)

16 (2) of this title would otherwise be allotted or appor-

17 timed among the States.

18 SEC. 103. Upon approval of a grant to a local educe-

19 tional agency to carry out the provisions of this title, the as-

20 surtnees required by the Secretary or the Commissioner of

21 Education pursuant thereto shall constitute the terms of a

22 contract between the United States and the local educational

agency, which shall be specifically enforceable in action

24 brought, by the United States.
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TITLE IIUNLAWFUL PRACTICES1

2 DENIAL OF EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

3 PROHIBITED

4 SEC. 201. No State shall &HY equal educational oppor-

5 milky to on individual on account of his race, color, or

6 national origin, by-

7 (a) the deliberate segregation by an educational

8 agency of students on the basis of race, color, or

9 national origin among or within schools;

10 (b) the failure of an educational agency which has

11 formerly practiced such deliberate segregation to take

12 affirmative steps, consistent with title IV of this Act, to

13 remove the vestiges of a dual school system;

14 (c) the assignment by an educational agency of a

15 7 student to a school, other than the one closest to his

16 place of residence within the school district in which he

17 resides, if the assignment results in a greater degree of

18 segregation of students on the basis of race, color, or

19 national Origin among the schools of such agency than

20 would result if such student were assigned to the school

21 closest to his place of residence within the school dis-

22 trict of such agency providing the appropriate grade

23 level and type of education for such student;

24 (d) discrimination by an educational agency on the
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1 basis of race, color, or national origin in the employ-

2 ment, employment conditions, or assignment to schools

3 of its faculty or staff;

4 ' (e) the transfer by an educational agency, whether

5 voluntary or otherwise, of a student from one school to

6 another if the purpose and effect of such transfer is to

7 increase segregation of students on the basis of race,

8 color, or national origin among the schools of such

9 1agency; or

10 (f) the failure by an educational agency to take

11 appropriate action to overcome language barriers that

12 impede equal participation by its students in its instruc-

13 tional programs. '

14 RACIAL BALANCE NOT REQUIRED

15 SEC. 202. The failure of an educational agency to attain

16 a balance, on the basis of race, color, or national origin, of

17 students among its schools shall not constitute a denial of

18 equal educational opportunity, or equal protection of the laws.

19 ASSIGNMENT ON NEIGHBORHOOD BASIS NOT A DENIAL OF

20 EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

21 SEC. 203. Subject to the other provisions of this title,

22 the assignment by an educational agency of a student to the

23 school nearest his place of residence which provides the

24 appropriate grade level and type of education for such student
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1 is not a denial of equal educational opportunity unless such

2 assignment is for the purpose of segregating students on the

3 basis of race, color, or national origin, or the school to which

4 such student is as3igned was located on its site for the pur-

5 pose of segregating students on such basis.

6 TITLE IIIENFORCEMENT

7 CIVIL ACTIONS

8 SEC. 301. Au individual denied an equal educational

9 opportunity, as defined by this Act, may institute a civil

10 action in an appropriate district court of the United States

11 against such parties, and for such relief, as may be appro-

12 priate. The Attorney General of the United States (herein-

13 after in this Act referred to as the "Attorney General"), for

14 or in the name of the United States, may also institute such

15 a civil action on behalf of such an individual.

16 JURISDICTION OF DISTRICT COURTS

17 SEC. 302. The appropriate district court of the United

V 18 States shall have and exercise jurisdiction of proceedings
19 instituted under section 301.
20

INTERVENTION BY ATTORNEY GENERAL

21 SEC. 303. Whenever a civil action is instituted under
22 section 301 by an individual, the Attorney General may

23 intervene in such action upon timely application.
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1 SUITS BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

2 SEC. 304. The Attorney General shall not institute a

3 civil action under section 301 before he-

4 (a) gives to the appropriate educational agency

5 notice of the condition or conditions which, in his judg-

6 meat, constitute a violation of title II of this Act; and

7 (b) certifies to the appropriate district court of

8 the United States that he is satisfied that such educe-

9 tional agency has not, within a reasonable time after

10 such notice, undertaken appropriate remedial action.

11 ATTORNEYS' FEES

12 SEc. 305. In any civil action instituted under this Act,

13 the court, in its discretion, may allow the prevailing party,

14 other than the United States, a reasonable attorneys' fee as

15 part of the costs, and the United States shall be liable for

16 costs to the same extent as a private person.

17 TITLE IVREMEDIES

18 FORMULATING REMEDIES; APPLICABILITY

19 SEC. 401. In formulating a remedy for a denial of equal

20 educational opportunity or a denial of the equal protection

9
1 of the laws, a court, department, or agency of the United

22 States shall seek or impose only such remedies as are essen-

23 tial to correct particular denials of equal educational oppor-

24 tunity or equal protection of the laws.
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1 SEC. 402. In formulating a remedy for a denial of equal

2 educational opportunity or a denial of the equal protection of

3 the laws, which may involve directly or indirectly the trans-

4 portation of students, a court, department, or agency of the

5 United States shall consider and make specific findings on

6 the efficacy in correcting such denial of the following rein-

7 edies and shall require implementation of the first of the

8 remedies set out below, or on the first combination thereof,

9 which would remedy such denial:

10 (a) assigning students to the schools closest to their

11 places of residence which provide the appropriate grade

12 level and type of education for such students, taking into

13 account school capacities and natural physical barriers;

14 (b) assigning students to the schools closest to their

15 places of residence which provide the appropriate grade

16 level and type of education for such students, taking into

17 account only school capacities;

18 (c) permitting students to transfer from a school in

19 which a majority of the students are of their nice, color,

20 or national origin to a school in which a minority of the

21 students are of their race, color, or national origin;

22 (d) the creation or revision of attendance zones

23 or grade structures without exceeding the transportation

24 limits set forth in section 403;

84.468 0. 72 . 2
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1 (e) the construction of new schools or the closing

2 of inferior schools;

3 (f) the construction or establishment of magnet

4 schools or educational parks; or

5 (g) the development and implementation of any

6 other plan which is educationally sound and adminis-

7 tratively feasible, subject to the provisions of sections

8 403 and 404 of this Act.

9 TRANSPORTATION OP STUDENTS

10 SEC. 403. (a) No court, department, or agency of the

11 United States shall, pursuant to section 402, order the imple-

12 Imitation of a plan that would require an increase for any

13 school year in-

14 (1) either the average daily distance to be traveled

15 by, or the average daily time of travel for. all students

16 in the sixth grade or below transported by an educational

17 agency over the comparable averages for the preceding

18 school year; or

19 (2) the average daily number of students in the

20 sixth grade or below transported by an educational

21 agency over the comparable average for the preceding

22 school year, disregarding the transportation of any stu-
...

23 dent which results from a change in such student's resi-

24 deuce, his advancement to a higher level of education,
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1 or his attendance at a school operated by an educational

2 agency for the first time.

3 (b) No court, department, or agency of the United

4 States, shall, pursuant to section 402, order the implementa-

5 tion of a plan which would require an increase for any school

6 year in-

7 ( 1 ) either the average daily distance to be traveled

8 by, or the average daily time of travel for, all students

9 in the seventh grade or above transported by an educa-

10 tional agency over the comparable averages for the

11 preceding school year; or

12 (2) the average daily number of students in the

13 seventh grade or above transported by an educational

14 agency over the comparable average for the preceding

15 school year, disregarding the transportation of any stu-

16 dent which results from a change in such student's resi-

17 dente, his advancement to a higher level of education, or

18 his attendance at a school operated by an educational

19 agency for the first time,

20 unless it is demonstrated by clear and convincing' evidence

21 that no other method set out in section 402 will provide an

22 adequate remedy for the denial of equal educational op-

23 portunity or equal protection of the laws that has been found

24 by such court, department, or agency. The implementation

25 of a plan calling for increased transportation, as described in
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1 clause (1) or (2) of this subsection, shall be deemed a tem-

2 porary measure. In any event such plan shall be subject to

3 the limitation of section 407 of this Act and shall only be

4 ordered in conjunction with the development of a long term

5 plan involving one or more of the remedies set out in clauses

6 (a) through (g) of section 402. If a United States district

7 court orders implementation of a plan requiring an increase

8 in transportation, as described in clause (1) or (2) of this

9 subsection, the appropriate court of appeals shall, upon timely

10 application by a defendant educational agency, grant a stay

11 of such order until it has reviewed such Order.

12 (e) No court, department, or agency of the United

13 States shall require directly or indirectly the transportation

14 of any student if such transportation poses a risk to the health

15 of such student or constitutes a significant impingement on

16 the educational process with respect to such student.

17 DISTRICT LINES

18 S&L 404. In the formulation of remedies under section

19 401 or 402 of this Act, the lines drawn by a State, subdivid-

20 ing its territory into separate school districts, shall not be

21 ignored or altered except where it is established that the lines

22 were drawn for the purpose, and had the effect, of segregating

23 children among public schools on the basis of race, color, or

24 national origin.
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1 VOLUNTARY ADOPTION OF REMEDIES

2 SEc. 405. Nothing in this Act prohibits an educational

3 agency from proposing, adopting, requiring, or implement-

4 ing any plan of desegregation, otherwise lawful, that is at

5 variance with the standards set out in this title, nor shall any

6 court, department, or agency of the United States be pro-

7 Whited from approving implementation ofi a plan which goes

8 beyond what can he required under this title, if such plan

9 is voluntarily proposed by the appropriate educational

10 agency.

11 REOPENING PROCEEDINGS

12 SEC. 406, Ou the application of an educational agency.

13 court orders or desegregation plans under title VI of the

14 Civil Rights Act of 1964 in effect on the date of enactment

15 of this Act and intended to end segregation of students on

16 the basis of race, color, or national origin shall be reopened

17 and modified to comply with the provisions of this Act.

18 TIM E LIMITATION ON ORDERS

19 SEC. 407. Any court order requiring, directly or in-

20 directly, the transportation of students for the purpose of

21 remedying a denial of the equal protection of the laws shall,

22 to the extent of such transportation. terminate after it has

23 been in effect for five years if the defendant educational

24 agency is found to have been in good faith compliance with

25 such order for such period. No additional order requiring
. . .

4
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1 such educational agency to transport students for such pur-

2 pose shall be entered unless such agency is found to have

3 denied equal educational opportunity or the equal protection

4 of the laws subsequent to such order, nor remain in effect for

5 more than five years.

6 SEc. 408. Any court order requiring the desegregation

7 of a school system shall terminate after it has been in effect

8 for ten years if the defendant educational agency is found

9 to have been in good faith compliance with such order for

10 such period. No additional order shall be entered against

11 such agency for such purpose unless such agency is found to

12 have denied equal educational opportunity or the equal pro-

13 tection of the laws subsequent to such order, nor remain in

14 effect for more than ten years.

15 SEC. 409. For the purposes of sections 407 and 408 of

16 this Act, no period of time prior to the effective date of this

17 Act, shall be included in determining the termination date

18 of an order.

19 TITLE ATDEFINITIONS

20 Stir. 501. For the purposes of this Act

21 (a) The term " educational agency" means a local edu-

22 cational agency or a "State educational agency" as defined

23 by section 801 (k) of the Elementary dnd Secondary Edu-

24 cation Act of 1965.

25 (b) The term "local educational agency" means a local
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1 educational agency as defined by section 801 (f) of the Ele-

2 mentary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

3 (c) The term "segregation" means the operation of a

4 school system in which students are wholly or substantially

5 separated among the schools of an educational agency or

6 within a school on the basis of race, color, or national origin.

7 (d) The term "desegregation" means "desegregation"

8 as defined by section 401 (b) of the Civil Rights Act of

9 1964.

10 (e) An educational agency shall be deemed to trans-

11 port a student if any part of the cost of such student's trans-

12 portation is paid by such agency.

13 (f) The term "basic instructional services" means in-

14 structional services in the field of mathematics or language

15 skills which meet such standards as the Secretary may pre-

16 scribe.

17 (g) The term "basic supportive services" means non-

18 instructional services, including health or nutritional services,

19 as prescribed by the Secretary.

20 (h) Expenditures for basic instructional services or

21 basic supp,...ii:,e services do not include expenditures for ad-

22 ministration, operation and maIntenance of plant, or for

23 capital outlay, or such other expenditures as the Secretary

24 may prescribe.
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92°P.8,-94uss H. R. 13983

IN TILE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAnett 21, 17:1

Mr. Meemoot (for himself and Mr. (kaAt.o R. Foal)) introduced the follow.
lug hill; whielt was referred to the Committee on lithwation :MO Labor

A BILL
To further the achievement of equal educational opportunities.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may he cited as the "Equal Educational Op-

4 portunities Ac of 1972".

5 POLICY AND PURPOSE

6 SE'. 2. (a) The Congress declares it to be the policy

7 of the United States that-

8 (1) all children enrolled in public schools are en-

9 titled to equal educational opportunity without regard to

10 race, color, or national origin; and

11 (2) the neighborhood is an appropriate basis for

12 determining public school assignments.

.t.

/
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1 (b) In order to carry out this policy, it is the purpose of

this Act to provide Federal financial assistance for atten-

thrnily deprived students and to specify appropriate remedies

4 for the orderly removal of the vestiges of the dual school

5 system.

li FINDINGS

3. (a) The Congress finds that-

8 (1) the maintenance of dual school systems in

9 Which students are assigned to schools solely on the

10 basis of race, color, or national origin denies to. those

11 students the equal protection of th,. laws guaranteed

12 the fourteenth umendment ;

13 (2) the abolition of dual school systems has been

14 virtually completed and great progress has been made

1 and is being made toward the elimination of the vestiges

16 of those systems;

17 (3) for tile purpose of abolishing dual school sys-

18 luul eliminating the vestiges thereof, many local

19 educational agencies have been required to reorganize

0 their school systems, to reassign students, and to engage

21 ita the extensive transportation of students;

(4) the implementation of desegregation plans that

require extensive student transportation has, in many
24 cases, required local educational agencies to expend
25

large amounts of funds, thereby depleting their finan-
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1 dal resources available, for the maintenance or improve-

2 mod of the quality of educational facilities 011(1 instil*.

3 tam Provided;

4 (5) excessive transportation of students creates smi-

ons risks to their health and safety, disrupts the educa-

6 tional proces< carried out with respect to such students,

7 stud impinges significantly on their educational oppor-

8 tunity;

(6) the risks awl banns created by excessive trans-

la partation are particularly great for children enrolled in

11 the first six grades; mid

12 (7) the guidelines provided by the courts for flush-

La lotting remedies to dismantle dual school systems have

14 been, as the Supreme Court of the United States has

15 said, "incomplete mid imperfect," and have failed to

16 establish a dear, rational, and unifonn standard for de-

17 tenanting the extent to which a local eduattional agency

18 is required to reassign and transport its students in order

19 to eliminate die vestiges of a dual school system.

20 () For the foregoing reasons, it is necessary and proper

21 that the Congress, pursuant to the powers granted to it by

4.) the Ccostinttion of the United States, specify appropriate

23 remedies for the elimination of the vestiges of dual school

24 systems.
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DECLARATION

SEC. 4. The Congress declares that this Act is the leg-

islation contemplated by section 2 (a) (4) of the "Student

Transportation Moratorium .A-et of 1972".

TITLE IUN bAWFITL PRACTICES

DEN I AI. OF EQUAL EDUCAT IONA!. 0 l' PORT I N rry

PROI I I TED

SEC. 101. No State shall deny equal educational oppor-

tunity to an individual on account of his race, color, or

national origin. by:

(a) The deliberate segregation by an educational

agency of students on the basis of race, color, or national

origin among or within schools.

(b) The failure of an educational agency which has

formerly practiced such deliberate segregation to take affirm-

ative steps, consistent with title III of this Act, to remove

the vestiges of a dual school system.

(e) The assigtnnent by an educational agency of a

student to a school, other than the one closest to his place

of residence within the school district in which he resides,

if the assignment results in a greater degree of segregation

of students on the basis of race, color, or national origin

among the schools of such agency than would result if such

student were assigned to the school closest to his place of

residence within the school district of such agency provid-
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1 inn the appropriate grade level aml type of education for

2 such student.

3 (d) Discrimination by an educational agency on the

4 basis of nice, color, of national origin in the employment,

5 employment conditions, or assignment to schools of its faculty

f; or staff.

7 (e) The transfer by an educational agency, whether

8 voluntary or otherwise, of a student from one school to

9 another if the purpose and effect of such transfer is to increase

10 segregation of students on the basis of race, color, or national

11 origin among the schools of such agency.

12 (f) The failure by an educational agency to take ap-

13 propriatc action to overcome language barriers that impede

14 equal participation by its students in its instructional pro-

15 grains.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

RACIAL BALANCE NOT REQUIRED

SEc. 102. The failure of an educational agency to

attain a balance, on the basis of race, color, or national

origin, of students among its schools shall not constitute a

denial of equal educational opportunity, or equal protection

of the laws.

ASSIGNMENT ON NEIGHBORHOOD BASIS NOT A DENIAL ON

EQUAL EDUCATIONAL. OPPORTUN ITY

SEC. 103. Subject to the other provisions of this title.

the assignment by an educational agency of a student to
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1 the school nearest his place of residence which provides

2 the appropriate grade level and type of education for such

3 student is not a denial of equal educational opportunity

4 unless such assignment is for the purpose of segregating stu-

5 dents on the basis of race, color, or national origin, or the

6 school to which such student is assigned was located on its

7 site for the purpose of segregating students on such basis.

8 TITLE II ENFORCEMENT

9 CIVIL ACTIONS

lU SEC. 201. An individual denied an equal educational

11 opportunity, as defined by this Act, may institute a civil

12 action in an appropriate district court of the United States

13 against such parties, and for such relief, as may be appro-

14 priate. The Attorney General of the United States (here -

la in this Act referred to as the "Attorney General"),

16 for or in the name of the United States, may also institute

17 such a civil action on behalf of such an individual.

18 JURISDICTION OF DISTRICT COURTS

19 Six. 202. The appropriate district court of the Milted
9f1

States shall have and exercise jurisdiction of proc3edings

21 instituted under section 201.

22 INTERVENTION BY ATTORNEY GENERAL

23 SEC. 203. Whenever a civil action is instituted under

24 section 201 by an individual, the Attorney General may

25 intervene in such action upon timely application.
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SUITS IIY TIIR ATTORNEY GENERAL

SEC. 204. The Attorney General shall not institute a

civil action under section 201 before he

(a) gives to the appropriate educational agency

notice of the condition, or conditions which, in his

judgment, constitute a violation of title I of this Act;

and

(b) certifies to the appropriate district court of

the United States that he is satisfied that such educa-

tional agency has not, within a reasonable time after

such notice, undertaken appropriate remedial action.

?;-,,... ATTORNEYS' PEES

SEC. 205. In any civil action instituted under this Act,

the court, in its discretion, may allow the prevailing party,

other than the United States, a reasonable attorneys' fee as.

part of the costs, and the United States shall be liable for

costs to the same extent as a private person.

TITLE IIIREMEDIES

FORMULATING REMEDIES; APPLICABI LITY

SEC. 301. In formulating a remedy for a denial of equal

educational opportunity or a denial of the equal protection

of the laws, a court, department, or agency of the United

States shall seek or impose only such remedies as are essen-

tial to correct particular denials of equal educational oppor-

tunity or equal protection of the laws.
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1 Sne. 302. In formulating a remedy for a denial of equal

2 educational opportunity or a denial of the equal protection of

3 the laws, which may involve directly or indirectly the trans-

4 portation of students, a court, department, or agency of the

5 United States shall consider and make specific findings on the

6 efficacy in correcting such denial of the following remedies

7 and shall require implementation of the first of the remedies

8 set out below, or on the first combination thereof, which

9 would remedy such denial:

10 (a) assigning students to the schools closest to their

11 places of residence which provide the appropriate grade

12 level and type of education for such students, taking into

13 account school capacities and natural physical barriers;

14 (b) assigning students to the schools closest to their

15 places of residence which provide the appropriate grade

16 level and type of education for such students, taking into

17 account only school capacities;

18 (c) permitting students to transfer from a school

19 in which a majority of the students are of their race,

20 color, or national origin to a school in which a minority

21 of the students are of their race, color, or national origin;

22 (d) the creation, or revision of attendance zones

23 or grade structures without exceeding the transportation

24 limits set forth in section 303;
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1 (e) the construction of new schools or the closing

2 of inferior schools;

3 (f) the construction or establishment of magnet

4 schools or educational parks; or

5 (g) the development and implementation of any

6 other plan which is educationally sound and adminis-

7 tratively feasible, subject to the provisions of sections

8 303 and 304 of this Act.

9 TRANSPORTATION OF STUDENTS

10 SEC. 303. (a) No court, department, or agency of the

11 United States shall, pursuant to section 302, order the im-

12 _ plementation of a plan that would require au increase for any

13 school year in-

14 (1) either.the average daily distance to be traveled

15 by, or the average daily time of travel for, all students

16 in the sixth grade or below transported by an educa-

17 tional agency over the comparable averages for the pre-

18 ceding school year; or

19 (2) the average daily number of students in the

20 sixth grade or below transported by an educational

21 agency over the comparable average for the preceding

22 school year, disregarding the transportation of any sta.-

23 dent which results from fi. change in such student's res-

24 idence, his advancement to a higher level of education,
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10

or his attendance at a school operated by an educa-

tional agency for the first time.

(b) No court, department, or agency of the United

States shall, pursuant to section 302, order the implementa-

tion of a plan which would require an increase for any

school year in

(1) either the average daily distance to be traveled

by, or the average daily time of travel for, all students

in the seventh grade or above trausported by an educa-

tional agency over the comparable averages for the

preceding school year; or

(2) the average day number of students in the

seventh grade or above transported by an educational

agency over the comparable average for the preceding

school year, disregarding the transportation of any stu-

dent which results from a change in such student's resi-

dence, his advancement to a higher level of education,

or his attendance at a school operated by an educational

agency for the first time,

unless it is demonstrated by clear and convincing evidence

that no other method set out in section 302 will provide

au adequate remedy for the denial of equal educational op-

portunity or equal protection of the laws that has been found

by such court, department, or agency. The implementation

of a plan calling for increased transportation, as described

84.468 0 72 -
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1 in clause (1) or (2) of this subsection, shall be deemed

2 a temporary measure. In any event such plan shall he subject

:; to the limitation of section 307 of this Act and shall only be

4 ordered in conjunction with the development of a long-term

5 plan involving one or more of the remedies set out in clauses

6 (a) through (g) of section 302. If a United States district

7

8

9

10

11

12

18

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

court orders implementation of a plan requiring an increase

in transportation, as described in clause (1) or (2) of this

subsection, the appropriate court of appeals shall, upon

timely application by a defendant educational agency, grant

a stay of such order until it has reviewed such order.

(c) No court, department, or agency of the United

States shall require directly or indirectly the transportation

of any student if such transportation poses a risk to the

health of such student or constitutes a significant impinge-

ment on the educational process with respect to such student.

pinata LINES

Six. 304. In the formulation of remedies under section

301 or 302 of this Act, the lines drawn by a State, sub-

dividing its territory into separate school districts, shall nut

be ignored or altered except where it is established that the

lines were drawn for the purpose, and had the effect, of

segregating children among public schools on the basis of

race, color, or national origin.
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VOL I INTARY ADOPTION OF REM HIRES

SEC. 305. Nothing in this Act prohibits au educational

agency from proposing, adopting, requiring, or implement-

ing any 1111111 of desegregation, otherwise lawful, that is at

variance with the standards set ant in this title, nor shall any

court, department, or agency of the United States be pro-

hibited from approving implementation of a plan which goes

beyond what eau be required under this title, if such phut is

voluntarily proposed by the appropriate educational agency.

REOPENING PROCEP,DINOS

SEC. :306. On the application of au educational agency,

court orders or desegregation plans under title VI of the

Civil Rights Act of 1984 in effect on the date of enactment

of this Act and intended to cud segregation of students on

the basis of race, color, or national origin shall be reopened

and modified to comply with the provisions of this Act.

TIME LIM ITATIoN ON of ME RS

Six. :307. Any court order requiring, directly or indi-

rectly, the transportation of students for the purpose of

remedying a denial of the equal protection of the laws

shall, to the extent of such transportation, terminate after

it has been in effect for five years if the defendant educational

agency is found to have been in good faith compliance with

such order for such period. No additional order requiring

such educational agency to transport students for such pur-
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I pose shall be entered unless surf: agency is found to have

2 denied equal educational opportunity or the equal protection

3 of the laws subsequent to such order, nor remain in effect

4 for more than five years.

5 Sec. 308. Any court order requiring the &segregation

6 of a school system shall terminate after it has been in effect

7 for ten years if the defendant educational agency is found

8 to have been in good faith compliance with such order for

9 such period. No additional order shall be entered against

10 such agency for such purpose unless such agency is fond

11 to hue denied equal edue,ational opportunity or the equal

12 protection of the laws subsequent to such order, nor remain

13 in effect for more than ten years.

14 SEC. 309. Fur the purposes of sections 307 and 308 of

15 this Act, no period of time prior to the effective date of this

16 Act, shall be included in determining the termination date

17 of an order.

18 TITLE IVDEFINITIONS

19 SEc. 401. For the purposes of this Act-

20 (a) The term "educational agency" means a local edn-

21 cational agency or a "State educational agency" as defined

22 by section 801 (k) of the Elementary and Secondary Edo-

23 cation Act of 1965.

24 (b) The term "load educational agency" means ft
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1 local educational agency as defined by section 801 (f) of

2 the Elemental), and Secondary Educlition Act of 1965.

(e) The term "segreglition" means the operation of
4 a school system in which students are wholly or sulistail-

5 tially separated among the schools of an educational agency

6 or within a school on the basis of race, color, or national

7 origin.

8 (d) The term "desegregation" means desegregation
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22 basic supportive services do not include expenditures for

23 administration, operation, and maintenance of plant, or for
24 capital outlay, or such other expenditures as the Secretary

25 may prescribe.

as defined by section 401 (b) of the Civil Rights Act of

1964.

(e) An educational agency shall be deemed to tras-

port a student if any part of the cost of such student's

transportation is paid by such agency.

(f) The term "basic instnictional services" means

instructional services in the field of mathematics or lan-

guage skills which meet such standards as the Secretary

may prescribe.

(g) The term "basic supportive services" menus non-

instructional services, including health or nutritional serv-

ices, as prescribed by the Secretary.

(h) Expenditures for basic instructional services or
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91° CON H. R. 152992s)s,..",o,

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

June 1,1972
Mr. Quit introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee

on Education and Labor

A BILL
To further the achievement of equal educational opportunities.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 fives of the United States of America in Congress amembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Equal Educational Op-

4 portunities Act of 1972",

5 POLICY AND PURPOSE

6 Sm. 2. (al The Congress declares it to be the policy

7 of the United States that-

8 (1) all children enrolled in public schools are en-

9 titled to equal educational opportunity without regard to

10 race, color, or national origin; and

11 (2) the neighborhood is an appropriate basis for

12 determining public school assignments.

I
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1 (b) In order to carry out this policy, it is the purpose

2 of this Act to provide Federal financial assistance for edit-

3 manually deprived students and to specify appropriate roue-

4 dies for the orderly removal of the vestiges of the dual school

5 system.

6 FINDINGS

7 SEC. 3. (a) The Congress finds that-

8 (1) the maintenance of dual school systems in
9 which students are assigned to schools solely on the

19 basis of race, color, or national origin denies to those
11 students the equal protection of the laws guaranteed by

12 the fourteenth amendment;

13 (2) the abolition of dual school systems has been

14 virtually completed and great progress has been made
15 and is being made toward the elimination of the vestiges

It; of those systems;

17 (3) for the purpose of abolishing dual school sys-
18 tems and elimbuticug the vestiges thereof, many local
19 educational agencies have been required to reorganize
20 their school systems, to reassign students, and to engage
21 in the extensive transportation of students;
22 (4) the implementation of desegregation plans
.).t

that require extensive student transportation has, in

24 many cases, required local educational agencies to expend
2.5

large amounts of funds, thereby depleting their financial
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1 resources available for the maintenance or improvement

2 of the quality of educational facilities and instrution

3 provided;

4 (5) transportation of students which creates seri-

5 ous risks to their health and safety. disrupts the edam-

6 tiona1 pcess carried out with respect to such students.

7 owl impinges significantly on their educational oppor-

fi t unity, is excessive;

9 (6) the risks 811(1 harms created by exees4ce

10 transportation ore particularly great for children enrolled,

11 in the first six grades; and

12 (7) the guidelines provided by the Mils for fosh-

13 hating remedies to dismantle dual school systems have

14 been, as the Supreme Court of the limited States has

15 said, "incomplete and imperfect," and has not estah-

16 lished, a clear, rational, and uniform stn ulard for deter-

17 mining the extent to which a local educational oecney is

18 required to reassign and smnsport its students in order

19 to eliminate the vestiges of a dna1 school systew.

20 (b) For the foregoing reasons, it is necessary and proper

21 that the Congress, pursuant to the powers granted to it by

22 the Constitutinn94e United States, specify appropriate
9.3
' remedies for the elimination of the vestiges of dual school

24 systems.
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TITLE IUNLAWFUL PRACTICES

DENIAL OF' EQUAL EDUCATIONAL oPpown-yrry

1'10)111 BITED

Si'c. 101. No State shall deny equal educational oppor-

5 tunity to an individual on account of his race, color. or

6 national origin. by-

7 (a) the deliberate segregation by an educational
8 agency of students on the basis of race, color. or
9 national origin among or within schools:

10 (b) the failure of an educational agency which has

11 formerly practiced such deliberate segregation to take
12

affirmative steps, consistent with title III of this Act. to
13 remove the vestiges of a dual school system:

14 (c) the assignment by an educational agency of a
15 student to a school, other than the one closest to his
16 place of residence within the school district in which he
17 resides, if the assignment results in a greater degree of
18 segregation of students ou the basis of race, color. or
19 national origin among the schools of such agency than
20 would result 'f such student were assigned to the school
21 closest to his place of residence within the school dis-
22 trict of such agency providing the appropriate grade
23 level and type of education for such student;
24

(d) discrimination by an educational agency on the
25 basis of race, color, or national origin in the employ-
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1 went, employment conditions, or assignment to schools

2 of its faculty or staff;

3 (e) the transfer by an educational agency. whether

4 vohmtary or otherwise, of a student from one school to

5 another if the purpose and effect of such transfer is to

6 increase segregation of students on the basis of race,

7 color, or national origin among the schools of such

8 'agency; or

9 (f) the failure by an educational agency to take

10 appropriate action to overcome language barriers that

11 impede equal participation by its students in its instruc-

12 tional programs.

13 RACIAL BALANCE NOT REQUIRED

14 SEC. 102.. The failure of an educational agency to attain

15 a balance, on the basis of race, color, or national origin, of

16 students among its schools shall not constitute a denial of

17 equal educational opportunity, or equal protection of the laws.

18 ASSIGNMENT ON NEIGHBORHOOD BASIS NOT A DENIAL OF

19 EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

20 SEC. 103. Subject to the other provisions of this title,

21 the assignment by an educational agency of a student to the

22 (school netnist his place of residence which provides the

23 appropriate grade level mid type of education for such student

24 is not a denial of equal educational opportunity unless such

25 assignment is for the purpose of segregating students on the
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1 basis of race, color, or national origin, or the school to which

2 such student is assigned was located on its site for the pur-

3 pose of segregating students on such basis.

4 TITLE IIENFORCEMENT

5 CIVIL ACTIONS

6 SEC. 201. An individual denied an equal educational

7 opportunity, as defined by this Act, may institute a civil

8 action in an appropriate district court of the United States

9 against such parties, and for such relief, as may be appro-

10 priate. The Attorney General of the United States (herein-

11 after in this Act referred to as the "Attorney General") , for

12 or in the name of the United States, may also institute such

13 a civil action on behalf of such an individual.

14 JURISDICTION OF DISTRICT COURTS

15 SEC. 202. The appropriate district court of the United

16 States shall have and exercise jurisdiction of proceedings

17 instituted under section 201.

18 INTERVENTION BY ATTORNEY GENERAL

19 SEC. 203. Whenever a civil action is instituted under

20 section 201 by an individual, the Attorney General may

21 intervene in such action upon timely application.

22 SUITS BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

23 SEC. 204. The Attorney General shall not institute a

24 civil action under section 201 before Ile-

25 (a) gives to the appropriate educational agency
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notice of the condition or conditions which, in his judg-

ment, constitute a violation of title I of this Act; and

(b) certifies to the appropriate district court of

the United States that he is satisfied that such educa-

tional agency has not, within a 'reasonable time after

such notice, undertaken appropriate remedial action.

ATTORNEYS' FEES

SEC. 205. In any civil action instituted under this Act,

the court, in its discretion, may allow the prevailing party,

other than the United States, a reasonable attorneys' fee as

part of the costs, and the United States shall be liable for

costs to the same extent as a private person.

TITLE IIIREMEDIES

FORMULATING REMEDIES; APPLICABILITY

SEC. 301. In formulating a remedy for a denial of equal

educational opportunity or a denial of the equal protection

of the laws, a court, department, or agency of the United

States shall seek or impose only such remedies as are essen-

tial to correct particular denials of equal educational oppor-

tvnity or equal protection of the laws.

SEC. 302. In formulating a remedy for a denial of equal

educational opportunity or a denial of the equal protection of

the laws, which may involve directly or indirectly the trans-

portation of students, a court, department, or agency of the

United States shall consider and make specific findings on
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the efficacy in correcting such denial of the following rem-

edies and shall require implementation of the first of the

remedies set out below, or on the first combination thereof

which would remedy such denial:

(a) assigning students to the schools closest to their

places of residence which provide the appropriate grade

level and type of education for such students, taking into

account school capacities and natural physical barriers;

(b) assigning students to the schools closest to their

places of residence which provide the appropriate grade

level and type of education for such students, taking into

account only school capacities;

(c) permitting students to transfer from a school in

which a majority of the students are of their nice, color,

or national origin to a school in which a minority of the

students are of their race, color, or national origin;

(d) the creation or revision of attendance zones or

grade structures without, requiring transportation beyond

that described in section 303;

(e) the construction of 1.,ew schools or the closing of

inferior schools;

(f) the construction or establishment of magnet

schools; or

(g) the development and implementation of any

other plan which is educationally sound and adninistra-
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tively feasible, subject to the provisions of sections 303

and 304 of this Act.

TRANSPORTATION OF STUDENTS

SEC. 303. (a) No court, department, or agency of the

United States shall, pursuant to section 302, order the imple-

mentation of a plan that would require the transportation of

any student in the sixth gradeor below to a school other than

the school closest or next closest to his place of residence

which provides the appropriate grade level and type of edu-

cation for such student.

(b) No court, department, or agency of the United

States shall, pursuant to section 302, order the implementa-

tion of a plan which would require the transportation of any

student in the seventh grade or above to a school other than

the school closest or next closest to his place of residence

which provides the appropriate grade level and type of

education for such student, unless it is demonstrated by clear

and convincing evidence that no other method set out in

section 302 will provide an adequate remedy for the denial

of equal educational opportunity or equal protection of the

laws that has been found by such court, department, or

agency. Such plan shall only be ordered in conjunction with

the development of a long-term plan involving one or more

of the remedies set out in clauses (a) through (g) of sec-

tion 302. If a United States district court orders imple-
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1 mentation of a plan requiring transportation beyond that

2 described in this subsection, the appropriate coutt of appeals

3 shall, upon timely application by a defendant educational

4 agency, grant a stay of such order until it has reviewed such

5 order.

6 (c) No court, department or agency of the United

7 States shall require directly or indirectly the transportation

8 of any student if such transportation poses a risk to the

9 health of such student or constitutes a significant impinge-

10 ment on the educational process with respect, to such

11 student.

12 DISTRICT LINES

13 SEC. 304. In the formulation of remedies under section

14 301 or 302 of this Act, the lines drawn by a State, :,ub-

15 dividing its territory into separate school districts, shall not

16 be ignored or altered except where it is established that the

17 lines were drawn for the purpose, and had the effect, of

18 segregating children among public schools on the basis of

19 race, color, or national origin.

20 VOLUNTARY ADOPTION OF REMEDIRS

21 SEc, 305. Nothing in this Act prohibits an educational

22 agency from proposing, adopting, requiring, or implement-

23 ing any plan of desegregation, otherwise lawful, that is at

24 variance with the standards set out in this title, nor shall

25 any court, department, or agency of the United States be
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1 prohibited from approving implementation of a plan which

2 goes beyond what can be required under this title, if such
,
., plan is voluntarily proposed by the appropriate educational

4 agency.

5 REOPENING PROCEEDINGS

6 SEC. 306. 011 the application of an educational agency,

7 eonrt orders or desegregation plans under title VI of the

8 Civil Rights Act of 1964 in effect on the date of enactment

9 of this Act and intended to end segregation of students on

10 the basis of race, color, or national origin shall be reopened

11 and modified to comply with the provisions of this Act.

12 TITLE IVDEFINITIONS

13 Sal. 401. For the purposes of this Act-

14 (a) The term "educational agency" means a local edu-

15 cational agency or a "State educational agency" as defined

16 by section 801 (k) of the Elementary and Secondary Diu-

17 cation Act of 1965.

18 (b) The term "local educational agency" means a local

19 educational agency as defined by section 801 (f) of the Ele-

20 mentary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

21 (c) The term "segregation" means the operation of a

92 school system in which students are wholly or substantially

4:3 separated among the schools of an educational agency or

24 within a school on the basis of race, color, or national origin.

25 (d) The term "desegregation" means "desegregation"
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as defined by section 401 (b) of the Civil Rights Act of
6) 1964.

:; (e) An educational agency shall be deemed to trans-

-1 port a student if any part of the cost of such student's trans-

portation is paid by such agency.

84.468 0 - 12 4
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SHORT SUMMARY OF H.R. 13915, THE EQUAL. EDUCATIONAL. OPPORTUNITIES ACT

Section 2.The policy of the United States is declared to be that of entitling all
children to equal educational opportunity and of using the neighborhood as the
appropriate basis for determining public school assignment. The purpose of the
Art is to provide Federal assistance for educationally deprived students and to
specify appropriate remedies for eliminating the dual school system.

Section 3.This section contains the Act's findings which speak mostly con-
cerning the abolition of the dual school system and the need for congressional
action to specify appropriate remedies.

TITLE IASSISTANCE

Section 101.The funds available under Title I, ESEA, and the Emergency
School Aid Act are to concentrate on providing basic instructional services (math
and language skills) and basic supportive services for educationally deprived
students. A school district is eligible for funds if it is eligible under Title I
(ESEA ). has a school with a substantial proportion of low-Income students, and
assures comparability of services for its low-income children who transfer to
schools having a lower proportion of such students.

Section 102.A school district's entitlement under Title I (ESEA) and it
State's allotment under the Emergency School Aid Act are not to he affected by
this Act.

Section 103.Once a grant is approved to a local educational agency, a con-
tract exists between that agency and the United States.

TITLE II UNLAWFUL. PRACTICES

Section 201.This section forbids a State to deliberately segregate its students
or to discriminate against its teachers or other staff on the basis of race, color,
or national origin. This section also requires school districts to take appropriate
action to overcome the language impediments of their students.

Section 202.A failure by a school district to racially balance its schools is
not a denial of equal educational opportunity.

Section 203.Assignment to a neighborhood school is not a denial of equal
educational opportunity unless such assignment is for segregation.

Mr. Quin (presiding). The subcommittee will come to order.
Since there are two of us here, which complies with the rules of the

House, counsel in this case said Chairman Pucinski's office feels we
should go ahead. We will do so, and I will call Ken Young to make his
presentation.

Ken, do you want to read your testimony ?

STATEMENT OF KENNETH YOUNG, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF THE
AFL-CIO DEPARTMENT OF LEGISLATION

Mr. Youxo. I will do it either way ; I know you have a time problem.
Mr. Qum. Why don't you summarize it and we will ask questions?
Without objection, your testimony will be made part of the record.
Mr. YOUNG. Thank you.
My name is Kenneth Young. I am assistant director of the AFL-

CIO Department of Legislation.
As the testimony points out, we are in opposition to H.R. 13983.
We think the real question is: Can this country achieve quality

education in all school districts without _busing? We don't think so
and that is what the courts have said. There are some situations where
there is just no other remedy and there are many school districts
throughout the country that recognize this fact of life.

The AFL-CIO has long supported other remedies such as educa-
tional parks, magnet schools, the more effective schools program and
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other innovative approaches, but we also know that busing must be
available as a tool, when other remedies fail to accomplish the purpose.

It is for this reason, Mr. Chairman, that we must oppose any admin-
istration or legislative proposal that would flatly prohibit all busing,
even for a specified period of time. To prohibit busing when other
remedies are unworkable is to tamper with the educational rights of
children.

As AFL-CIO President Meany pointed out in his statement of
March 22, 1972:

"The rights in question are those of individual school children and
once lost for any school year cannot be recaptured."

We also oppose this bill because it carries no real commitment to im-
prove the educational opportunities of disadvantaged youth.

Then we go on in our statement to talk about the funding problem.
We don't think there is any new money in the bill whatsoever. We
talk some about the Student Transportation Moratorium Act in the
judiciary committee, and we say the administration considers both
these bills to be "separate but equal".

We talk about the need for compensatory education programs, the
lack of fiscal commitment to these programs, what we consider to be
the failure to use existing legislation directed toward these goals, and
the problem inherent in the commingling of funds.

Today, clearly, at least politics have changed. The President has
gone on national television to cite the need for compensatory educa-
tion. He would have us believe that he can solve the busing controversy
with new compensatory programs that somehow require no new money.

We then talk about the problems of title I financing which the mem-
bers of this committee are well aware of.

In terms of recent; budget. messages, we point out these bills are not
supposed to be used in the sense of so-called "free money", and we view
ESA as a categorical program designed to most the increased costs of
integration.

We point out we have a great deal of sympathy with the southern
Congressniasi that spoke on the floor, and we quote:

To deny the 2,000 or more school districts that are busing under Federal court
orders the $1.5 billion in the original bill smells of political trickery and a cruel
hoax perpetrated on law-abiding people who entered into busing agreements in
good faith.

Basically; we say that we consider the proposed busing moratorium
and H.R. 13915 as part of a package. America cannot slow down its
efforts tointegrate its schools. To turn back the clock on desegregation
efforts while sanctioning the continuance of vast inequities in our
schools can only have appeal to the rankest of bigots.

In 1954, the labor movement hailed the Brown decision as "his-
toric." Like all fair-minded Americans, we recognized the inequities
of the dual school system. It has now been almost two decades since
that widely hailed decision. We have made progress, but there is still
a long way to go. The AFL-CIO has been in this battle for progress
at every step of the way.

Just as we have fought hard to implement the Brown decision, we
will vigorously oppose all efforts to retreat. The AFL-CIO believa
that H.R. 13915 represents such a retreat.
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Then, Mr. Chairman, we mention briefly H.R. 15299 and H.R. 13983.
We say both of these bills omit title I of H.R. 13915. which is the assist-
ance title.

We point out while they omit that title they do make reference to
include in their purpose, a section "to provide Federal financial as-
sistance for educationally deprived students * * *."

Actually, neither Hit 15299 nor H.R. 13983 authorize any such
financial assistance beyond the sole, reference in their "Policy and
Purpose" sections. For this reason. the AFL-CIO believes that both
bills properly belong within the jurisdiction of the House Judiciary
Committee.

If the subcommittee decides to give further consideration to H.R.
15299 and H.R. 13983. the AFL-CIO will be glad to submit more
specific comments, or I could comment today.

We end by asking that a copy of the A} L-CIO Executive Council
statement of February 1972 and Mr. Nfeany's statement on the Presi-
dent's busing message on March 22, 1972, be included with this state-
ment for the record.

Mr. Qum Without objection, so ordered.
(The complete statement with attachments follows:)

STATEMENT MY KENNETH YOUNG, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR AFL-CIO DEPARTMENT
OF Lzatstdertox

My name is Kenneth Young, Assistant Director of the AFL-CIO Department
of Legislation.

Ordinarily, Mr. Chairman, the AFL-CIO looks forward to appearing before
House committees in support of legislation authorizing, or improving, badly
needed national educational programs. It is, therefore. unusual for us to come
here before this subcommittee to testify in opposition to any billlet alone,
proposal that carries the impressive title: "The Equal Educational Opportunities
Act of 1972."

But, we are here in opposition to this bill, Mr. Chairman.
We are in opposition, because we believe the bill would do nothing, then

so much needs to be done. It me explain our position. Like the President. we have
listened to the nation. We recognize that a substantial majority of people in our
country do not like so-called "massive busing." butunlike the Presidentwe
also recognize that an overwhelming majority of people in this country do want
quality integrated education.

The real question, then, Is: Can we achieve quality, integrated education in all
school districts without busing? We think not. And, that is what the courts have
said. There are situations where there is just no other remedy. And, there are
many school districts throughout the country that recognize this fact of life.
The AFL-CIO has longsupported other remedies such as educational parks, map
net schools, the more effective school programs, and other innovative approaches,
but we also know that busing must be available as II tool, when other remedies
fail to accomplish the purpose.

It is for this reason, Mr. Chairman, that we must oppose any Administration
or legislative proposal that would flatly prohibit all busing, even for a spzcitled
period of time. To prohibit busing when other remedies are unworkable is to
tamper with the educational rights of children. As AFL-CIO President Meany
pointed out in his statement of March 22, 1972: "The rights in question are those
of individual school children and once lost for any school year cannot be
recaptured."

We also oppose this bill because it carries no real commitment to improve the
educational opportunities of disadvantaged youth. As the members of this Sub-
committee know, the AFL-CIO has fought ever since the inception of the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act for adequate funding of those ESEA titles di-
rected toward those who need the most help. And, we would remind the members
of this Subcommittee thatfor usthis has not been a partisan fight. The AFL-
CIO took the same position during the previous Administration. So. the AFL-CIO
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opposes ILL 13915 because, first of all, despite its seeming promise, it actually
provides no new money for the disadvantaged.

In our view, then, H.R. 13915 is basically a political document. It provides no new
funds to improve the educational opportunities of disadvantaged children and it
does nothing to promote integration In fact, the bill deliberately avoids the use
of the word "Integration."

Having stated the AFL-CIO position, Mr. Chairman, perhaps it would be useful
for us to spell out our reaction to various parts of the President's proposal.

First, however, we wish to make it clear that while this Subcommittee is not
considering the "Student Transportation Moratorium Act of mu," we join wtth
those who seriously question the constitutionality of that proposal. And, io use
AFL-CIO President Meany's words we consider the busing moratorium to be
and I quote"a cynical attempt to reward those,who said 'never,' and to under-
mine the moral leadership of those citizens who endeavored to comply with the
Constitution and the Supreme Court's 1954 decision."

Of course, H.R. 13915 and the moratorium proposal are companion bills. It
is clear to us that while this Subcommittee is considering only H.R. 13915, the
Administration considers these two bills to be "separate but equal." In fact,
Mr. Chairman, the President's comments when he signed the Higher Education
bill seem to indicate be considers the bill now before the Judiciary Committee as
more than equel.

There are four specific points we wish to stress in relation to H.R. 13915.
These are: (1) the need for compensatory education programs; (2) the lack of
fiscal commitment to these programs; (3) the failure to utilize existing legisla-
tion directed toward these goals; and (4) the problem inherent in the com-
mingling of funds.

Less than two years ago, in the President's special message to Congress on
"Education Reform," he said:

"It is time to realize that every time we invest a billion dollars in a com-
pensatory program, we raise the hopes of millions of our most disadvantaged
citizens; which hopes are wore than likely destined to be dashed, for the pro-
grams and strategies on which they rest are themselves based on faulty assump-
tions and inadequate knowledge. This is bad government. It is bad politics. It is
bad education."

Today, clearly, at least politics have changed. The PresiCent has gone on na-
tional television to cite the need for compensatory education. He would hare
us believe that he can solve the busing controversy with new compensatory pro-
grams that somehow require no new money.

The President's March 17, 1972. message to Congress referred to numerous
cases where "critical mass" compensatory expenditures yielded substantial re-
sults. He spoke of the California survey of 10,000 disadvantaged pupils which
demonstrated the different achievement levels reached by those pupils in proj-
ects receiving $250 extra per pupil compared with the pupils in projects receiving
less than $150 per pupil. lie mentioned successful programs in Florida and
Connecticut, and cited the findings of the New York State Commission on the
Quality. Cost and Financing of Elementary and Secondary Education; the Na-
tional Educational Finance Project; and the President's Commission on School
Finance.

So, the President is nowat lastin favor of compensatory education. But
his commitment is restricted to words. The AFL-CIO, on the other hand, has
consistently recognized that compensatory education costs money. The word "com-
pensatory"after allmeans "making up for a loss" and the "loss" to disad-
vantaged students extends beyond the classroom. The "make up" doesn't come
cheap.

If the President has been inconsistent in his attitude toward compensatory
education. he has nevertheless been consistent in his steadfast refusal to ade-
quately fund ESEA programs. The President vetoed both the Fiscal Year 1970
and 1971 education appropriation billsboth of which included increased fund-
ing of Title I. An effort to again increase Title I funds in the Fiscal 1972 appro-
priations bill was defeated by a slender margin in the House, mainly because of
all-out Administration opposition. The 1973 budget message did not show any
change of heart in the President. And the members of this committee know the
Administration's position when the go-called Hathaway amendment was approved
by the House earlier this month.
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If the President had supported, rather than opposed, Congressional efforts
to provide additional funds for compensatory education, tens of millions of addi-
tional dollars already would have been spent to bring quality education to the
disadvantaged. Unfortunately, instead, ESEA Title I is still grossly under-
funded and the per pupil expenditure under this compensatory program is only
$193.

As this Subcommittee knows so well, Title I authorisations, if fully appropri-
ated, would more than double this $198 per pupil expenditure and surpass the
amount suggested by the President for "critical mass" compensatory expenditures.

The AFL-CIO always has believed that proper funding of Title I would pro-
vide the necessary compensatory expenditures for all disadvantaged children.
When faced with continued underfunding, school districts have been forced to
accept the concept of concentrating effort. This Admin:stration not only accepts,
but vigorously supports underfunding. It is for this reason that the President
must emphasize the concentrated approach. Unfortunately, while concentration
may help those students upon whom the funds are concentrated, it ignores the
needs of other disadvanged youth in both the inner cities and the rural poor
areas of our nation. For those youngsters excluded from the Administration's
targets, the title of this proposed Act is, inderl. a mockery,

While Title I will provide the wherewithal for compensatory education, more
is needed. ESEA Title III funds, for example, can provide the "how" to compen-
satory education. The Title III program is grossly underfunded, yet this program
can provide the innovation and experimentation for school districts izeeking the
best ways to improve the learning process for disadvantaged youth. The AFL-
CIO wholeheartedly supports this approach.

An approach that we do not support, is the President's proposed co-mingling
of ESEA and Emergency School Aid funds. We look upon OSA money as funds
provided to school districts engaged in legitimate desegregation prograi -. We
supported the Emergency School Aid bill because these funds were not to be
used in the sense of so-called "free money" to be distributed at the whim of the
Office of Education.

The AFL-CIO basically views ESA as a categorical program designed to help
school districts meet the increased costs of integrationwhether brought about
by voluntary plan, court order, or HEW requirement. To now couingle these
funds with Title I would leave little monies for the original purpose of the Act.

We have great sympathy for the Southern Congressman who declared on the
floor of the House: "To deny the 2,000 or more school districts that are busing
under fe"eral court orders the $1.5 billion in the original bill smells of political
trickery and a cruel hoax perpetrated ca taw abiding people who entered into
busing agreements in good faith."

In short. as we see the President's co-mingling.proposal, it is an effort to
secure more Administrative discretion in the distribution of funds. This is in
sharp contrast to Congressional intent.

In summary, the AFL-CIO considers the President's proposed busing morator-
ium and H.R. 13915 as a part of a package. America cannot slow down its eft-Ms
to integrate its schools. To turn back the clock on desegregation efforts
sanctioning the continuance of vast inequities in our schools can only have appeal
to the rankest of bigots.

In 1954, the labor movement hailed the Brown decision as "historic." Like all
fair-minded Americans. we recognized the inequities of the dual school system.
It has now been almost two decades since the widely hailed decision. We have
made progress, but there is still a long way to go. The AFL-CIO has been in
this battle for progress at every step of the way.

Just as we have fought hard to implement the Brown decision, we will vigor-
ously oppose all efforts to retreat. The AFL-CIO believes that H.R. 13915 repre-
sents such a retreat.

Before concluding, the AFL-CIO would like to mention H.R. 15299 and H.R.
13983. Both of these bills omit Title I, the assistance title of H.R. 139:5. Al-
though Title I is excluded, these two bills, nevertheless. include as part of their
purpose "to provide Federal financial assistance for educationally deprived
students . . ."

Actually. neither H.R. 15290 nor H.R. 13933 authorize any such financial as-
sistance beyond the sole reference in their "Policy and Purpose" sections. For
this reason, the AFL-CIO believes both bills properly belong within the Juris-
diction of the House Judiciary Committee.
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If the Subcommittee decides to give further consideration to H.R. 15299 and H.R.
13983, the AFL-CIO will be glad to submit more specific comments or I could
comment today.

Mr. Chairman, we would like to file for the record, a copy of the AFL-CIO
Executive Council February 1972 statement on school busing and a statement on
the President's busing message by AFL-CIO President George Meany, on
March 22, 1972.

Thank you.

STATEMENT BY THE AFL-CIO EXECUTIVE COUNCIL ON SCHOOL BUSING,
BAL HARBOUR, FLA., FEBRUARY 15, 1972

The AFL-CIO has consistently supported both quality education and inte-
grated education. We have just as staunchly supported mass investment of fed-
eral funds to improve substandard schools. We have fought for legislation to
achieve open housing as the most effective way to achieve integrated education.

The AFL-CIO Executive Council categorically reiterates these positions and
adds:

I. We wholeheartedly support busing of children when it will improve the edu-
cational opportunities of the children.

2. We deplore the actions of those individuals or groups who are creating a
divisive political issue out of America's vital need for quality, integrated educa-
tion.

3. We will oppose the Constitutional amendment approach because it will do
a disservice to the quality, integrated education which we support.

[For Release: Wednesday, Mar. 22, 1972]

AFL-CIO President George Meany today made the following statement on
President Nixon's busing message to the Congress:

The President's message on busing significantly omits any commitment on the
part of his Administration to enforcing the law of the landquality, integrated
education for America's school children.

Ile does not commit his Administration to the expenditure of one penny in new
money to improve the educational opportunities of disadvantaged children. The
Elementary and Secondary Education Actaircady on the booksauthorizes in
Title I far greater expenditures than the President is proposing. The Emergency
School Aid Actalready passed by both the House and Senateis the source of
the rest of the money the President proposes spending. In fact, the $2.5 billion the
President talks about is far short of the authorized spending level in ESEA for
the improvement of disadvantaged schools.

tier since his inauguration, the President has consistently opposed increasing
the appropriation for the program designed to improve schools attended by the
disadvantaged.

He twice vetoed congressional efforts to increase federal funding of the nation's
schoolsincluding tens of millions of dollars for aid to disadvantaged schools.
One of these vetoes was carried out in front of a nati mal television audience.

Now the President is back on national television trling to convince the Ameri-
can people that he has changed his opinion on improving the educational oppor-
tunities of disadvantaged children. This is political chicanery.

No new legislation is needed to improve educational opportunities for the dis-
advantaged. An excellent law is already on the books. What is needed and what
has been lacking, however, is Presidential leadership to encourage the Congress
to increase the appropriations to their full authorized level.

Further, the "busing moratorium" President Nixon proposes is a cynical at-
tempt to reward those who said "never," and to undermine the moral leadership
of those citizens who endeavored to comply with the Constitution and the Supreme
Court's 1954 decision.

The Administration has chosen a course that, at the least, is at the margin of
constitutionality. The real loser in this Nixon-inspired constitutional confronta-
tion will be the integrty of our legal system.

The Administration, while invoking the slogari "law and order," has repeatedly
struck at the courts, which, since the time of John Marshall, has been regarded
as the ultimate line of defense for constitutional liberty. It now proposes, in the
guise of regulating the courts' jurisdiction, to deprive them of the power to enforce
the 14th Amendment by busing orders designed to eradicate the last vestiges of
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the segregated "dual school" system, even where that is the only method sufficient
to secure true desegregation. If the 14th Amendment can be deprived of its vitality
in this way then none of our constitutional rights is secure.

The harm to constitution is no less servere because the proposed legislation
is of limited durationto expire five months after the presidential election. For
the rights in question are those of individual school children and once lost for any
school year cannot be recaptured.

The AFLCIO remains firm in its commitment to quality, integrated education.
We are, therefore, opposed to the President's current political maneuvers on this
question.

Mr. Qum. I will have to say I agree with you without any added
money for education it. appears to me that both H.R. 15299 and H.R.
13983 ought. to be in the Judiciary Committee. The Parliamentarian
doesn't agree with either of us and we will have to deal with the bills.

Before getting into the whole question of busing, let me ask you, on
page 2, at the bottom of the page. point 4, the problem inherent in the
commingling of funds.

What is the problem in commingling?
I usually think of it
Mr. YOUNG. What. we mean is the commingling of ESEA title I

funds and ESA funds.
Mr. QUIE. Along that line. Secretary Richardson's testimony in-

dicated under title I now there is about 27 percent of the money going
to the schools w;tit 3t) percent or more poor and the rest of it goes to
the schools that have a lower percentage of the poor.

Under the Coleman concept, Dr. James Coleman of Johns Hopkins,
the students that have the most difficult time to adequately assimilate
their education are the ones who neither bring an educational advan-
tage from home nor sit by an advantaged child in school.

Therefore, those with 30 percent or more poor, as we have in ESA,
as we say, the ones disadvantaged, that is where the problem more
seriously exists and we are concentrating in the large cities with title
I of ESEA. You can't do that with concentrating in the State. What
do you think of concentrating the funds away from the question of
taking any of the money that now has been authorized for ESA but
just concentrating money instead, title I or new money, at least talk-
ing of new money that is budgeted for this year?

Mr. YOUNG. Our thought is that if title I was financed with moneys
appropriated up to the authorization level, there would be enough
money, as we say in our testimony, to bring this figure up higher in
terms of per pupil expenditure and you would be concentrating the
money.

What we object to, citing an example, when the Washington School
Board could not get the amount of money it should have received
under title I, the Office of Education asked the Board. in effect, to
concentrate in some schools instead of scattergunning. I think this
creates a real problem.

I don't know any other answer when a program is underfunded or
there are not enough funds.

I think if the necessary amount of money was there, we could get to
a position where there were sufficient funds for compensation within
the inner city and the rural poor. I think the basic problem is not
enough funds.

Mr. QUIE. We won't be able to fund title I, in my estimation, or any
of the programs in that area unless we set aside a tax for it. We are
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willing to talk in those directions. We have been willing to talk for
a long time about how to get the kind of money needed for education.

The House passed recently a revenue-sharing bill and waived the
points of order so it would not be necessary to go through the Appro-
priations Committee.

Mr. YOUNG. I don't think that bill will help education.
Mr. QUIE. No, but that principle would help education, of setting

aside money for education without having to go through the Appro-
priations Committee.

Mr. YOUNG. Mr. Chairman, I think that gets into a whole other area.
Mr. QUIE. I know.
Mr. Youxo. I question where that money would go, how it would be

spent, whether there would be some standards applied, would it be
totally free money, what amount would be spent on education, and
what sort of education.

Mr. QUIE. Are you saying you would not want it to be totally free
money but would want direction from the Federal level on how it is
spent?

Mr. YOUNG. That is right.
Mr. QUIE. I am afraid I share that view with you, at one time

having proposed the idea of strictly general aid.
Let's get to the busing question. I think that is the real nub of this

bill.
My own feeling is, title I is too controversial for us to bring out of

this committee if we are going to bring anything out.
Second, when it was proposed that 90 percent of the school aid

money would be used for compensatory education, there would be
money for transportation. Congress, to everyone's surprise, permits
the money for transportation now and even the appropriation bill did
not put any restrictions on it.

I imagine a large number of schools will be requesting transporta-
tion money and that would be of benefit to them.

The question comes not to putting any limits at all on transportation.
The only real controversy I see existing in busing ie so-called cross-

town busing. I know they talk about busing as though some people
think the whole thing is evil, but busing is used so extensively now to
get children to school, do you think it is necessary to bring about total
racial balance?

Mr. You o. I am not sure I know. It seems to me total racial balance
has the same sort of implication as the phrase "forced busing" or
"mass busing."

I don't really think that is the question. I think the question is : Can
you provide quality education, equal educational opportunities and at
the same time protect 14th amendment rights in situations where
clearly there is a denial and, given all the various options, if those
options don't make it, can you exclude busing?

Our position is if there is this denial, if you can't get equal schools,
then you must use busing as a tool. You can't deny those rights to the

ichildren. Of course, this is basically our opposition to the President's
position.

We take the position, for example, that in the sections of the bill
dealing with early grades, if there is a dual school system, if there is
clear segregation and therefore 14th amendment denial as the courts
have interpreted, then the schools obviously are not equal.
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You can't say if that is that situation, we are still not going to bus
if there is no other remedy.

We are saying there will be situations where there should be busing
to overcome this denial.

Of course, today there is a general hysteria about busing. Forty per-
cent of school children are bused to public schools. If you include pri-
vate schools, the figure probably gets up to 65 percent.

Sure, we like the idea of neighborhood schools when it can be done.
But there are loads of children in this country purposely taken away
from neighborhood schools. There are handicapped children and en-
dowed children. People often ask to have their children bused beyond
the neighborhood.

If it can be done for retarded children and richly endowed children,
then, when you have a denial of the 14th amendment it can be done for
those children, too. And, any moratorium deprives these children of
their rights.

Mr. QUIE. Busing of handicapped children is one-way busing; are
you talking of one-way or two-way busing?

Mr. YOUNG. I am saying when you talk of the sanctity of the neigh-
borhood school, some how that doesn't apply when you are talking of
handicapped or endowed children.

If the school district has a special school for those children, they are
bused and it can be in or out of the area. The school districts and the
parents ask for it. It is a good school.

.

Mr. QUIE. I can see a reason for busing children to another school
if there is no program available for them in the case of a handicapped
child, but I can't see the busing of a person just because they can't ac-
quire an adequate education because of their race.

I can see if there is superior education in other schools and they
want to close that one for some reason they can't receive an adequate
education but we are talking about here the kind of busing used where
children are bused from one school to another school only to bring
about a better balance of the race.

Mr. YouNn. It seems where this is done it is done to get away from
the dual school system.

Mr. QurE. It has been done there but take in Detroit or Richmond
Mr. YOUNG. That is what these bills talk about. They constantly

refer to the dual school system.
We are saying where you have separate schools by race and the only

way you can overcome thatwhen all other methods have failed but
the busthen you have to bus.

Mr. Qum. The objection there is to overcome a dual school system.
Take Richmond or Detroit. Neither of those decisions were based on

dual school systems.
Mr. YOUNG. As I understand it, without getting into an argument

on the decisions, I think they were based on the question of whether
the systems were set up in such a way as to have segregation.

The AFL-CIO supported the Scott-Mansfield amendment on the
Senate side which said there would be no implementation of inter-
district busing until the court decision on this case. I think that is
correct.

We also agree with Attorney General Brownell when he went before
the Supreme Court prior to the Brown decision on who really should
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be interpreting the 14th amendment denial of rights. He took the po-
sition it was the Supreme Court's job and the Congress and executive
branch should not try to tell the court how to interpret the Consti-
tution.

This is basically our position. We are not automatically for and did
not speak in favor, of immediately implementing the interdistrict
court decisions.

Mr. QUIE. You have the same question as we have about the validity
of those decisions.

Mr. Peyser ?
Mr. PEYSER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to again welcome you to the committee this morning.
First, I think the support the AFLCIO has given to education, in

general, speaks very highly of the work the labor organization has
done. They have been constant supporters of improved efforts for edu-
cation and, frankly, before I came to Congress, I was not aware at all
of the labor organizations' active interest in this field. I have been very
impressed by this very positive attitude expressed by the organization
in behalf of education in this country. I was very pleased to find this
was the case and wanted to commend your efforts in this area.

On the question of title I, I want to touch on that for a minute.
I have been a very strong supporter of full funding under title I. I

believe this is, certainly in my own areas of New York State, a vitally
important program and one that has had a major impact on our edu-
cational facilities, but, of course, it is limited by the amount of moneys
available.

I addressed the New York State administrators in New York several
months back and in that address I set forth my views on title I in some
detail and specifically how much it meant in the State of New York.

Mr. Chairman, if it is appropriate here, I would like this to be part
of this record, dealing with the title I section.

Mr. QUIE. ',think it would be fitting here.
Mr. PEYSER. I will submit it for inclusion.
(The copy of the address referred to follows :)

ADDRESS BY HON. PETER A. PEYSER, A REPRESENTATIVE nil CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF NEW YORK TO THE NEW YORK STATE ADMINISTRATORS IN COMPENSATORY
EDUCATION, AT GROSSINGERS, LIBERTY, N.Y., DECEMBER 5, 1971

EQUALIZATION OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF SCHOOL
FINANCES

Equality of educational opportunity for all our school-age children and youth
has long been a principal guiding star for American public education. But until
the advent of Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Educational Act, there
was little federal encouragement for compensatory education to help culturally
deprived pupils catch-up with their more culturally advantaged classmates.

This situation of limited federal involvement in compensatory education
changed dramatically in the Spring of 1965 with the enactment of Title I of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act. With the clear purpose of providing
financial assistance to school districts to meet the special educational needs of
children from low-income families, Title I.from its inception became the largest
of all federal elementary and secondary education programs. with first year
expenditures totalling nearly 1 billion dollars nationally and over 112 million
dollars in New York State. After six years, Title I is still the largest elementary
and secondary education program with a national total allotment for fiscal year
1972 in excess of 15 billion dollarswith the share for New York State over 207
million dollars.
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In addition to the largest appropriations, Title I also has the distinction of
reaching the vast majority of public school districts in the United States. Thus.
for example, during the previous school year, of the 824 local educational agencies
in New York State. (48, or approximately Ti) percent participated in the Title I
program.

This broad distribution of Title I assistance has resulted in some criticism
that the impact of Title I is too diffuse and that instead the program should
be more highly concentrated in districts of highest need. To this argument, sup-
porters of the present method of Title I distribution counter that pockets of
poverty ought to be assisted wherever they occur, and not just where they are
most numerous. Whatever the relative merits of each side of this controversy.
the recently completed National Educational Finance Project offers important
evidence that the present allocation procedure for Title I does generally provide
the greatest assistance to the States which need it most. In other words, despite
some imperfections, the greatest proportion of Title I money reaches those areas
least able to afford compensatory education program's.

In general, if we draw back and attempt to obtain a perspective on the first
six years of Title I, I think it is possible to identify at least three ways in which
Title I has contributed to equalizing educational opportunities for the education-
ally disadvantaged. First of all, Title I has focused national, state, and local
attention on the educationally disadvantaged and their special educational needs.
Secondly, Title I has encouraged experhnentation and innovation in C number
of areas relating to the teaching of the educationally disadvantaged child. And
thirdly, and most importantly, Title I has helped at least some of our educational
disadvantaged children to overcome their educational deficiencies.

At the same time however, the experience of six years also reveals a ntuuber
of ways in which Title I could be improved. Most sections of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act, including Title I, expire on July 1, 1973, which
means that hearings on renewal and amendment will probably begin. sometime
next year or early in 1973. In my opinion, one principal area of Congressional
focus at these hearings is going to be the general effectiveness of Title I and
its particular effectiveness as an agent for equalizing educational opportunities.
Tonight I wish to discuss at least eight needs for hnprovement regarding Title I.
And of these eight needs for improvement, the first six in particular would seem
to afford State and local Title I administrators a challenge to significantly in-
crease the effectiveness of the Title I program.

(1) There is a need to make certain that our Title I program and projects
really reach the most educationally disadvantaged children who are most in
need of special educational services within each district. To help provide such
greater accuracy in Title I participant selection, we also need to develop more
effective means to determine who are the most educationally disadvantaged
children within each target school.

(2) There is a general need to more fully inform the public, school boards.
and school administrators about Title Iand its role as a supplement to the
existing educational efforts. To help achieve this goal, there it, also a particular
need among Title I administrators to share and disseminate information regard-
ing both successful and unsuccessful Title I programs and projects.

(3) There is general need to develop and promote teacher training programs
which focus on working with the educationally disadvantaged. The object of
such a training program would be to encourage openness of approach coupled
with pragmatic flexibility among those who teach the disadvantaged child.

(4) There is a general need for the type of comprehensive Title I planning
which would harmonize essential local control and participation with greater
statewide coordination of all Title I programs and projects. And in particular,
there is,a real need to closely examine the administrative set-aside provisions
currently in the Title I legislation to determine how they might best be strength-
ened to achieve this greater interrelationsh.p.

(5) There is a most urgent need to develop effective evaluation structures
involving among others, parents, teachers and other members of the community
for Title I programs which will underscore what programs really work, and then
tell us how and why, they do. Possibly set-aside monies could be used to develop
such an evaluative system.

(6) There is a need to reexamine the implementation of the eligibility require-
ments both in terms of possible new and existing formulas. Specifically, there is
a need to seriously consider how we can obtain more recent data for each county
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concerning the number of children from families with incomes under $2,000. At
the present time, the Title I distribution formula uses 1900 census data to satisfy
this requirement. Although we will soon be using the 1970 census data in the
Title I formula, I seriously question whether we ought to wait another ten years
before changing again. For this reason, I think we should immediately begin
exploring the possibilities of collecting this needed data no later than everyfive years.

Additionally, active consideration should be given to more effective criteria
for measuring eligibility for receiving Title I money with the possibilty of redefin-
ing the disadvantaged in terms of educational as well as economically dis-
advantaged.

(7) In a number of schools, particularly in large urban areas there is a need
for safety and order in the schoolroom as a key prerequisite for any successful
compensatory education program. During recent hearings before the House Educa-tion and Labor General Subcommittee on Education we heard shocking testimony
on the incidence of crime, violence, and fear which is the norm for some schools
in New York City. Under these conditions, there can be only minimal student
learning no matter how inherently good the teachers or the program. Thus, thereis a definite need to make certain our schools are safe from fear and terror. I
believe that to bring this about it will be necessary to have substantially increased
partipication by students and the local community.

(8) There is a need for full funding of Title I, but there is also a need for
improved local and state educational finance structures. The recently completed
five volume study-of the National Educational Finance Project details how thesefinance structuresand particularly those with heavy reliance on the local
property taxresult in a most uneven and unequal distribution of educational
resources within most states. During the current session of Congress, a numberof general aid to education bills have been introduced in the House of Represent-atives.

I am strongly in favor of this concept of general federal aid to education asa means to give financial relief to the overburdened property taxpayer. Suchgeneral aid, however, must be viewed as a supplement to existing categorical
programs and not as a replacement.

Additionally, there have been some questions raised about the likely effectsof the recent California Supreme Court decision, Serrano vs. Priest on Title I.
In this case, the California Supreme Court ruled as unconstitutional that state's
system of public school finance which is based substantially on the local property
tax. Citing the equal protection clause of the Constitution, the California Court
concluded that "this funding scheme insidiously discriminates against the poor
because it makes the quality of a child's education a function of the wealth of hisparents and neighbors."

At this stage it is important to remember that this ruling affects only the State
of California and it has not been finalized even there. But I think it is possible
to say that Title I funds are not involved in this case and that in fact eventual
Impact of Serrano vs. Priest would probably be beneficial to Title I since it should
result in taking the pressure off poorer school districts and allowing them to
concentrate on developing more effective compensatory education programs.

As we thus look to the immediate future of Title I as an agent for equalizing
education opportunities, I think we may safely say that there is still much to be
done, but that the time for action is auspicious. As Title I administrators with a
six year perspective on compensatory education, I believe that you are in an
exeellent position to spearhead reforms which can improve the Title I program
in the State of New York. It is my hope that, with Congress soon to amend Title
I. you will also contribute your ideas, judgment, and analysisto me or to the
other Members of Congressin order that we might emerge in 1973 with an even
better compensatory education program for the future.

Mr. PEYSER. I know what you are supporting but I want to come
now to the busing issue where I believe I disagree with the stand I
think is being expressed by you for the labor forces at this time.

We have had a report in the State of New York, which I am sure
you are familiar with, called the Fleischmann Report. It deals with
what they call the regionalization of the schools districts. In other
words, the metropolitan area becomes a school district, in effect, and
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the city of Yonkers and other areas are part of this metropolitan
school district.

Now, as I have viewed that report and what is implied in your
statements, it would mean if we were to achieve any semblance of
racial balance in that area, it would necessitate busing school children
in the city of Yonkers away from the city of Yonkers without any
question.

This is not the practice in my area now. We do a good deal of busing
to get kids to school, but now we would be interjecting the concept
of moving them out of their neighborhood into another area.

Are you saying that you support the type of movement that would
bus children from Yonkers into New York City, which .adjoins the
Yonkers area?

Is the AFL-CIO statement here in support of that type of move-
ment in the area?

Mr. Youxo. First, thanks for your earlier comments.
I don't think there is a simple answer to this problem.
No; we are not saying that solely for the sake of racial balance you

should take children from, say, roughly the white suburbs and move
them to inner city schools:We don't see any sense in sending children
to worse schools than they presently are attending.

What we are concerned about is that in many areas of this country
you have school districts where inner city schools are horribly inferior
to schools just outside the inner city. The States or localities, for one
reason or another, have not been able to do anything to improve these
inner city schools. The people that can move out; they move to the
white suburban areas and get the better schools, and then they resist
any efforts through taxation to improve the inner city schools.You end
up in a situation where you have, for one reason or another, minority
children getting one type of education and often predominantly white
children in the suburbs getting a better education.

What we are saying is something is going to have to be done about
that. You can talk about the property tax problem, you can talk about
equalization through the States; there are a lot of different ways. You
can talk of compensatory funds. There are a lot of things to talk about.

We are saying something has to be done about a two-class educa-
tional system or this country is in terrible trouble.

One of the ways of solving part of that problem may result in some
busing.

Now, often when you talk about moving from, say, parts of West-
chester County into the inner city, that doesn't make sense.

On the other hand, you have areas where you have children living,
say, in the middle, between the inner city and a suburban area and then
it comes time to build a new school. Instead of building somewhere in
the middle area, the local education authorities build one school deep
in the inner city and one school out farther in the suburbs. It sends the
children in the suburbs farther out and the children in the inner city
are sent farther in. That doesn't make sense. We say the school should
be in the middle somewhere.

We don't think it is enough to say we aren't going to have busing, we
are not going to bus under any circumstances. That is why we say you
can't oppose busing as a tool, not as a first step, a great need, not as a
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social experiment, but you have to have all of these various tools
available.

Mr. PEYSER. I understand and appreciate that statement which does
clarify to a degree the situation. I totally support getting the moneys
into the so-called inner city schools and changing the level of education
with better teachers, better salaries for teachers in those areas, better
facilities where they are needed and upgrading in that fashion. How-
ever, the argument we are hearing is unless we bring students who are
now at a higher level, due to the education they are receiving, into
inner city schools, we are not going to raise the level of education. I
don't think that is necessarily so.

I also know, as a practical matter, making that kind of move can end
up having what I think to be a murderous effect on the public school
system, which I very nitich support.

I felt the voucher system, an _experimental program, would strike
a strong blow against the public school system so I was very much op-
posed to that.

Unfortunately, I don't know if there is a real middle ground on this
busing question. If we go ahead and say you can bus for racial balance
and encourage it where there seems to be no other way of doing it, we
are then talking of busing kids of my area into a totally different area.
This happens just because of the geography of my area.

I find myself in the position of having to oppose a move that would
enable situations to develop such as have resulted from the Detroit
and Richmond court decisions.

Either of those decisions, in effect, might hit one of our areas and
the city of Yonkers would be the obvious place it would hit.

I find myself from a practical standpoint having to oppose allowing
that type of situation to develop. Do you see any solution to this situa-
tion ?

Mr. YOUNG. I think this is one of the problems the courts are strug-
gling with.

I would make it clear I do not think the answer simply is busing
children that have gotten the advantage of a better education into the
inner city. That, by itself, will not help the education of the children
of the inner city. But I must say I am troubled.

I have a daughter that was torn, just by coincidence, at the time of
the Brown decision. I live in the suburbs. She just graduated from
high school this year. Every once in a while I think, supposing I was
black, supposing I lived in Washington. She would have gone through
the entire public school system after the Brown decision and still be
waiting for equality of educational opportunity.

Those of us that are interested in this problem both inside the Con-
gress and outside the Congress are still struggling with the problem,
still trying to come up with solutions, still trying to decide whether
it should be done by doing away with a proper tax, equalization. But
my daughter would have gone through the entire school system after
the Supreme Court decision, and there would be no answer for her.
What kind of kid would she have grown up to be?

Mr. PIICINSKI. The point you make points up the difficulty of try-
ing to solve this problem. Since 1954 at the time of the Brown decision
there have been these various efforts made to engage in extensive
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busing and making children the pawns of a social system that grown-
ups refuse to change.

In those 20 ensuing years. or 18 years, since the Brown decision,
wouldn't you think the society would have found other answers than
the massive busing to overcome racial segregation or racial isolation?

The difficulty I have is here. 18 years after Brown, where Brown
has established the principle that you cannot have a separate but
equal school system. every child is entitled to a good education and
18 years later the best remedy we can offer is busing. We have swept
all the other social answers aside. I don't understand that.

Why do we say that that little youngster, who is apparently the
easiest to manipulate, that youngster is going to be the pawn of a social
system that for 18 years grownups have stubbornly refused to give
that youngster the opportunity of a better education through intre-
gration ?

Mr. YOUNG. I agree this is the awful part of the problem.
The only thing I would say is, if you look at the statistics. 65 percent

of the children going to school are being bused, for one reason or
another. Approximately 3 percent are being bused for desegregation.
So. I don't think it has been tremendous massive busing for desegre-
gation.

Mr. Pticissm. I am tqlkingyes; I agree with you, of course, and
we have for decades been busing children in this country. We would
never have gotten good education for rural American had we not
established consolidated school systems and busing to consolidated
school systems.

Mr. YOUNG. At the time that was done, people in rural America
resented busing and opposed it.

All I am trying to say is not that we are in love with busing. We
are not in love with busing. What we are saying is until there is
some real solution. we think it is wrong to prohibit all busing.

Mr. Pucimiti. Here's the problem
Mr. Young. I want people moving into the suburbs; I want people

in the area where they can get better schools
Mr. PUCINSKI. Here is what I am concerned about. The evidence

before this committee, over a long period of time, and it is unfortunate
every time somebody tries intelligently, honestly and sincerely to dis-
cuss this issue. if he has the slightest doubts about the value of busing.
he immediately is tagged as a racist, a bigot, and everything else.

There happen to be some people on this committee and in this coun-
try who are sincerely looking for answers. I am one of them. We have
watched for a long time the developments of this phenomenon and I
am concerned when a court in Los Angeles orders the busing of 240,000
children every day to establish a racial balance in that school system.

I am disturbed when we see what is happening on a multicounty
basis in Detroit, in many other communities, north and south.

I am disturbed when I see in Baker County, Ga., a court ordering
integration of schools through busing and the whole white population
leaving the school system, and this leads to complete resegregation of
the school system. Obviously, we are dealing with a very difficult
problem.

When I talk of massive busing, wherever you have that kind of
busing, the middle-income white children and middle-income black
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children leave the school system and within 30 months you have
resegregation.

I am not completely convinced the proposal by the administration
is the solution to this problem. Neither am I convinced the court orders
handed down are the solution to this problem.

We are finding in community after community where massive bus-
ing has been ordered to correct the racial imbalance, white students
leave the system and you are worse off than when you started.

What is your solution ?
If the gentleman will yield further, what is the solution?
In my Iiistrict, my congressional district, we have been busing chil-

dren for 6 years. We had some vacant classrooms in my district and
we have overcrowded schools in an adjoining district and so 6 years
ago we began busing children. There was great consternation. I, my-
self, was very critical of the move at that time because no effort was
made to improve the educational programthere was no educational
supporting program with the busing and many youngsters from the
inner city school coming to my district schools were not prepared.
They became prepared and now after 5 years we see some significant
improvement, not only in reading improvement but, more imvatant,
in the learning habits of the children.

I can see where we can cite some examples of where busing was
helpful but for the massive busing that many court orders are requir-
ing, they look at the Constitution and say that the Constitution re-
quires it. They don't look at the practical side; they don't look at the
fact that many middle-income black and white families leave

How do they and we handle that?
Mr. YOUNG. Let me go back.
You say all those questioning busing are not clearly bigots. I agree

with you.
I would say to you all those who say busing must be available as

one tool, are not social experimenters. ;They, too, are grappling with
the problem.

I agree there are many problems.
I think in many court cases the courts didn't order busing because

they wanted to order busing. They ordered busing because there was
no other alternative because the school systems, for one reason or
another, have not tried to resolve the problems. Sometimes there are
very difficult problems to resolve.

r think some school districts have done a very good job of trying. I
think some school boards have tried very hard and then they have been
thrown out. Sure, it's a tough problem.

I guess what we are saying is that Congress, the executive, the ju-
diciary branch, all three branches have to work on this whole problem.
We say the answer is not just to say we can't have busing.

Our position, simply stated, is that when everything else fails, when
there is clearly a denial of 14th amendment rights where you are not
having equality of educational opportunities, then there is going to
have to be some busing.

If we can work out some ways to solve these problems without bus-
ing, that is fine with us. We are not wedded to busing children.

Mr. PEY8ER. I want to say, so the record doesn't look as though I

84-468 0-72-5
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disappeared into thin air, I thank Ken for his testimony, and relin-
quish the balance of my time.

Mr. Pucixtuci. We have had testimony before this committee by
Mr. Pottinger and others which indicates you could effectuate a great
deal of integration of children in this country not by busing but by
changing school attendance zones.

The emergency school bill the President signed. thank God, in that
emergency school bill we have a provision that if a school district es-
tablished school attendance zones which are racially nongerryman-
dered. school boundaries that are colorblind and assign children to
schools on a basis of geographic assignment, the school qualifies for
assistance under the act.

We are talking about busing and having this country totally polar-
ized on this issue of busing, so much so that we have ignored the many
other possibilities. For instance, you know there are 27,000 high schools
in America. of which 20,000 are lily white. There are 2 million minority
school children in America. If each of those white high schools took no
more than 100 of those children, there would be no ghetto in this coun-
try; there would be no problem in America.

We have funds in the emergency school bill for those problems and
we hope many of our urban schools will take a look and see if they can
make a contribution. Mr. Pottinger's testimony should be examined
because he has shown where a great deal of integration could be
achieved, not by busing, but by establishing more realistic school
boundaries.

This is why, it seems to me, we ought to have somebody providing
some leadership in finding solutions to this problem without getting
this country all torn apart the way it is now.

Mr. Youwa. I am in total agreement with that and the use of the
ESA. funds for the purposes you spelled out. I have no problem with
that. In fact, one of the reasons we oppose the administration bill is
we don't like the idea of what we term commingling and using some of
those funds for the compensatory education program.

Let me point out the Civil Rights Commission in its study on busing
bad a statement we subscribe to, and I think you would subscribe to,
Mr. Chairman, where it describes busing as "simply one of the many
tools with which school districts can carry out their constitutional duty
to desegregate. Busing is a last resort and on that basis busing must
be used to meet their constitutional obligation."

That doesn't mean you shouldn't try all the ways and try to ac-
complish this purpose.

All we are saying is if these aren't tried, if they are unworkable,
whether we like it or not, there will have to be some busing.

Mr. Pucnona. Again we get to the semantics of this thing when
you say "some busing."

My feeling isas a matter of fact, we made a survey in my district
and last year's survey showed when we asked the question, "Do you
have any objection to children being bused into your schools rsome
52 percent said, "No; we have no objection."

But when we asked the question, "Do you object t' having your chil-
dren bused out of your community to other schools?" then it became
98 percent strongly objecting.
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So, when you say "some busing," the question again comes up : What
do we mean I Do we mean an order like Los Angeles with 240,000
children bused every morning and every afternoon, or find some other
reasonable way of doing that t

I would like to get to another aspect of this legislation. I could feel
a good deal more excited about this whole proposal if we could write
into this bill a new title with some meaningful general aid to education.
In other words, if we can establish a good program of assisting the
schools of this country, the public schools of this country, so that all
schools have a good educational program. As you know, California,
Texas, and Minnesota courts have already ruled that you can't rely on
the local taxes because reliance on local taxes provides unequal educa-
tional opportunities. The poor children in the ghetto get the poor edu-
cation and rich children in the suburbs get a good education.

We could construct some legislation that States must accept a for-
mula of equalizing the expenditure per student for every student in
that State with assistance from the Federal Government and perhaps
assure every child in this country a good education.

I am wondering if at that point we might not find some middle
ground for using busing as r. last resort as you are suggesting.

Mr. YOUNG. In answer to sour specific question, if there was a
general aid title to this bill, 13915, we would still oppose the bill be-
cause of other provisions in it. I do not mean that as an attack on
general aid. If we could get general aid money, on top of present pro-
grams and not as a substitute, of course, and if it was done in such a
way thatI think you would have to include not only equalization
with present schools but probably some compensatory or catch-up
money. I think most studies show to really do it

Mr. PUCINSKI. I am not suggesting we do it with title I; that would
have to stay just the way it is.

Mr. Yam°. I think that would be an important step and will solve
some of the problems.

One problem it would not solve and something that has to be looked
at is where you still have a dual school system which is unconstitu-
tional.

I suggest if the schools were really equal, you would not have this
tremendous resentment about moving one way or thaother.

I suggest that I could understand if I lived in your district and you
said to me, do you mind children coming in, and I knew that meant it
wasn't going to be doubling the teacher-pupil ratio, crowded schools
or two shifts, OKI fine.

But, if you said, how about moving your children out, and that
would mean Chicago, I would say, "Nuts," because I worked my way
out of the plant to get out in that district with a better school. I don't
want my children going into the inner city under any circumstances,
especially not to an inferior school.

Mr. PUCINSKI. You are probably right. This is why Brown struck
down de jure segregation where they said black children go here and
white childrn here. That was struck down and Brown made the right
decision.

We are talking of a school system that will give every child in the
State the same amount of money for the same quality education the
other child gets. Once you establish that kind of system, my judgment
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is that as neighborhoods change, schools become integrated, become
resegregated, some schools remain all-white or all-black, you will
have all sorts of school systems but they won't be established by some
law that says black children go here and white children here.

My feeling is if we could equalize the quality education every child
gets, black, brown, white, rich or poor, then my judgment is the courts
could view this entire matter differently.

I am not surprised the courts issue the kind of orders they do now.
They look at one school that is a good school, another school is a very
bad school, and look at the Constitution, they have no recourse. But
if you have the assurance every school is a good school, my judgment
is the courts are not going to be viewing this matter strictly on the
basis of racial mix except in those areas where racial mix has been
promulgated by the deliberate drawing of boundary lines or other
procedures to separate the races. They should strike that down.

Would you agree with that
Mr. YOUNG. I agree with parts of it, Mr. Chairman.
I would point out that H.R. 13915 deals with dual school systems;

it doesn't talk about de facto. That is one of the facts that disturbs me.
The other

there
point I want to make clear is, we think part of quality
ieducation is integrated education. I know the are going to be places

even under the system you suggest where, with all good faith, schools
will be predominantly ane race or another.

I would like to see. and we would like to see in the future, integrated
schools because we think it is part of one society and part of education.

Mr. PIICINSKI. Do you havis any commentsyou have been talking of
H.R. 139.15. What about Mr. Quie's H.R. 15299? Have you expressed
any views on that?

Mr. Youxo. I suggested that it didn't belong before this committee.
Mr. Quie said it had been referred, it is clearly true, and I think he sort
of agreed with me, it should have been referred to the other committee

Mr. Pirciraxi. Which committee?
Mr. Youxo. Judiciary.
Mr. PIICIINSICI. No; they don't know anything about education over

there.
Mr. Yomio. I don't believe H.R. 15299 deals with education. As I

pointpoint out in the testimony, in the policy and purpose clause, it says:
provide Federal financial assistance for educationally deprived

students."
There is nothing in the bill that will do that.
My argument is this bill only deals with how the courts should act

on a dual school system.
Mr. Pucixaxi. If I may make this point. We have been talking here

about education and you just made a statement thr.n you believe that
integrated schools enhance the quality of education for both white and
nonwhite children. There is no question they are going to be living in
an integrated world, integrated society, they might as well start learn-
ing how to live with each other at the earliest level.

To that extent, it seems this is an educational problem and not a
. legal problem. I think that is what Mr. Quie was referring to.

Mr. Outr.. The part you refer to was inadvertently left in.
Mr. YOUNG. If it was left out. it would have been referred to the

other committee.
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Mr. QUID:. When tt was introduced, we expected it to go to the Ju-
diciary Committee. I asked the Parliamentarian if we could draft it to
go to the Judiciary Committee, and he said,"No."
' Mr. YOUNG. Mr. 3fcCulloch's bill not only includes the same policy
and purpose as the assistance bill, it defines sections in the assistance
title that were pulled out. I would Ir.: willing to submit comments. I
know you have other witnesses.

Mr. QtIE. I think we should get on to the other witnesses.
Mr. PUCINSKI. I would like you to look .....t 13915 and besides the partas to jurisdiction
Mr. YouxG. You mean 15299
Mr. PUCINSKI. Yes; 15299, a-,d I wonder if we could have some ex-

pression from you either in writing or perhaps you would like to come
back.

Mr. YOUNG. Either way is fine with me.
Mr. PUCINSKI. WP will discuss that with you, but I do understand

our next witness has to catch a plane out of here.
I ant very grateful to you, Mr. Young, for !:sing here to start off the

hearings. I am grateful to the AFL-CIO for their opinion. I know the
committee will want to consider very carefully the objections you
raised to 13915. We do want your opinion on H.R. 15299.

(The information to be furnished follows:)
- AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND

CONGRESS OF IstoutrriGAL OnGsNizATioNs,
Washington, D.C., July SI, 1972.

lion. ROMAN l'UCINSKI,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education, Education andLabor Committee.

Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Mn. CHAIRMAN: During the AFL-CIO's testimony on H.R. 13915, the

Equal Educational Opportunities Act of 1972, you requested our comments on
H.R. 1529, legislation introduced by Representative Qule.

As you will recall, The AFL-CIO testimony spelled-out our opposition to H.R.
13915 and pointed out that we believed H.R. 15299 properly belonged within the
jurisdiction of the Judiciary Committee since it was similar to H.R. 13915 except
for its exclusion of Title Ithe title that provided federal assistance for compen-satory education.

Since our testimony, your subcommittee has reported outas H.R. 13915
legislation basically the same as the original Qule bill. The AFL-CIO wishes
to reiterate its opposition to this legislation and asks that this letter be included
ns part of the record-of hearings now being conducted by the full Zducation and
Labor Committee.

The AFL-CIO considers the present H.R. 13915 to be nothing more than an anti-
desegregation, anti-busing proposal. We see nothing in the proposed bill that
possibly can justify the "Equal Educational Opportunities" title.

On the contrary, the bill would prohibit the busing of childen in the sixth
grade or below beyond the "closest or next closest to f the student's) place of
residence" even when such busing is the only remedy to a denial of 14th amend-
ment rights.

In the case of students above the sixth grade, transportation of students beyond
the "closest or next closest" school only could be required in ccnjunctton with
one of the non-transportation remedies listed in the bill. I et, some transportation
clearly is required if the other remedies are to be workable. As we read H.R.
18915, if transportation is prohibited under the terms of the bill, no realistic
remedy is possible.

The AFL-CIO also in concerned about the "reopening yroceedings" permitted
under the Title III. This section permits local education agencies to reopen court
orders or Title VI Civil Rights Act plans already being im 'lemented to conform
them with the provisions of the bill.

Many school districts throughout the nation have worked diligently to elimi-
nate dual school systems. Unfortunately, other school districts have resisted all

84.466 0 - 72 - 6
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efforts to bring about desegregation. Title III of the proposed bill rewards those
districts that have resisted, while forcing those districts that have complied with
the law toonce againreopen an often painful process.

The AFL-CIO is firmly convinced that the real purpose of H.R. 13915 is to
frustrate the efforts of the courts to deal effectively with violations of 14th
Amendment rights. Clearly, Congress should not enact such legislation.

As AFL-CIO President George Meany declared. March 22, 1972: "The rights
in question are those of individual school children and once lost for any school
year cannot be recaptured."

Sincerely,
KENNETH YOUNG,

Assistant Director, Department of Legislation.

Mr. PrC1NSKI. We are pleased to have as our next witness Dr. David
Armor of Lexington, Mass., who recently completed an exhaustive
study on the effects of busing.

Dr. Armor, would you please come forward?

STATEMENT OF DR. DAVID ARMOR, LEXINGTON: MASS

Mr. PIICINSKI. I will ask Mr. Quie to preside until I get back. I will
be back in a few minutes.

Dr. Armor, we are pleased to have you here. I have had occasion to
look at your report. It will got in the record in its entirety. It is an
exhaustive study and you are to be commended for your skill and
ability and proceeding along on this very important investigation that
you have completed, and I am sure it will play a significant role in the
deliberations of this committee.

I want to welcome you to the committee.
Your entire statement will go in the record at this point.
(The statement to be furnished follows:)

STATEMENT OF DR. DAVID .1. ARMOR, WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF MAZY .70 Goon,
HARVARD tixrceasrrY, ox THE EFFECTS or BMONG

It would be impossible to count how many policy statements, how many
scholarly treatises, or how many commentaries have reaffirmed, reconfirmed, and
reasserted the tenet that:

"To separate (black children) from others of similar age and qualifications
solely because of their race generates a feeling of inferiority as to their status
in the community that may affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely to
ever be undone.-

Few decisions of the Supreme Court have provoked so much controversy for
so long, or have had so much impact on the way of life of so many as the one in
1M4 from which these words were taken. Men have fought, groups have rioted,
and states have divided over actions, direct and indirect, that have flowed in
consequence of this- ruling. Policy-makers have used It to help restructure po-
litical, economic, and social institutions. Journalists have held it up to politi-
cians, businessmen and the public in general who would thwart the reforma-
tion. And social scientists have let it stand as the premier axiom of their field
one of the few examples of a social theory which has found its way into formal
law.

Following the famous doctrine each decade had its own unique type of conflict
and controversy. First there were the boycotts, the sit-ins, and the marches that
by 1960 had focussed the nation's attention on the problem. Then came the mili-
tancy, the rioting, and the death in the middle and late sixties' that revealed the
depth of the Problem and the desperation of the victims. Finally, as the great
wheels of institutional change finally gained momentum and headed towards

Part of the work reported herein was made possible by a grant from the Spencer
Foundation administered through the Harvard Graduate School of Education. Helpful
criticisms of early drafts of Ih4 paper were provided by James Jones, Claude Fischer.
George Ferry, and Nancy St. John.
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the defeat of de jure and de facto segregation, the 1970's brings the busingcrisis.
Is the busing crisis really over neighborhood schools, or does it reveal a

deeper set of conflicts? On the way to ending segregation, since policy makers
have seen no other solution, we see the prospects of metropolitization, regional
government, regional school systems, federally-financed schools, anti-zoning laws,
or even an end to the local community in order to bring about racial balance in
schools. While the current controversy may focus heavily upon busing and school
integration, it is obvious that the changes being advocated to gain school inte-
gration are infinitely more far-reaching in their potential impact on American
life-styles.

Many persons probably do not fully appreciate the role played by the social
sciences in helping to ignite and sustain the forces behind the desegregation
movement. While it would be an exaggeration to say that they are responsible
for the busing dilemmas facing so many communities today, it would be hard to
imagine how the changes we are witnessing could have happened so quickly
without the scientific legitimization provided by virtually hundreds of sociolog-
ical and psychological studies. At every stepfrom the 1954 Supreme Court rul-
ing, to the Civil Rights Act of 1964. to the federal busing orders of 1970social
science research findings have been inextricably woven with policy decisions.

It is one of the ironies of the relationship between science and policy that
the conditions for adequate research are often not met until a policy is in effect,
and yet the policy often cannot be made until supported by science. As a con-
sequence, the desire for scientists to effect society and the desire for policy-
makers to be backed by science often leads to a connection between policy and
science that may be more political than scientific. Further, this means that the
evaluation research of a social action program may undo the very premises on
which the action is based. There are obvious dangers for both science and policy
in this paradox. There is the danger for policy that important and significant
programs may be stopped when scientific support is lacking or reveals unex-
pected consequences, there is the danger for science that important research is
stopped when expected results are not forthcoming. The current busing con-
troversy may be a prime example of this situation.

With the onset of massive and compulsory school integration across the nation
conies the first opportunity to conduct realistic tests of the integration policy
model that forms a crucial part of the movement's justification. While this policy
model is based in part upon social science research, it is research that does not
duplicatethe actual and realistic conditions of racial integration. The research
designs have been cz post facto: comparisons have been made between persons
already integrated with those in segregated environments. Since the integration
experience occurred before the studies, any inferences about the effects of induced
integration based on such evidence is speculative at best. But the new research
that is being carried out in ninny of the cities experiencing induced integration
does not need to suffer this limitation. While it may have other short-comings, it
offers neither the artificial constraints of the laboratory experiment nor the
causal ambiguity of the cross-sectional survey. As a result, the findings of these
researches may hold many surprises for the policy-maker as well as the socialscientist.

The major task for this essay will be to explore some of the most recent dis-
coveries of this new research and to provide some interpretations and explana-
tions. We will set the stage by tracing the evolution of the integration policy
model which has brought us to this juncture. Following a look at the data which
provides a partial test of the model, we will discuss the meaning of thedata for
social science and social policy.

Tne INTEGRATION POLICY MODEL: STAGE 1

One of the difficulties in testing social science theory is that it is bard to come
by a model which reflects broad consensus in a fic.ki. Conflicts over concepts, over
their relationships, over their operationalizatiow, and over their proper testing
are legion. But policy-makem cannot enjoy this scientific license; decisions have
to be made fussed on whatever evidence and opinion is at hand. Therefore, a policy
model can often be inferred from policy statements and decisions.

The integration policy model implied by current policy decisions has roots in
social heience results dating ba', to pre-World War II. While the abolition of
slavery was defended on moral grounds, with no deference to science (what little
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of it was relevant), the elimination of school segregation has presented a differ-
ent history. Although some legislative anti-segregation actions have been based
upon dircet constitutional interpretations, a good manyincluding the famous
1954 Supreme Court decision have used social science findings in order to docu-
ment the harmful effects of segregation. Segregation, per se, is not outlawed by the
constitution, nor is it strictly prohibited by American moral codes. Evidence for
this exists everywherefrom the "separate but equal" doctrine which predomi-
nated before 1954 to the extensive segregation of social classes, religious groups,
anal ethnic minorities throughout the country. Of course, compulsory segregation
of the white and black races can be argued as a violation of the 14th amendment.
especially when only one racial group is writing the laws. But even here the Su-
preme Court felt obliged to argue that legal segregation is inherently unequal.
since the 14th amendment concerns equality and not segregation. And for this
claim the Court had to reach for social science research which established the
connection. As for compulsory desegregation, there is practically no constitutional
precedence. 011 the contrary, there is the danger that such policy will come into
conflict with constitutional guarantees of freedom of association.

The earliest connection between segregation and inequality was most ex-
plicitly portrayed in the works of Dollard (1937) and Myrdal (1944). These
classics were the first prestigious social science studies to throw heavy doubt on
the assumption that emancipation had ended America's racial problems. They
pointed out how prejudice, discrimination, segregation, and inequality had re-
placed slavery as the primary means of keeping the black man in a subordinate
caste status. Myrdal summarized all of this with the famous "vicious circle"
postulate: white prejudice, in the form of beliefs about the inferior status of the
black race, leads to discrimination and segregation in work, housing, and social
relationships; discrimination in turn leads to social and economic inequality; in-
equality in turn circles back to reinforce and solidify the white prejudice that
started it all. The vicious circle theory was time integration policy model in em
bryonic form.

Appearing at about the same time as these broad, sociological studies were a
number of important psychological experiments which were to play a crucial
role in the policy decisions ahead. Perhaps most notable for their dramatic effect
were the doll studies of Kenneth and Mamie Clark (1947). They found that pre-
school black children were much less likely than white children to prefer dolls
of their own race. While these effects tapered off when older children were
studied, they concluded that racial awareness and identification occurred at an
early age, and that the doll choices revealed harmful and lasting effects on
black self-esteem and performance which were a direct result of the prejudicial
beliefs and discriminatory action of white society. Many other studies have since
confirmed these early findings (Proshansky and Newton. 196R). some as recently
as 1970 (Porter, 1971). This suggests a psychological dynamic that, when added
to the vicious circle, helps explain its operation : the results of prejudice and
segregation leads to feelings of inferiority and an inability to succeed that sus-
tains inequality and further reinforces the initial white prejudice. In other
words. the social conditions of a segregated society and the assumptions on which
it is based leads to serious psychological damage to the black child: and the dam-
age is sufficient to prevent the kinds of adults behaviors which might enable the
black man to break the circle.

How could the circle be broken? This question plagued a generation of social
scientist:: in quest for the solution to America's race problem. A number of
studies appeared after the war which were to have important consequences for
the answer. Two stand out as having especially significant impact ; both focused
upon the effects of segregation and integration upon white racial attitudes. The
first was part of Samuel Stouffer's massive research on the American soldier
during World War II (1949). Among the many findings reported were the
results of a study of integrated companies during combat conditions. Stouffer
found that while soldiers in combat companies with a black platoon were tar
more likely to accept the idea of fighting side-by-side with black soldiers than
were white soldiers in nonintegrated companies. The second work was the
study by Morton Deutsch and Mary Eva Collins of interracial housing. Compar-
ing residents of similar background in segregated and integrated public housing
projects, they found that whites in integrated housing were more likely to have
friendly relationships with blacks, to endorse interracial living, and to have
more positive attitudes towards blacks in general than whites living in the
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segregated projects. While neither of these studies were able to measure atti-tudes prior to integration, neither author had reason to believe that the inte-
grated whites differed front the segregated whites before the former's experi-
ence with blacks. Therefore, they concluded that the results were due to theeffect of interracial contact.

The culmination of this research was reached in Allport's influential work,
The Nature of Prejudice (1953). Using the works of Stouffer, Deutsch and Col-lins, and others, he formulated what has come to be known as "contact theory":

"Contacts that bring knowledge and acquaintance are likely to engendersounder beliefs about minority groups . .. (therefore) Prejudice ... may be re-
duced by equal status contact between majority and minority in the pursuit of
common goals. The effect-is greatly enhanced if this contact is sanctioned by-institutional supports (i.e., by law, custom, or local atmosphere), and if it is bya sort that leads to the perception of common interests and common humanitybetween members of the two groups."

The clear key to breaking the vicious circle, then, was contact. By establishing
integrated environments for black and white, white prejudice would be reduced.
discrimination would decline, and damaging effects upon the black child's feelings
and behavior would be reduced. He would finally be able to attain full social and
economic equality within white society.

While the Supreme Court based its 1954 decision upon the narrower relation-
ship between legally sanctioned segregation and psychological harm, it is clear
that. the modus operandi by which the damage would stop is that implied by con-
tact theory. With the 1954 decision, therefore, social theory becomes a policymodel, and the Southern public school systems become prime targets for itsimplementation.

TIIH INTEGP..TION POLICY MODEL: STAOE 2

In the eyes of the northerner, segregation has always been a Southern problem.
The Supreme Court's action at first reinforced this belief, since state-sanctioned
school segregation was rare outside the South. But events of the late 1050's andearly 1960's put an end to the North's blissful innocence, events that shift spot-
light from science and policy to public action.

The modern civil rights movement began in the South, as might have.been ex-pected, with the successful Montgomery bus boycott in 1955 and the organizationof Martin Luther King's Southern Christian Leadership Conference in 1957. Butthe new defiance and militancy of King's movement sparked the sympathy ofnorthern white students who were just emerging from a decade of "student apa-
thy:' They traveled to the South by the thousands to join into the sit-in movement
in the summer of 1959. Unencumbered by the traditional blinders of their northern
elders, it did not take the students long to realize that segregation and inequalitywere as rampant in the North as the South. Aidedby the formation of CORE andSNCC chapters on university campuses across the nation, the southern sit-in
movement became a national movement. The race problem had spread to the Northfor good.

The high point in the non-violent civil rights movement was reached in the 1963March on Washington. Organized to dramatize the failure of court action to endsegregation in the South, ft brought togethersome 250,000 persons in what was the
most impressive organized protest meeting in the history of the country. It
brought home to legislators for the first time the deep and massive support for
anti-discrimination legislation.

The Congress answered this appeal by passing the Civil Rights Act of 1964.the strongest civil rights act by Congress since the Civil War. It contained
provisions that included strong sanctions against discrimination in education.
employment, housing, and voting (the last being supplemented by the Voting
Rights Act of 1965). While the thrust of the Act was still aimed at the South,
it set standards that could be used against de facto segregation in the North.For example, the Title VI provisions enabling the withholding of federal funds
to localities which intentionally maintain segregated schools have been applied
to the City of Boston. Perhaps more important, the standards have stimulated
many states to promote racial balance laws and programs of their own.

The 1904 Act had another impact in quite a different direction. It commissioned
the United States Office of Education to conduct a survey ". . . concerning the
lack of equal educational opportunities for individuals by reason of race. color.
religion, or national origin in public educational institutions at all levels in
the United States . . ." Sociologist James Coleman was selected to head u team
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to design and conduct the survey. Science had given support to policy ; andnow policy supports science.
The Coleman report (1966), as it has come to be known, contained striking

evidence of the extent of school segregation in all parts of the country. While
the South was more segregated than the North. fully 72% of black first graders
in the Urban north attended predominantly black schools. The report also con-
firmed one of the basic assumptions of the stage 1 model : that black performance
and attitudes are poor compared to white students. Using results from a variety
of achievement tests, Coleman reported that throughout al; regions and grade-
levels black students ranged from 2 to 6 years behind white students in reading.
verbal, and mathematics performances. Likewise, black students were shown to
have lower aspirations, lower self-esteem about academic ability, and a more
fatalistic attitude about their ability to change their situation.

The Coleman study also reported some surprising findings that were not in
accord with the early model. For one thing, black children were nearly as far
behind white children in academic performance in the firs: grade as they were
iu later grades. This raised some question about whether school policies alone
could overcome the black-white inequalities. Adding to the significance of this
finding were the facts that black and white schools could not be shown to differ
extensively in facilities or services, and what differenees there were could not
be used to explain much of the difference in black and white student achieve-
ment. This led Coleman to conclude that :

"Schools bring little influence to bear on a child's achievement that is inde-
pendent of his background and general social context ; and this very lack of an
independent effect means that the inequalities imposed on children by their
home. neighborhood, and peer environment are carried along to become the
inequalities (of their adult life)."

While the findings about segregation and black-white differences have been
widely publicized and largely accepted, this third set of Coleman findings has
been ignored by educational policy-makers. Part of the reason may have to do
with the methodological controversies which surrounded these findings (e.g..
Bowles and Levin, 106T), but 21 more important reason :nay be that the impli-
cations were too devastating to the heavy investment made by the educational
establishment in rehabilitative programs for the culturally deprived. The con-
nection between policy and science does have Its limitations.

We must return to the public sector one more time for an important input into
the final policy model. The civil rights movement of the 1950's uncovered the
race problems in the North, but until the middle 1960's the problem was still
conceived largely in terms of the white man's prejudicial and discriminatory
beliefs and behavior. This ended with the death of Martin Luther King in 1968.
The Watts riot of 1965, the scattered riots in Chicago, Cleveland, and other cities
in 1966, and the holocausts of Detroit and Newark in 1967 were preludes to a
drastic change of the definition of the problem. The black man had tired of being
a passive observer of the often feeble and seemingly futile battles between
white reformists and white racists over his status; he began taking matters into
his own hands. Clearly, these episodes mark the beginning of the search for true
black identity and self-respect. Integration and equality could not be something
that the white man gave away; it had to be something the black man would fight
for and win.

The growth of the Black Muslims and various other black nationalism move-
ments furthered this trend, but after the death of King it took n new and more
ominous turn. The rhetoric and violent tactics; of the Bl I Panthers which
began in 1968 filially revealed to white liberal society that there were two sources
of prejudice and intolerance. The fight against white bigotry had to be coupled
with an attack on racism and separatism of the new black militant ideology.
There was a new urgency in the quest for a solution to the nee problem in
America; if definitive action was not taken, there would be the risk of total
polarization of the black and white races and the possibility of an all-out race
war.

In 1965 President Johnson requested the United States Commission on Civil
Rights to Conduct an investigation into the extent and harmful effects of de
facto segregation in the nation and to make recommendations about how it
might be remedied. He expressed hope that the findings ". . . may provide a
basis for action not only by the Federal Government but also by the States and
local school boards which bear the direct responsibility for assuring quality
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education." The Commission reported in 1967 in a volume entitled, "Racial Iso-
lation in the Public Schools." The findings and recommendations of the Commis-
sion, as elaborated in this report, constitute the most comprehensive policy
statement to date on the subject of school integration. It is a policy statement
which is, indeed, being followed by many states and local school boards through-
out the country.

Using data from the Coleman study and several other original studies pre-
pared for the Commission, the report concluded that :

"Negro children suffer serious harm when their education takes place in public
schools which are racially segregated, whatever the source of such segregation
may be. Negro children who attend predominantly Negro schools do not achieve
as well as other children, Negro and white. Their aspirations are more restricted
than those of other children and they do not have as much confidence that they
can influence their own futures. When they become adults, they are less likely
to participate in the mainstream of American society, and more likely to fear,
dislike, and avoid white Americans. The conclusion drawn by the U.S. Supreme
Court about the impact upon children of segregation compelled by lawthat it
"affects their hearts and minds in ways unlikely ever to be undone"applies to
segregation not compelled by law."

In order to remedy this situation, the Commission recommended that the fed-
eral government establish a uniform standard for racial balance and provide fi-
nancial assistance for states that develop programs to meet the standard. The
Commission itself did not recommend a specific standard, but they did suggest
that the standard be no higher than 50% black in any single school.

This, then, is the basis for the integration policy model we wish to test. While
the implementation of racial balance programs has differed from one locality to
the other, the underlying rational of all of these programs is similar to that for-
mulated first by the Supreme Court and extended by the Civil Rights Commis-
sion. To summarize the full policy model, the starting point is white prejudice
consisting in stereotyped beliefs about black people. These beliefs lead to dis-
criminatory behavior in employment, housing, schooling. and social relationships
in general. Discrimination in turn leads to social and economic inequality, on
the one hand, and segregation on the other hand. Inequality and segregation are
mutually reinforcing conditions, reflecting not only the judicial doctrine that sep-
aration is inherently unequal, but also the social reality that segregation of a
deprived group can cut off channels and networks that might be used to gain
equality. Segregation and inequality combine to cause psychological damage in
children in the form of lower achievement, lower aspirations, and less self-esteem.

As the child grows older, this damage leads on the one hand to further social
and economic inequalities in the form of inadequate education and inferior jobs.
and on the other hand to black alienation, prejudice, and hostility toward whites.
This in turn leads to increased white prejudice (the vicious circle) and a general
polarization of race relations. Given these cause and effect relations, the elimina-
tion of segregation in schooling should act as a counterveiling force for black
students by increasing achievement, raising aspirations, enhancing self-esteem, re-
ducing black-white prejudices and hostility, and enabling black students to find
better educational and occupational opportunities. It then follows that social and
economic inequalities would be lessened, and the vicious circle would be bent if
not broken.

It must be stressed that this model is one inferred by policy and not neces-
sarily one adopted from social science. While many of the causal relationships
assumed in the model, are, indeed, based upon scientific evidence compiled over
many years of research in psychology and sociology, it is doubtful that any two
specialists in the field of race relations would agree on all of the components of
the model. Be that as it may, it is more to the point to say that until the start of
the large-scale school integration programs there was no way to test such a model.

We also point out that the data we have collected cannot test all aspects of
the policy model. Such data would have to he collected over a period of at least
two generations. Our test focuses, instead, upon the relationships in the model
which connect school integration with educational damage and racial prejudice
with a primary focus on black students. In particular, we will be testing the sub-
model that school integration enhances black achievement, aspirations. self-
esteem, race relations, and opportunities for higher education.
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Dozens of cities throughout the country have implemented programs to bring
about racial balance in their schools. Some of these programs are responses to
court-ordered integration (most of these being in the South), some are in response
to state directives on racial balance ; some reflect the initiative of local school
boards; and some are voluntary programs involving cooperation between central
city groups -and predominantly white suburban school systems. Whatever the
stimulus, these programs provide us with the first opportunity to study the im-
pact of school integration on a fairly large scale and to assess, for black students,
the adequacy of the integration policy model upon which these programs are
based.

Many of the cities which have desegregated their schools have conducted re-
search programs to evaluate the outcomes of desegregation. It is from these
studies that we can derive data to test the hypotheses stemming from the policy
model. Since all of the studies were conducted independently, the variables
studied and the research designs differ from one study to the next. Also, the
quality of the research and the reports vary considerably. Accordingly, we have
been selective in choosing studies to include in vim analysis. Our choices have
been guided primarily by two considerations: (1) a study must employ a longitu-
dinal design, with the same instruments being administered at different times
during the integration experience so that actual changes can be assessed; and 2)
a study must have a control group for making comparisons with integrated black
students. The ideal control group, of course, would consist of black students who
are identical to the integrated students in every way except for the integration
experience. Since such studies are rare in evaluation research, an "adequate"
control group for our present purposes is either a group of non-bused black
students who are reasonably comparable to the bused black students, or a group
of white students in the same school as the bused black students. In the latter
case, the effects of integration are revealed in the changes in the black-white
differential for the measure in question.

In spite of these precautions, we must still warn that it is difficult to make
comparisons and generalizations when data are derived from different studies.

Also, all of the studies we review were done in northern cities, so that our
findings may not be generalizable to the South. Nonetheless, the studies do re-
veal sufficiently clear and consistent findings in LI stain areas to enable at least
n preliminary assessment of the effects of induced integration in de facto segre-
gated cities of the North.

The data we will use can be classified into two parts. The first part consists of
findings from a study of Boston's METCO program for whose research design.
execution, and analysis we are partly responsible (Walberg, 1969; Armor and
Genova, 1970).1 The data are more complete and, we feel, offer a more complete
test of the policy model than many other studies we have seen. The METCO pro-
gram buses black students of all age levels from the central city to predominately
white middle-class schools in the suburbs. Approximately 1500 black students and
28 suburban communities have particpated since the program began in 1966; the
study from which our data will be taken covers the period from October, 1968
to May, 1970. This study used a longitudinal design that called for achievement
testing for all students and a questionnaire for the junior and senior high stu-
dents in three waves: the first at the beginning of the school year in October.
1968; a second in May of 1969; and a third in May, 1970. For a variety of reasons
the achievement testing was not done for the third wave. The questionnaire cov-
ered several areas, including academic performance, aspirations and self-con-
cept, relations with and attitudes toward white students, and attitudes toward
the program.

The METCO study also included a small control group consisting of siblings
of the bused students matched for sex and grade level (i.e., both the bused and
the control groups had approximately the same sex and age composition). While
the control group was not randomly selected. we felt that it would serve as an
important comparison group to help sort out the effects of the busing program
from general changes going on in the black community. The fact that the siblings
were drawn from the same families as the bused students means that there is
an automatic control for social class and other tangible and intangible family

1The data summarized in the reports cited was subjected to extensive reanalysis for
the present study.
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factors. Also, since the high application rate usually prevented the busing pro-gram from taking more than one applicant per family, we had reason to believethat the control students would not differ substantially from the bused studentsalong the important dimensions of ability, aspirations, and so forth. This belief
is confirmed by the findings presented in the next section.

The number of junior and senior high school students participating in the
METCO study are as follows : wave one, 357 bused (80% of the total population)
and 112 controls (54% of the eligible population) ; wave two, 229 bused (51%)and 67 controls (32%) ; wave three, 492 bused (87%) and 232 controls (65%).Because of clerical errors in relating achievement tests to questionnaires, thequestionnaire data for waves one and two are based on about 10% fewer re-spondents in each group. Given the low turnout rates for wave two and otherfactors (drop-outs, graduates, transfers from control to bused status), our panelof secondary school students with achievement data for both testing periods con-sists of 195 bused students and 41 control students ; for the questionnaire data thepanels consists of 135 bused students with data from all 3 waves and 36 controlstudents with data from wave one and wave three.' In addition, achievement data
for elementary grades is available for panels of 147 bused students (66% of thewave one sample) and 41 controls (44%). Given the relatively small proportionof both bused and control students in the panels, there is the chance that thepanels are not representative of the full population of bused students and theirmatched siblings. In the comparisons we make in the next section, therefore, we
shall also present data from the complete cross-sections for all waves. The busedpanel does not differ significantly from the full cross-section of bused students,and the control panel differs in no way that would effect our main conclusions'
In addition to the data for black students, a single cross-sectional study was alsodone in Spring, 1969, to assess the impact of the program on white sophomores in
eight of the suburban schools (Useem, 1971 and 1972). We will cite some of the
findings from the Useem study whenever such comparisons seem relevant.The second part of the data comes largely from reports on integration pro-grams in four other Northern cities throughout the country.' In 1964 WhitePlains, New, closed down one inner city elementary school which was becomingrecially imbalanced and began busing the children to other inner city schools
which were predominantly white. The study IN e cite covers a two year periodfrom 1964 to 1966 (White Plains Public Schools, 1967). Ann Arbor, Michigan,
followed a smilar pattern ; an elementary school which was racially imbalanced
was closed in 1965 and the students were bused to predominantly white schools.The study covers a one year period with a three-year follow-up (Carrigan 1969).A program in Riverside, California has followed a graduated program of closingits racially imbalanced elementary schools and integrating its predominantly
white schools. The program begain in 1965 and the study covers a five-year period
(Purl and Dawson, 1976; Gerard and Miller, 1971). The fourth program, Project Concern, is similar to METCO. Elementary school children from two innercities (Hartford and New Haven, Connecticut) are bused to suburban schools insurrounding towns. This program began in 1966; the studies selected cover two
years for Hartford (Mahan, 1968) and one year for New Haven (Clinton, 1966).

In addition to these five major studies, we will also refer to studies of other
integration programs that seem relevant at certain points. One such study is anevaluation of A Better Chance (ABC), a program which places high-ability
black students in white preparatory schools in the Northeast (Perry, 1972).
This evaluation research used techniques and instruments similar to those
used in the METCO study, and therefore comparisons may be more valid thanfor some of the other studies.

2 Only 16 students in the control group had questionnaire data from all three waves.
Of the initial sample of control students, over a third had either graduated or transferredinto the busing program by the third wave.

3 Analysis was carried out on the 240 bused students who were in both waves one and
three (representing 74% of the wave one sample). and there were no important differencesbetween these results and the results from the smaller three-wave panel.

Research reports for a number of widely-discussed busing programs were not included
for methodological reasons. For example, the Berkeley, California busing program has not
been systematically studied.

A study of the Rochester busing program also lacked a proper prepost design (Rochester
City School District, 1970). The study had pre-test and post-test achievement scores from
different tests; control groups with generally lower pre-test scores; and used analysis of
covariance to make adjustments for post-test scores. Such statistical adjustments do not
necessarily eliminate initial differences between the bused and control groups.
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THE FINDINGS

In accordance with the policy model we have outlined, we can group our find-
ings under five major headings : the effects of busing and integration on (1) aca-
demic achievement ; (2) aspirations; (3) self-concept ; (4) race relations ; and
(5) educational opportunities. In addition, we will examine a sixth area, pro-
gram support. In each case, we shall compare bused students with the control
groups to assess those changes that might be uniquely associated with the effects
of induced integration.
Achievement

It is most disappointing to report that none of the studies have been able to
demonstrate, conclusively, that integration has had an effect on academic achieve-
ment as measured by standardized tests. Given the results of the Coleman study
and other evaluations of remedial programs (e.g., Head Start), many experts
may not be surprised at this finding. To date there is no published report of any
strictly educational reform which has proven to substantially effect academic
achievement ; school integration, programs have not proven otherwise.

The changes in reading achievement for elementary and secondary students in
the METCO program are shown in Figures 1 and 2.5 For the elementary students,
the gradeequivalent gains for bused 3rd and 4th graders after one year are some-
what greater than those for the control group (.4 to .3), but this is not a statis-
cally significant difference. For grades 5 and 6 the situation is reversed, with
the control group out-gaining the bused group (.7 to .5), but again the difference
Is not significant. We can see that the control group is somewhat higher initially
for both grade levels, but this difference, too, is not significant.°

In the case of secondary students, the bused group scores somewhat higher than
the control groups initially (but not significantly so)? Nonetheless, the gain
scores present no particular pattern. While the bused junior high students in-
creased their grade-equivalent score from 7.5 to 7.7, the control group improved
from 7.4 to 7.5; the bused gain is not significantly different from that for the
control group. For senior high students the effect is reversed ; the control students
gain more than the bused students (9 percentile points compared to 4 points), but
again the gains are not statistically significant for either group.

S'udies in the fifth program, Project Concern, showed mixed results. A study
of the Hartford students compared bused black students who received special
supportive assistance with nonbused inner city black students (Mahan, 1968).
Although two separate one-year periods were covered, problems with missing data
allow valid comparisons for only one full academic year (Fall, 1967 to Spring,
1968). The bused students showed higher IQ gains only in grades 2 and 3; the
gains in kindergarten and grades 1, 4, and 5 were either insignificant or, in two
cases, favored the control group .° In a study of New Haven students, second and
third grade students were randomly assigned to bused and non-bused conditions
and were given reading, language, and arithmetic tests in October, 1967 ( when
the busing began) and again in April, 1968 (Clinton, 1969).' Of the six compari-
sons possible (three tests and two grades), only two showed significant differences
favoring the bused students.1°

While none of these studies are flawless, their consistency is striking. More-
over, their results are not so different from the results of the massive cross-
sectional studies. An extensive re-analysis of the Coleman data showed that even
without controlling for social class factors, "naturally" integrated black sixth
graders were still one and one half standard deviations behind white students

5 About half of the elementary students and two-thirds of the secondary students were
new to the program in 1968. However, there were no differences in gain scores for the
newly.bused compared to the previously-bused students.

5 Initial differences between the newly-bused and the previously.bused revealed no par-
ticular pattern ; for 3rd and 4th graders the previously.bused were higher by .15 points,
but for 5th and 6th graders the newly-bused were higher by .5 points ; in any event there
were no statistically significant differences in gain scores.

7 The newly-bused students were somewhat higher than the previously.bused initially for
both junior and senior high students (.3 and 2.5, respectively), but the differences were
not significant.

The control school was a "naturally" integrated school with an increasing proportion
of black students ; it was scheduled to be closed down the following year.

*The pattern of black achievement falling further behind white achievement at later
grade levels has been extensively documented (Coleman. 1966; Rosenfeld and Hilton, 1971).

10 Even these two significant results might not have occurred if the data had been ann
lyzed differently. The author controlled for prebusing scores using analysis of covariance
rather than analysing gain scores (see note 4). Since the author did not present pretest
means, we cannot know if the bused and control groups differed initially.
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in the same schools, compared to a national gap of two standard deviations
(Armor, 1972). This means that, assuming the Coleman data to be correct, the
best integration could do would be to move the average black child from the 2nd
percentile to the 7th percentile (where the average white child is at the 50th
percentile). But social class differences of integrated black students in the Cole-
man study could easily explain a good deal of even this small gain. Other inves-
tigators have come to similar conclusions after examining a number of studies
(St. John, 1970).

While there are no important gains for the METCO group in standardized
achievement, there were some important differences in academic grades (see
Fig. 3). Even though the bused secondary students have somewhat higher test
scores than the control group, the bused group was almost a half a grade-point
behind the control group in 1969, and the bused students dropped even further
behind by 1970." The average control student is able to maintain a grade average
at above a B level in the central city, while the average bused students in the
suburbs is just above a C average. Although it is not shorn in the Figure, from
the Useeni study we can estimate the average white student academic grade aver-
age (i.e., excluding non-academic coursesan exclusion not made for the black
students) at about 2.45, or between a B and C+ average. Again, we should not
be too surprised at this if we take into account the Coleman findings. Since
black students are behind white students of the same age in all parts of the
country with respect to academic achievement, we should expect their grades to
fall when they are taken from the competition in an all-black school to the com-
petition in a predominantly white school. In addition, the bused students may
not be adequately prepared for this competition, at least in terms of the higher
standards that may be applied in the suburban schools.
Aspiration and Self-concept

In the METCO study we found that there were no increases in educational or
occupational aspiration levels for bused students (see Figs. 4 and 5) ; on the
contrary, there was a significant decline for the bused students from 74%
wanting a college degree in 1968 to 60% by May, 1970. The control panel actu-
ally increased its college aspirations over the same period, but this is probably
not a meaningful finding (note that the cross-sectional data show a slight de-
cline for the control group in 1970; this means we must be cautious about our
interpretation here). At the very least we can conclude that the bused students
do not improve their aspirations for college. The same is true for occupational
aspirations, and in this case boththe bused students and the controls show a
similar pattern. To some extent these changes in educational and occupa-
tional aspirations may reflect a normal decline due to aging. We should point
out, however, that the aspiration levels are already very high ; Coleman found
that only 54% of white 12th graders in the urban North aspired to college, and
53% expected a professional or technical occupation. Therefore, even the slight
decline we have found still leaves the bused students with relatively high aspira-
tions compared to a regional norm. Moreover, when achievement is taken into
account, black students actually have higher aspirations than white students
at similar levels of achievement (Armor, 1967; Wilson, 1967). In other words,
black students may be over-aspiring for college education In this regard it
would be tempting to hypothesize that integration has a positive effect by lower-
ing aspirations to more realistic levels. However, we shall see in a later section
that the METCO students were more likely to start college than the control
group.

Since the other cities in our review included only elementary students, they
do not include data on regular educational or occupational aspirations. But
two of the studies did examine a concept closely related to aspirations "moti-
vation for achievement." The findings of the Ann Arbor and Riverside studies
corroborate the pattern of high aspirations for black children at both the pre-
and past-integration period. In addition, the Ann Arbor researchers concluded
that the overly high aspiration of black boys may have been lowered by the inte-
gration experience. The Riverside study, on the other hand, concluded that
there were no significant changes in achievement motivation. Together with the

" The grade-point system used here has an A as 4 points. 8 as 3 -.Ants, and so on.
12 The Ann Arbor study did include a measure of occupational aspiration, but the varia-

tion was so great (not to speak of the coding problems presented by such choices as
"superman" and "fairy princess") that interpretation was difficult.
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METCO study, the data suggests that the problem of aspirations for black stu-

dents is not one of abnormally low aspirations on performance tasks or occupa-

tional and educational aspirations, but rather one of overly high aspirations

relative to performance capabilities and to opportunities for goal attainment.

In the METCO study we also found some important differences with respect

to academic self-concept (Fig. (I). The students were asked to rate how bright

they were in comparison to their classmates. While there were some changes in

both the bused and control groups, the really important differences are the gaps

between the bused and controls at each time period. The smallest difference is

15 percentage points in 1970 (11 points for the full cross-section), with the con-

trol students having the higher academic self-co acept. Again,. this finding makes

sense if we recall that the academic performance of the bused students falls

considerably when they move from the black community to the white subu...bs.

With feedback in the form of grades as well as experience in riassroom interac-

tion. the bused students may simply be reflecting actual experience in rating their

intellectual ability.
Both the Ann Arbor and Riverside studies made much more extensive inquiry

into the realm of self-esteem of black children, although there were no directly

comparable data for our academic self-concept measure. The Riverside study did

report that, in n special test, minority children (black and Mexican-American)

tended to choose white students more often than black students as "the (ones)

with good grades." While we will not go into detail on the many other measures

used in these studies. we can summarize their findings briefly us follows: 1)

minority children do tend to have lower self-esteem before integration, particu-

larly in the later elementary grades; and 2) integration does not seem to effect

the self-esteem measures in any clearly consistent or significant way.

Race Relations
One of the central sociological hypotheses in the integration policy is that inte-

gration should reduce racial stereotypes, increase tolerance. and generally im-

prove race relations. Needless to say, we were quite surprised when our data

failed to verify this axiom. Our surprise was boosted substantially when we dis'

covered that, in fact, the converse appears to be true. The data suggests that in-

tegration heightens racial identity and consci;asness, enhances ideologies that

promote racial segregation, and reduces opedrtunities for actual contact between

the races.
We have several indicators from the METCO data that deal with race relations

and which point to these conclusions. The indicator which speaks most directly

to the 50% standard suggested' by the Civil Rights Commission is the question,

"If you could be in any school you wanted, how many students would be white?"

Figure 7 reports the percentage which responded with 50% or fewer white stu-

dents. While both the control and the bused students started out fairly close to-

gether in 1968 (47% and 51%, respectively), two school years later the bused stn.

dents were 15 percentage points more in favor of attending non-white schools

than the controls (81% compared to 66%), although the differential is not sta-

tistically significant. The changes for the controls (both the panel and the full

cross-sections) indicate that the black community as a whole may be changing

their attitude toward school integration, but the bused students appear to be

changing at a more rapid rate. It is the kind of irony found only in social experi-

ments that, just as white America has finally and overwhelmingly accepted the_.

idea of shoot integration (Greeley and Sheatsly, 1971), blacks who begin experi-

encing it may want to reject it.
That these changes reflect ideological shifts is supported by Figures 8 and 9.

The bused students become much more likely to support the idea of black power

than the control students, going from a difference of 11 points in 1969 to 36 points

in 1970 (the question was not included in the 1968 wave). We were also able to

construct a Separatist Ideology Index from a series of questions about black-

white relations (two examples are, "most black people should live and work in

black areas, and most whites should live and work in white areas ;" "black and

white persons should not intermarry"). The scores range from 0 (anti-separa-

tist) to 4 (pro-separatist). From 1968 to 1970 the control group barely changed.

increasing from 1.4 to 1.5. The bused group, however. changed from 1.4 to 1.8

a statistically significant change of about 1,h a standard deviation. This is the

clearest indication in our data that integration heightens black racial conscious-

»ess and tolidarity.
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The changes do not appear to be in ideology alone. From 1969 to 1970 the bused
students reported less friendliness from whites, more free time spent with 1114M-
hers of their own race, more incidents of prejudice, and less frequent dating with
white students (Fig. 10). In other words, the longer the contact with whites,
the fewer the kinds of interracial experiences that might lead to a general im-
provement in racial tolerance.

To what extent might these changes be a result of negative experiences with
white students ill the schools? We do not doubt that there has been considerable
liostilti shown by certain groups of white students. Nonetheless, although the
evidence is not complete on this issue, what we have indicates that the white stu-
dents, themselves, were negatively affected by the contact. Support for the busing
program was generally *nigh among sophomores in the eight high schools studied,
especially among middle class white students in the college preparatory tracks
(Useent, 1972). For example, 46% of all students were "very favorable" to

METCO (only 11% were "not favorable") ; 73% felt METCO should be contin-
ued ; and 52% agreed that there should be more METCO students (20% dis-
agreed and 27% were not sure). But those students who had direct classroom
contact with bused black students had loss support for the busing program than
those without direct contact, even when academic and social class levels were
held constant. In fact, it was the most supportive studentsthe middle class,
high-achieving studentsthat seemed most adversely affected by the contract. This
finding is based on cross-sectional data and does not indicate a change over time,
but it is suggestive of the possibility that a general polarization has occurred for
both racial groups.

The data from the Ann Arbor and Riverside studies gives mixed support to
these findings, although again there were no directly comparable measures.
Moreover, it is unlikely that the concept of ideology is relevant to elementary
students. The Ann Arbor study included a sociometric test, whereby children
could indicate how much they liked each classmate. Elack students at all grade
levels suffered a loss of peer status when they switched from a segregated to an
integrated school, although the results were statistically significant only for
second and third grade girls and fourth and fifth grade boys. That is, these
groups were liked less by their new white peers than their previously all-black
pee.s. Also, the level of acceptance was considerably lower for black students
than for white students. On the other hand, the black students tended to be
more positive about their white peers after integration than they were about
their black peers before integration, although the changes are not statistically
significant. The Riverside data more clearly supports the conclusion that Integra-
tion heightens racial identity and solidarity. Using a test in which children rate
pictures of faces portraying various ethnic and racial groups, they found that
fewer erossruclal choices were made after integration than before integration.
For example, one rating task required that the children choose the face that they
would "most like for a friend." Both black and white children tended to choose
their own race to a greater extent ,after one year of integration than before
integration (Gerard and Miller, 1971). The Riverside study also concluded that
these effects were stronger within increasing age.

To avoid any misinterpretation of these findings, we should caution that the
measures discussed here do not necessarily indicate increased overt racial hostility
or conflict. This may occur to some extent in many busing programs, but our
impressions based on the METCO program is that overt racial incidents initiated
by black or white students are infrequent. The polerization that we are describ-
ing. and that our instruments assess, is characterized by ideological solidarity
and behavorial withdrawal Our inferences pertain more to a lack of racial to-
getherness rather than to explicit racial confrontations or racial violence. While
it is conceivable that a connection may exist between these ideological shifts and
open racial conflicts, such a connection is not established by the studies reviewed.

There are two other qualifications we must place on the interpretation of this
data. First, as of 1970 the majority of METCO and ABC students still support
general integration ideology. Only 40% of the METCO students would ideally
prefer schools with a majority of black students (compared to 28% of the con-
trols) ; 60% of METCO students believe that "once you really get to know a
white person, they can be as good a friend as anyone else" (compared to 78%
of the controls) ; and 58% of METCO students disagree that "most black people
should live and work in black areas, and most whites should live and work in
white areas" (compared to 71% of the control students). The main point we are
making is that the integration policy model predicts that integration would tend
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to increase these sentiments, while the evidence shows they actually decrease,
leaving the bused students more anti-integration than the nobused students.
Only further research can determine whether this trend will continue until the
majority of bused students shift to a general anti-integration ideology.

Second, group averages tend to obscure important differences between individual
students. While we do not deny the existence of racial tension and conflict for
some students, other students and families (both black and white) have had
very meaningful relationships with one another, relationships made possible
only through the busing program. It is very difficult, indeed, to weigh objectivity
the balance of benefit and harm for the group as a whole. The main point to be
made is that a change in a group average does not neessarily reflect a change in
every individual group member.

In view of the fact that most of the short -term measures do not conclusively
demonstrate positive effects of busing in the area of achievement, aspirations,
self-concept, and race relations, it becomes even more important to consider
possible longer-term changes that may relate to eventual socio-economic parity
between blacks and whites. Obviously, since no busing program has been in opera-
tion for more than seven years or so, this area has not been studied extensively.
There are, however, some preliminary findings on long-term educational effects.
Specifically, two studies have investigated the effects of integration on college
attendance, and some tentative conclusions have emerged.

Seniors from the 1970 graduating class in the METCO program, as well as the
seniors in the 1970 control group, formed samples for a follow-up telephone
interview in the Spring of 1972. Approximately two-thirds of both groups were
contacted, resulting in college data for 32 bused students and 10 control group
students. The results of the follow-up are striking; they are summarized in
Figure 11. The bused students were much more likely to start college than the
control group (84% compared to 56%), but by the end of the second year the
bused students resembled the control group (59% compared to 56%). In other
words, the METCO program seems to have had a dramatic effect upon the impetus
for college, and many more of the bused students actually started some form of
higher education. But the bused drop-out rate was also substantially higher, so
that towards the end of the sophomore year the bused students were not much
more likely to be enrolled full-time in college than the control group.

In spite of this higher drop-out rate, the bused students were still enrolled in
what are generally considered higher-quality institutions. That is, 56% of the
bused students were in regular 4-year colleges (excluding 2 year schools), com-
pared to 38% for the control group. An even greater difference was found for
those enrolled in full universities (which include a graduate school). The figures
are 47% and 12% for bused and control students, respectively.

Similar findings emerged from a special college follow-up study of the ABC
program (Perry. 1972). A group of ABC students were matched with a control
group of highability black students not in the ABC program. Since ABC is a
highly selective program, the matching was carried out so that the ABC and
control groups had very similar family background, socio-economic status, and
achievement levels. Approximately 40 matched pairs were followed until their
first year of college (academic year 1971-72). All of the ABC students entered
college, whereas only half of the control group did so. While it is too early to
assess differential drop-out rates, it is very clear from the data that even if half
of the ABC students drop out of college, the quality of colleges attended by the
ABC students Is considerably higher than those attended by the control group.'
Of the matched pairs attending college, two-thirds of the ABC students attend
higher-quality institutions.

Neither of these studies is large enough, of course, to draw any definite con-
clusions. But there does seem to be some strong evidence that middle-class
suburban or prep schools have an important "channeling" effect not found in
black schools. The effect is probably due to better counseling and better contacts
with college recruiting officers. Whatever the reason, black students attending
such schools may have doors opened for them that are closed to students attend-
ing predominantly black schools. Given the lack of positive effects in other areas,
these findings may have great significance for future busing programs, and
further research is urgently needed.

w A recent Gallup Poll reported that 46% of a national non-white sample are opposed
to busing for racial balance: 43% were in favor, and 11% were undecided (August. 1971).
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Program Support
Although it is not explicitly part of the integration policy model we are testing,

it seems appropriate to consider the extent of program support among the stu-
dents and Communities involved in the various busing programs. Court decisions
on busing may not take community views into account, but since the effects of
busing may not be what was expected, community views about busing may gain
greater significance in determining its future.

As might be expected from the changes already uescribed, there was a general
decline in the enthusiam for the METCO program over time, with the bused
students showing greater changes than the control students (80% said they were
"very lavorable" to the program in 1968, compared to 50% by 1970). We cannot
infer from this alone, however, that there is a decline in support for the program.
The drop-out rate in the METCO program is almost nonexistent in spite of some
of the changes we have reported. The families involved in the program appear
to feel thht their children will get a better education in the suburbs in spite
of the inconvenience and the problems. Our data supported this; the most im-
portant reason cited by the bused students for being in the busing program was
to receive "a better education". Moreover, this did not change as much as many
of our other indicators from 1969 to 1970; 88% said this was a "very important"
reason in 1969, and 81% indicated the same in 1970. Very few reported that
"getting out of the city" or "more contact with whites" were important reasons
for being in the program. In other words, the justification of the program in
the black community has little to do with the contact-prejudice components of
the policy model ; instead. it is seen in the narrower context of educational op-
portunities. We do not have much systematic data from the white receiving
schools other than that cited earlier (i.e., a sample of white sophomore students
were generally supportive of the program in 1969). It is our impression, how-
ever. that most of the 28 communities that receive METCO students are enthusi-
astic about the program, and only a few communities have turned down the
opportunity to participate.

The other programs reviewed receive moderate to strong support from the com-
munity and participants. In Project Concern the drop out rate was only 10%,
half of which was due to the program directors' initiative in withdrawing stu-
dents. After two years of urban to suburban busing, nine additional suburban
towns chose to participate and over 1000 additional elementary school children
were bused to suburban schools. In White Plains both black and white parents
expressed more positive than negative attitudes about integration, although black
parents were more favorable to the program than white parents after two years
of desegregation. In Ann Arbor the black parents felt more positive toward the
program after one year desegregated schooling, 1 at the children were slightiy
less positive than they were prior to the integration experience. In both groups.
however, support was high ; only 20% of each group expressed negative attitudes
toward the program.

In most cases, black parents ,ere most supportive of the various busing pro-
grams. Like the students in our own study, black parents stressed quality educa-
tion as the most important benefit of such programs, whereas white parents in
receiving schools tended to stress the experience of coming into contact with
other races.

We must conclude that the busing programs we have reviewed seem to have
considerable support from both the black and white communities. We must point
out, however, that none of the programs reviewed involves mandatory busing
of white students into black communities; cities facing this situation might
present a very different picture of white support. Moreover, it is unlikely that
much of the black community has seen the data reported here; it may well be
that a considerable amount of black support is based upon premises that have

of yet been confirmed. Whether or not black support is affected by such findings
remains to be seen.
The Effects of Student Background

,lost of the data we have presented so far summarizes the effects of busing for
all students considered as a single group. A question might be raised about
whether these effects (or lack of such) are consistent for all students regardless
of their background. We shall briefly indicate the major trends for students of
differening background characteristics, such as sex, age level, and family social
status.
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No important differences were reported that might be ascribed to family vari-
ables such as socio-economic status or intact family structure (i.e., absent father).
In the METCO program. students from low status families or from families with-
out a father present differed little from high status families or families with
father present.

While there were some sex and age differentials both before and after inte-
gration (with the exception of achievement test scores), there were no important
differences in the relative changes in these groups due to integration. That is.
we in METCO found that girls generally had a more difficult time adjusting to
the program (reflected in lower program support. stronger separatist ideology.
and less contact with white students). There seemed to be some important differ-
ences in cross-sex. cross-race relationships, with black boys having better rela-
tionships with white girls than vice-versa. This situation seems to hare left some
black girls with more resentful feelings over white girls "stealing their men?
But the amount of inter-racial contact was small for both groups, and, more im-
portant. the changes in our race relations measures for bused students were about
the same for both boys and girls.

A similar finding emerged for age levels. Younger students were somewhat
more supportive of the program and were more positive on the various race rela-
tion measures than w -re older students, but the degree and direction of change
was similar for all amt. This was true for the METCO secondary school data
as well as the Riverside elementary school data.

In sum, while there were some over-all differences according to the sex and
age levels of students in busing programs, the effects of busing on changes of
any) in achievement and attitudes tended to be uniform for all groups.

DISCUSSION

It seems clear from tile studies of integration programs we have reviewed that
four of the five major premises of the integration policy model fail to be sup-
ported by the data. at least over the one- to five-year periods covered by various
reports. While this does not deny the possibility of longer-term effects. or effects
on student characteristics other than those measured. it does mean that the
model must be revised considerably to reflect these new findings.

The policy model predicted that achievement should improve ns black students
are moved from segregated schools to integrated schools. This prediction was
based in part upon the classical works of Clark and others which argues that.
because of segregation. black students have lower regard for themselves. It
was also based in part upon re-analysis of the Coleman data which showed that
black students achieve less than white students, but that black students in inte-
grated schools achieve more than black students in segregated schools. But four
of the five studies we reviewed showed no significant gains in achievement scores;
the other study had mixed results. Our own analyses or the Coleman data were
consistent With these findings (see Armor, 1972).

Although there were no gains in general achievement it: es that we might
attribute to integration, neither were there any losses for black or white stu-
dents. Unfortunately we cannot say the same about academic grades of black
htudents. The grades of the METCO secondary students in suburban schools
have dropped considerably. We did not measure the bused students grades be-
fore they entered the program, but the fact that their test scores are somewhat
higher than the control group offers substantial evidence that his difference does
represent a change. Rand in hand with this change we observed a difference in
academic self-concept that seems to indicate that the bused students. are aware
that they are experiencing more difficult competition in the suburbs. While we
might expect this result if we believe the Coleman finding of black-white achieve-
ment differences. it does not mean there is no problem. It is possible that there
are psychological consequences of this increased competition that may be harm-
ful to black children. Being moved from an environment where they are above
average to one in which they are average or below average may be frustrating and
discouraging. It might be one of the reasons why the bused black students are
less supportive of the program and more supportive of black separatism.

We treated this latter possibility by examining the relationship between support
for the Black Panthers and academic grades in our 1970 sample from METCO
(see Fig. 12). Consistent with our other findings, the bused students are more
supportive of the Panthers than the control group. But among the bused stu-
dents we find that the METCO group which has college aspirations but which
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has a C average or below stands out clearly as more pro-Panthers than the other
groups. In other words, the increased militancy and anti-integration sentiments
among bused students may arise partly from the fact that their aspirations re-
main at a very high level even though their performance declines to the point
where they may question their ability to compete with whites at the college
level. The fact that this group is numerically a largeone (about 0..5% of the total
bused group compared to 13% for the analogous control group) may be indication
of a potentially serious problem.

The policy model predicted that integration should raise Wick aspirations.
Again, our studies reveal no evidence for such an effect. Unlike the case for
achievement, however, it does not appear that aspirations are much of a problem.
The black students in our busing program seem to have as high or higher as-
pirations as white students. If anything. these aspirations may be unrealistic for
some students given their academic records in high school. The emphasis on
equality of educational opportunity may be emphasizing college for many black
students whose interests and abilities do not warrant it. The fact that only half
of the 1910 3IETCO are still enrolled in four year colleges (after over SO% had
started) may attest to this possibility.

The policy model predicted that race relations should improve as the result of
the interracial contact provided by integration programs. In this regard the
studies of integration programs do, in fact, reveal an effect of integration. But
the effect is the opposite of that predicted. It appears that integration increases
racial identity and solidarity over the short run and, at least in the case of black
students, leads to increasing desires for separatism. These effects are observed
for a variety of indicators: attitudes about integration and black power; atti-
tudes towards whites; and contact with whites. The trends are clearest for
older studen's, particularly the study of METCO high school students, but simi-
lar indications are present in the elementary school studies as well. It seems
to be true for whites also, insofar as their support for the integration program
decreases and own-race preferences increase as contact increases.

It is this set of findings that surprised us most. Although many recent studies
have questioned the meaning of black-white differences in achievement and
aspirations, to our knowledge there have been no research findings which have
challenged contact theory. The idea that familiarity lessens contempt has been
a major feature of liberal thought in the western world, and its applicability to
racial prejudice has been supported for at least two decades of social science
research. It still may be true that. under certain conditions, greater contact will
lead to a reduction of prejudicial feelings among racial or ethnic groups. But
the integration of black and white students as it is being carried out 1.-1 schools
today does not fulfill the conditions.

In all fairness to the Allport contact theory, it must be said that he placed
many qualifications upon it. One major qualification was that the contact must
be made under equal status conditions. Many behavioral scientists mightassume
that an integration program presumes equality of status, at least in the formal
sense that all races are treated equally and have equal access to educational re-
sources. But there is another way to look at status. Integrating, black and white
students does very little, in the short term, to eliminate the socio-economic and
academic status differentials between black and white students that exist befo.e
integration. Therefore, we have to question whether integration programs for
black and white children can ever fulfill the equal status condition until socio-
economic and academic inequalities are eliminated. Allport warned that contact
under the wrong conditions can reinforce stereotyped beliefs rather than reduce
them ; this may be occurring in our current integration programs.

What Allport did not say, but what may be implied in his equal-status condi-
tion. is that contact between two groups with strong initial prejudices may
increase prejudice to the extent that stereotypes are reflected by actual group
differences. For black students, initial stereotypes about white students as snob-
bish, superior, and straight may be partially confirmed by actual experience; the
same may be true for white stereotypes of black students as non-intellectual,
hostile, and having different moral standards. We might make the same obser-
vations about some of the other ethnic and religious conflicts we see in the world
today, particularly the Protestant-Catholic, conflict in Northern Ireland and the
Israeli-Arab battles in the Middle East. It is certainly true in these cases that
the amount of contact has not lessened the hostilities ; it seems to have heightened
them to dangerous levels in the first place.

84.468 0 72 . 7
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Why has the integration policy model failed to be supported by the evidenc on
four out of five counts? How can a set of almost axiomatic relationships, sup-
ported by years of social science research, be so far off the mark? Part of the
reason may be that the policy model has failed to take into account some of the
conditions that must be placed upon contact theory ; but we believe that there are
other reasons having to do with inadequate research designs, on the one hand, and
changing conditions in black culture on the other.

Most of the methodological procedures which have been used to developed vari-
ous components of the policy model are not adequate. The single most important
limitation is that they have been cross-sectional designs. That is, the studies have
measured aspects of achievement or race relations at a single point in time, with
causal inferences being made by comparing integrated groups with segregated
groups. Such inferences are risky at best, since the cross-sectional design cannot
control for self-selection factors. For example, in the Deutsch and Collins housing
study, which found that integrated whites were more tolerant of blacks than seg-
regated whites, it is possible that self-selection factors were operating which led
the more tolerant white persons to choose the integrated housing project in the
first place. It is fair to say that none of the studies before the ones we have re-
viewed had an opportunity to study the effects of large-scale integration on a
realistic. over-time basis. This is the only way in which the effects of integration
can be sorted out from the natural differences which exist between any two groups
of persons.

The other major reason that the Integration policy model fails is that race rela-
tions have changed drastically in the years since the Supreme Court decision. The
most noteworthy change. of course, has been the attitudes of black people. Al-
though the majority of blacks may still endorse the concept of integration, many
younger black leaders seldom stress integration as a major goal. Black identity.
black control, and black equality are seen at the real issues. and integration is
important only insofar as it advances these goals. Some black leaders, albeit the
more militant ones, feel that integration might actually defeat attainment of the
goals by dispersing the more talented blacks throughout the white community and
thereby diluting their power potential. Integration is also seen as having white
paternalistic overtones and as the means whereby the white mx.. allays his guilty
conscience while ignoring reform on the really important issues

In this context school integration programs are seen by blacks not as fulfillment
of a goal of joining white society, but, on the contrary, as a means of obtaining
better educational opportunities which would lead, ultimately, to a more com-
petitive position in the occupational and economic market. Integrated schools per
se are not seen as the real issue; if schools in the black community had the same
quality education as those in white communities, blacks would not be so interested
in busing programs. In fact, we asked students in the METCO program this ques-
tion ; almost 75% said they would prefer their community school if it was as good
as the suburbs 4 schools. Of course, whether or not the suburban schools actually
offer better education is questionable. Any improvement in facilities or teacher
quality (whose altimate importance are called into question by the Coleman re-
port) may be counteracted, as our data shows, by lower performance and a more
hostile and unfriendly student atmosphere. Black leaders who view school inte-
gration only as a means to better opportunity must take these other consequences
into account.

Given this context of black attitudes, the contact with white students pro-
vided by school integration seems to enhance the ideological tendencies towards
separatism. The reality of contact seems to sensitize black students to these
sentiments. Our data does not offer ady direct explanations for the increase in
black separatism due to contact, but we can at least offer an hypothesis. The large
cultural and socio-economic differences between black and white students are
only noticed when they witness these differences. The difficulty of bridging the
differences, coupled with the knowledge that they are viewed by whites as having
lower status, leads to a rejection of white standards and relationships. They turn
inward, as it were, stressing the uniqueness and value of their own cultural values,
shutting r;ff contact with whites. and embracing a stance which endorses separat-
ism aF a means toward preserving and elevating their cultural unique Values.
Those black students not in contact with whites may exhibit some of these
tendencies due to the over-all contact with white society, but the lack of direct
contact postpones the problem or avoids it altogether. This type of "contact-
conflict" model lacy be used to explain the conflicts which occur between two very
different cultural groups which come into direct contact (e.g., Catholics and
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Protestants in Northern Ireland; Israelis and Arabs in the Middle East).
Whether or not it is applicable on a larger scale, it would fit the data better
and would provide a more realistic model for the school integration case.

It would be a mistake, of course, to view the increased racial solidarity of
black students as a completely negative finding. The great differences between
black and white cultures make a certain amount of culture conflict inevitable and
even necessary if an integrated society is to be realized. In fact, the only reason
we would not expect conflict which always accompanies the contact of two
different culturesis if we did not believe that a distinct black culture existed
which was different from white American culture. Although this belief was held
at one time by a large number of social scientists, it is not popular today. It is
recognized today that a black culture exists, and that it stresses values, goals,
and behavioral patterns that differ considerably from those in the predominant
white culture.

To this point we have said little about the one positive finding of our research,
the -channeling" effect wheriby black students who attend white, middle-class
schools tend to get into higher quality colleges (even though they may not finish
college at a higher rate than segregated black students). This finding should
be heartening to those who have believed that integration does provide educa-
tional opportunities not found in inner-city black schools, although the finding
must be considered a tentative one since it has been shown in only two fairly
small studies. Also, the positive effects are limited to the college-bound, so that
there still may be a question about the benefits of integration for the non-college-
bound black student. Nonetheless. this kind of longer-term effectand perhaps
others as yet undiscoveredmay turn out to provide a basis for certain types of
integration plans. Just because the current policy model is inaccurate does not
mean that there are no other justifications for integration. The "channeling"
effect could provide a foundation for a new, revised policy model.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

It is obvious that the findings of integration research programs have serious
implications for policy. Given the massiv,: momentum which has built up over
the last few years for the school integration movement, however, it is likely that
in some quarters data such as we have presented will be attacked on moral and
methodological grounds and then summarily ignored. In other quarters the data
may be met with rejoicing over the discovery of a club which can be used to beat
back the pro-integration forces. Our own interpretations fall somewhere be-
tween these two extremes.

The most serious question is raised for mandatory busing programs. If the
justification for mandatory busing is based upon a policy model such as that we
have tested here, then that justification has to be called into question. The data
do not support the model on most counts. There may be othei justifications for
school integration other than those in the integration policy model, but then the
burden must fall upon those who support integration to demonstrate that it has
the intended effects (with no unintended negative side-effects). It also must be
demonstrated that it is at least supported by the black community.

We want to stress this; last point. Decisions must be based upon feelings of the
black community as well as the white community. Many liberal educators have
been so intent on selling integration to reluctant white communities that they
risk the danger of ignoring the opinion of the black community. While there are
many sincere black leaders Mu) favor school integration, there may be many
black persons who would much prefer an up-grading of schools in their own com-
munity. The recent National Black Political Convention in Gary. Indiana (March.
1972) endorsed a condemnation of mandatory busing and school integration.
arguing that such plans are racist and preserve a black minority structure.
These views may not represent the entire black community, but they are indica-
tive of the complexity mid heterogenuity of black Political opinion. Even those
persons who currentiTxfavor integration programs may want to reconsider when
they can see-tice kind of data We have examined here. Whether or not a white
community wants integraiimi through busing (and there are obviously ninny
that do not), we must take into account the effects of the program on and the
feelings of the group on whose behalf integration is advocated.

Although the data may fail to support mandatory busing as it is currently
justified, these findings should not he used to stop voluntary busing programs.
For one thing, we have stressed that the studies of integration so far have been



over fairly short periods (one to Ave years). and there are possibilities of long-term
effects which are not visible until adulthood, not to speak of effects on charac-
teristics not measured by the preseht research. More important, however, we have
tentatively demonstrated one very important longer-term benefit of integration
for the college-bound students. The "channeling" effect, if substantiated by fur-
ther research, could form a substantial basis for voluntary programs whose focus
is upon the college-bound black student. Even for this subgroup, of course, we
have documented the trend towards separatist ideology. But the gains in educa-
tional opportunity may well outweight this consequence in the eyes of the black
community, as indeed it does now in programs like METCO. In fact, some per-
sons will view these ideological changes, as well as any conflict that may accom-
pan it. as na inevitable consequence of contact between two different cultures
If blacks and whites are e:er to live in an integrated culture, they must begin
learning and accepting their differences; this cannot happen without contact. If
contact engenders a certain ah101int of racial friction. many persoas will feel it
is well worth the gains in progres.: towards integration.

What all this means is that fix black and white persons who fee! strongly
about integration the answer may lie in voluutary integration programs such as
METCO. ABC. or Project Concern. Xething in the data we have presented ehould
lie construed to oppose voluntary programs where both white and black crone to-
gether to pursue a common belief in th.+ value of integration. Moreover, we do
not feel such programs should merely be permitted; there should be substantia:
federal and state support for such programs. This support can be justified not
only on the grounds of implementing prograt.is which meet local sentiments and
preferences; it can be justified on scientific grounds as well. If there were no
schools integration programs at all. then there would be no way to study issues
that have not been settled by the present research efforts. It is especially frus-
rating that many programs have started a reseal-1z effort only to stop it after
flailing a ck of positive effects (especially in the ac:devement area). The fear of
pot:tic:el ,vprisal has prevented the long-term research which might demonstrate
the efficacy of busing (such as our findings on college sttendance). Only by con -
tinueu social experimentation with integration prograpm can we establish with
certainty long-term effects or effects which the policy model has h.-mired.

Even is voluntary integration programs, however. our data indicates that
there are certain steps that should be taken which might heir alleviate the prob-
lems of achievement and race relations. Wholesale integration without regard to
achievement levels of wb:te and black students can lean to potentially frustrat-
ing experiences. Some Mectivity might be desirable so that bah. groups reflect
a similar achievement capacity. Although a certain amount of racial problems
might be inevitable. full education of both groups about the poss:bilities and
causes of differences might ammeliorate the kind of polarization that would en-
danger the program.

In closing we want to say that although we have been critical of the trinee-
!ion between science and policy in the integration movement, we do not want to
imply that their connection should be lessened. On the contrary, the real goals
of science and policy are not in opposition: the dangers are that the connection
may not be chose enough to make sound decisions. Society can only benefit by
those ties which combine the advantage of scientific knowledge with a clear
awareness of its limitations.

.
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Dr. ARMOR. My name is David Armor, professor of sociology at
Harvard University.

I should mention, I think, I am here primarily as air expert in the
field of education and not necessarily as representing anyorganization
with any particular point of view set forth.

My written statement is a study entitled "The Effects of Busing."
It will be published in a few weeks by a journal called "The Public
Interest."

This paper does not mention these bills specifically but I think the
findings of the study are relevant and I will try to summarize those
findings and indicate the way I think they are relevant to the bill.

The paper reports a study of the effects of what I call induced inte-
gration, that is, induced school integration.

What I mean is .programs in which an educational agency of some
kind makes a decision to desegregate the schools, as distinguished
from natural integration which might occur from the behavior or
actions of individual families moving to some town where there is a
predominance or majority of whites.

The study focused on two major assumptions, assumptions I think
predominant in a lot of the educational policy developed over the past
10 years, that if minority studentswhen I say "minority students,"
I might mention it focused primarily on black studentsif minority
students could attend schools where there was a predominance of white
students. their achievements would improve.

A second major assumption, not as predominant but I think shared
by many educational experts, policymakers, is that integration of
schools would improve race relations, which is a kind of overall goal
I think we all have.

My study reviewed research reports in a number of cities, cities that
have begun experimenting or initiating busing or other kinds of de-
segregation programs. The cities covered include Boston, which is a
study that I was involved in as part of the research team. Boston has a
voluntary program, busing black students from the inner city out to
the suburbs.

The other studies in my report are studies done by other people that
are available. They include White Plains, N.Y., Hartford and New
Haven in a busing. program called "Project Concern"; a study from
Ann Arbor, Mich., of their busing program ; Riverside, Calif. Those
are the five cities the report focused on.

There is seine more recent information that got into some foot-
notes. I might mention Evanston, Ill.. Berkeley. Calif.. and Hoke
Comity, N.C.

The conclusions of my study fall into perhaps three major cate-
gories : One, that none of these studies could demonstrate any substan-
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tial improvement in achievement of black students or minority stu-
dents after integration, as compared to before integration; that is,
when 1 say "achievement," I guess I should qualify that, that is, as
measured by a standard achievement test which is the accepted measure
for measuring achievement on a national basis in education.

That is, students, black and white students, start out in the first grade
at different levels of achievement. What these studies found is that plac-
ing them in integrated environments did not diminish the initial
differences.

As a researcher in this field, it is not common that one finds such
consistency from one study to another and I think on this one issue of
achievement the data is very clear.

The second findingthis one I must qualify, since this is an area
not investigated by all the studies I reviewedis that there is some evi-
dence race relations not only don't improve but, in fact, may worsen.
When I say "worsen," let me qualify that. There was some evidence
that in the Boston study, in particular, that the experience of being in
a predominantly white school led to increased desires to be in a segre-
gated school or separate environment. Contact appears to decline be-
tween black and white students. This was a surprise.

It came as a complete surprise to me and I think many other
researchers.

Perhaps some researchers who have been in the field are pessimistic
about the effects of integration on achievement, but I think a lot of the
white communities are concerned with enhancing and improving race
relations and understanding between the races.

The third finding was found only in two fairly small special studies,
one in Boston and one in a private program called ABC, which places
talented black students in prep schools. These two studies found that
the integrated students did get into better colleges than appropriate
control groups that did not go to integrated schools, so there may be
a channeling effect due to being in a suburban environment; perhaps
because of the better relationships or contacts suburban schools have
with college recruitment offices.

Mr. PIICINSKI. You mention prep schools. You didn't mention pri-
vate schools.

Dr. ARMOR. Private prep schools.
Mr. PIICINSKI. Is that ABC
Dr. ARMOR. That program places students in private prep schools.
Mr. PIICINSKI. ABC requires that students go to public high

schools?
Dr. Ammon. I am sorry. There is another program that sets up a liv-

ing residence in public high schools.
Mr. Pumsxt. That was not part of the study?
Dr. ARMOR. Right.
This third finding I interpret as a positive result of integration or

busing. This, unfortunately, may only apply to certain kinds of stu-
dents, that is, students oriented for college.

What I conclude about this, as far as policy is concerned, which is
stated in the paper, is that the lack of educational benefits shown by
these studies raises a question in my mind about a mandatory pro-
gram that would require black children to leave their school and attend
school in a predominantly white community.
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If, in fact, achievement levels do not improve, as was assumed, then
there is the problem, and I think a serious potential problem for some
students, of being discouraged by being in an environment, where they
may not be able to compete adequately for academic awards.

iI guess what I am saying is there is a possibility that integration
can be harmful.

We found in Boston the academic concept for black children de-
clined as a result of being in white schools, and their grade levels also
declined.

I don't think I can say as a social scientist that this is a clear-cut
issue. I think different people will have different ideas about that. It
does say, given the set of findings, that it may be imperative that indi-
vidual black families make the decision as to whether their children go
to integrated schools. (I am speaking of the black family, since none
of these programs show any harm to the white students as a result of
black students being in their schools.)

There may be some question of harm to the black students and I
think the question should be left to the families of black students. That
is why I endorse voluntary programs which leave the decisions in the
hands of the black f milies. In Boston, there is a lot of support for
this kind of program. However, I think there may be a lot of black
families who don't want to be part of such programs.

I think we lose sight of the fact there are groups in the black com-
munity, as in the white community, who don't want integration just for
the sake of that goal and I think we have to recognize those feelings
may exist.

I do have one other comment.
It is hard to come out with findings like this that don't tend to have

a harmful impact on some of the good programs and the ones I think
should not be challenged, like the METCO program in Boston and
other voluntary programs, and for that reason I would like to see in
some legislation, some time, not necessarily in these bills, but some kind
of support for those efforts.

It won't happen automatically. A lot of these voluntary programs
have funding problems and just to make it clear how I feel and per -
Imps how the Congress may feel, I think that there should be some
kind of support for the voluntary programs.

As a social scientist, I would hope for support for research in these
areas; all the research studies done so far are fairly short-term. There
is also the possibility that, as we follow trends for several years in
longer-term studies, we may find things turning out differently.

I think that is a summary of my paper.
Mr. Qum.: (presiding). What is the reaction of your peers to your

statement ?
Dr. ARMOR. Well, I received a lot of letters and phone calls.
Mr. QUM. They all suspect you are going to support Wallace for

President?
Dr. ARMOR. There is that problem.
I found I was distressed mostly by the reaction in Boston where

this appeared because the paper specifically endorses voluntary pro-
grams for reasons that I outlined, but the black community involved
in this program viewed it as an attack upon it.
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I had to say yes, there were things that couldn't happen that we
wanted to happen. But the implications, I think, are more serious for
other types of programs than their own.

From what I gather, from what was said in the paper, that it does
not come as a surprise to some people, to some scoial scientists work-
ing in this area. I think they will be cautious and want to look at the
data, but a lot of these reports have been laying around for anybody
to look at for some time. I think, and I feel this myself, when you have
expectationsI any tt supporter of integration and I expected there
would be certain benefits from it. I believed this until I did my research
and found otherwise. But this kind of dilemma is involved in all of
these studies, and the researchers may want to play down what they
found because they think it may harm eventual goals toward
integration.

But, with a few exceptions in this areathere are some who won't
accept these findingsI think once people have a chance to look at
the materials and the data, they are not too many other conclusions
people can conic to. at least in the achievement area.

Mr. Qum. Sonic people don't like their biases changed. Have any
come forward and said, we have studied and found levels of achieve-
ment ; is there any of that ?

Dr. ARMOR. I have been getting references to other studies. That is
one of the things that has happened as a result of the publicity.

The Hoke County study is something that came to my attention
after the study.

Mr. QUIE. What county?
Dr. ARMOR. Hoke County, N.C. It is a rural area.
Mr. QUIE. What about Sacramento?
I)r. ARMOR. That came to my attention after my study.
I have not had a chance to review that study carefully, but I think

it will turn out like the studies I have looked at so far, that there are
slight gains on some tits, some subtests, but, over-all, the achievement
differential between blacks and whites doesn't really close up.

What could be said about one part of the Sacramento data is the
gap does not. increase. There is some controversy about that. That is,
that we know from many studies that the gap we are talking about
when students start school gets larger as students go through school.

There is some evidence in the Riverside study for the Mexican-
American population that that gap does not seem to increase. I can't

a far cry from solving the problem, because the differential we are talk-ing
cause the kind of problems I mentioned about self-concept

and the difficulty of competing.

study which has also received a lot of attention.

ing about is a very large one. It is big enough initially I believe, to

really tell if that is why the Sacramento study shows the same thing.
because there were some Mexican-Americans in that study.

Mr. PEYSER. You made the statement that black students start at
different levels.

My own interpretation of stopping the. gap from growing is that it is

Mr. PEYSER. Will the Chairman yield ?
Mr. QUIE. Yes.

Mr. ARMOR. I guess the best example to cite caves from the Coleman
I would like you to elaborate on that. What are you saying?
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The data showed clearly that in the first grade, before schools have
much effect. the ahievement differential between black and white is
about one standard deviation.

Do you know what a standard deviation is?
Mr. l'HysEn. No. What is it?
Mr. Qua:. It has something to do with deviates. [Laughter.]
Dr. Almon. One standard deviation is a statistical term which is a

way to describe how far apart two distributions of scores are and I
think i f we translate that into percentile terms that that would mean
if the white scale, the average white student, was at a 50th percentile
point, to be one standard deviation apart would mean the average
black child on the white scale would be at about the 1fith percentile.

Does that .help?
Mr. PEysiin. At least it gives the measuremeAt but I am not sure I

understand when you say starting at different levels, is there the infer-
ence that the basic intelligence level is different at that point?

Dr. Ammon. Achievement.
The Coleman oily used an achievement test. That measures the

kind of skills the child brings to the school with him. Presumably, skills
learned in the home, in the family, daring the first or 6 years.

Mr. l'EysEn. This is an environment question?
Dr. Almon. The Coleman data does not answer where it comes from.

All we know is it is there when the students start school and that that
difference does not close as c, restil t, of being in different kinds of school
environments, being in integt,tted environments.

Mr. Qum Subsequently, thLy get farther apart?
Dr. Almon. That is correct.
Mr. Qum. When you can't find any substantial difference in achieve-

ment and there is also evidence that the race relations worsen, is there
any difference between the early elementary grades and the senior
high school, in either of those?

Dr. Almon. I think it is fair to say that most of the kinds of differ-
ences in race relations that I am describing to you were found for high
school and junior high school populations.

I think a lot of these issues aren't raised until the students are in the
later grades; ideology is not very relevant to the elementary school
population. The kinds of tests used in the elementary studies are differ-
ent; they are psychological, tests focused on whom one chooses for
friends.

There was confirmation of this tendency to choose your own race
more in the Riverside study, which focused on elementary children,
and in the Boston study for the junior and senior high school students.

Unfortunately, most of the studies have not focused on that issue
and I guess what I have to say is the available data simply says it
does not improve or bring the races more closely together. This is
shown in one study of elementary students and one study of secondary
students.

. But I would say the achievement findings are general.
Mr. QuIE. Mr. Veysey.
Mr. VEYSEY. Thank you, Mr Chairman.
I am glad to be acquainted with you. I read an early draft copy of

your statement and I want to commend you for plunging into this
area which is at least emotional and controversial and I think perhaps
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coming up with some answers which differed with some of the other
presumptions that have gone on for a long time.

I think in your paper we have for a long time made decisions on thebasis of certain assumptions and maybe those assumptions need to belooked at.
Let me ask you a specific question as to why certain other studies

were not included in the group you used for analysis. As, for example,
ithe Sacramento. I think you indicated that came to your attention

recently. And probably Berkeley and probably a good many othersthroughout the country. Why diii you pick this particular set?
Dr. ARMQR. I tried to contact all the schools that I knew of in theNorth. I did focus. I will say clearly, I focused on the northern situa-

tion for reasons that the de facto situation raised perhaps some differ-ent kinds of conditions. I contacted all the schools I could find, had
heard or were reported to have these kinds of programs.

Unfortunately, the quality of researchnot all the schools have
research programs, and some of the programs, like Denver and Los
Angeles, Rochester. could not be subjected to the kind of analysis I
wanted to make. I demanded the studies have what we cell a completely
experimental design; they have to measure achievement before and
after on the same test and have sonic control group.

We can't interpret achievemvat without a control group to see if
the gains were due to integration.

The only two, I think, that eilme to my attentionwell, Sacra-
mento came to my attention after i was finished; Evanston is another
program that has a good study. I tried to get that report starting in

iFebruary when I was doing the work and it. took me until the end ofMay to get the report and my publisher's deadline had already passed,
so it got in as a footnote.

Now, Berkeley was one of the first programs 1 contacted and I wassurprised to learn they had no research component or study. I don't
know why that is the case, because it is the most publicized busing
program. I think they tried to initiate research but couldn't get fundsfor it.

There is some data from Berkeley that is not of an experimental sort.
I report it in it footnote which more or less confirms the overall pat-
tern of the other studies although you have to understand it is not an
experimental design.

I think, as far as the studies are concerned. Sacramento may be the
only known program which had a proper study that was not included
in the report.

Mr. VEYV.Y. Did you have plans to restudy or include other, data, a
further extension of your work ?

Dr. ARMOR. The journal publishing this is apparently going to open
up their next issue for replies and I will have a chance to answer those
comments and I will, if I am able, include some of the newer studies.

Mr. VETSEY. I would like to refer for a moment to the Riverside,
Calif., data inasmuch as that is in my district and I have some acquain-
tance with the people involved, Dr. Pearl and Superintendent Barry.

Since reading your paper I have gone back and looked again at some
of their testimony on the project and I think I see in their testimony
some of the optimistic, hopeful expectations that have not been real-
ized.
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Is that the way tvou read what they have to say in the Riverside
project ?

1)r. Aumon. I think one sometimes has to look at the data as the
main criterion. I do sense that having been disappointed by certain un-
expected results, they may stress pretty hard one of their reports which
ihows the gap has not increased from kindergarten to grade 4, so I
guess I would agree there may be some disappointment. They may feel
it has not been conducted long enough or given a long enough chance
to really show results. but. I think there may be disagreement about
that.

Nr.VEYSEY. I think at the beginning of their work they expressed
optimism that they were going to show affirmative results in imprned
achievement and then that kind of got quieted down to the point of
saying. well, the gap isn't widening, and then, well, we are not doing
any harm to anybody. In stages, I think it is dropped back in that
general direction. It seems to me they faced the same figures yon got.

Dr. Aumon. I think that there is no harm on the achievement side:
the scores don't drop of as a result of integration: but an educator
might seise questions about other kinds of ham.

We have what we call ability grouping. The schoolspart of the
justification for this is that students should be studying with students
at a similar achievement level. That is controversial and I think it is
fair to say that should be raised as a possibility.

Since we do have some policies that endorse the fact of different
achievement levels, there may be some self. concept problems or dis-
couragement and as a result of that you have to raise the possibility
of harm, not on achievement. but or, self-concept.

Mr. VEYSEY. I would like to ask one further question.
Did you make a distinction between the achievement levels of blacks

and Mexican children in the Riverside or perhaps the Sacramento
study?

I was not. sure what your position was there.
Dr. ARMOR. I summarized for all minority students overall.
Now, if you look carefully 'at that, you will find that gap doesn't

get bigger for the Mexican-Americans. It is a very small number, and
I hate to look at subgroups because the numbers are small. It looks
to me in this one study, however, it. looks to me as though the Mexican-
American scores improved somewhat and black students' scores fol-
lowed the increasing gap trend, so the end result was no change over-
all.

Mr. VEYszr. In other words. there was a real statistical difference
between the two groups?

Dr. ARMOR. There was no report of that and I couldn't really make
a speculation. The pattern for the black students did follow the pat-
tern shown elsewhere. It was the Mexican-American group that
seemed to account for the gap not bereasing or widening. It is a very
small number of cases and we have to be cautious of that.

Mr. VEYSEY. Thank you.
Mr. Quin. Mr. Peyser?
Mr. PEYSER. You spoke of this student grouping program or phas-

ing, as it is known in some areas. We have had a phasing program in
Westchester County for a number of years, and this bill seeks to aban-
don the phasing program because of the problems it created. and the
questionable effects of its educational value.
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The school is headed by a fellow Harvard man and I don't know if
you received any reports on that particular program but I know theyhave very definite figures on it that are available. Certainly, the whole
question of what you are raisino-

° is very interesting because of the
assumption that busing improves education.

I listened with interest to your testimony this morning, and I amanxious to read your report. Hopefully, you have other copies of thereport you can send us, if not, we will have copies made here.
Mr. Pisys Eu. I guess that-is the answer to the question.
Dr. Anton. I am out of copies.
Mr. PEYSER. Second, you referred to the White Plains report.Are these reports available at the schools, or where? I have notDr. ARMOR. That one was done. some time ago; that was com-pleted in
Mr. Pkysm. A. few years back? How did you get it?
Dr. ARMOR. I just wrote the 'White Plains School Board.
Mr. PEYSER. They sent you a copy?
Dr. ARMOR. Yes. It didn't have an author.
Mr. PEysER. How long had the planning been in effect?
Dr. ARMOR. It was a 2-year study.
Mr. PEYSER. Do you feel 2 years is an adequate time to reach the

conclusions you have reached in your report?
Dr. ARMOR. That is a hard question. It is one of the questions that

has been raised about my interpretation. I think had all the studies
been 1 year. I would have been very suspicious of the conclusion.
Some of the studies have gone up to 5 years; Riverside is a 5-year
trend; Evanston. Ill.. is a 3-year study; Ann Arbor had a 3 -year
followup.

I think. actually. since we can show that achievement does change
in the earlier grades especially, it changes dramatically in 1 year. it
changes in ti months or a half year. If being in an integrated environ-
ment will change achievement. it seems to me it ought to do it in1 year.

You could aro-ue there is an adjustment period and even though it
ought to start Flaying its effect immediately, maybe it takes a while
to adjust to the new environment, but I would think at least by theend of the first year. in a 2-year period you should be able to demon-
strate sonic gains and certainly by the end of the 3 years and certainly
by the end of 5 Years.

Mr. PEYSER. Do you have any evidence relating to economic back-
ground, that shows that the black student in a strong economic situa-
tion attending an integrated school progresses faster than one from a
poor economic background?

I am trying to get at the question of : Is it the poor black student
coming to a white school that is not showing the rate of increase you
are speaking of, or is it any black student regardless of economic back-
ground? Do you have any breakdown of the relationship between eco-
nomic background and achievement?

Dr. ARMOR. That was not done for most studies but I did it for my
own study in Boston. I found no difference.

Mr. PEYSER. The environment at home didn't play a factor?
Dr. ARMOR. No; the gains were not significantly different for either

deprived black students or middle-class black students.
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Mr. PEYSER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. VEYSEY (presiding). Thank you.
I want to thank you. Dr. Armor. for bringing this information to

the committee, and we will probably be in touch with you often.
Dr. ARMOR. Thank you.
Mr. VEYSEY. I want to call on Mr. William R. Bryant, Jr.. State

representative from Lansino., Mich.
Do you have a statement for the record?

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM B BRYANT, JR., STATE
REPRESENTATIVE, LANSING, MICH.

Mr. linv.vs.r. Yes: I have submitted a statement which I notice on
the first page my seeretarY left out the bill numbefs, H.R. 13915 and
H.R. 15:299.

Mr. VEYSEY. Without objection; this statement will be made a part
of the record with correct bill numbers inserted. and you may wish to
summarize or highlight parts of this for our attention.

(The statement follows:)

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM R. BRYANT, JR., STATE REPRESENTATIVE, LANSING. 'SIMI.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify. My name is William R.
Bryant, Jr. I am an attorney and a Republican Representative in'the Michigan
'House of Representatives. I serve on the Education Committee. My distriet in-
cludes five suburbs of Detroit, two school districts bordering on Detroit which
are included in the Detroit school desegregation rulings by Judge Stephen Roth.
Genera

I am in favor of both H.R. 13915 and H.R. 15299 because I believe it essential
that Congress set rational guidelines for use by courts in fashioning school
desegregation remedies.

Almost two decades have passed since the Brown decisions. It is neither neces-
sary nor appropriate that Congress allow the courts to wade through each case.
without statutory guidelines, trying to render equity in desegregation cases.

I support existing Supreme Court case law. But, as you know and as the Court
knows, that body of law is very incomplete and barely touches questions of "de
facto" segregation, what I would term northern style segregation situations or
segregation which exists wholly or principally by acts of government other than
school authorities.

The Denver case will not clear up the situation, nor will the Richmond case.
nor the Detroit case.

It is time for Congress to act and to set detailed guidelines for and limitation::
on the use of busing to achieve desegregation and for desegregation orders in
general.

As a State Representative in the Michigan Legislature, I have tried to repre-
sent my constituents and the State in a positive and reasonable fashion in the
face of the now issued metropolitan desegregation ruling by Federal District
Court Judge Stephen J. Roth.

I opposed calling a Federal Constitutional Convention. I have not advocated
a Federal Constitutional Amendment against busing except to say that if neither
Congress nor the Supreme Court cleared up the confusion and set rational limits,
then I would support some form of Constitutional Amendment along the lines
proposed by Senator Robert Griffin.

Further, I have developed a voluntary, Detroit metropolitan school desegrega-
tion plan and submitted it some months ago to Judge Roth and the Michigan
State Board of Education. A copy is attached hereto.

Further. I have introduced in the Michigan House a voluntary, racial majority-
to-minority, transfer bill providing an economic incentive to accepting transfer
of such students. I have also written and distributed a 57 -page paper discussing
Detroit school desegregation.
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H.R. 13915

The guidelines and limits set out in Title II are reasonable and are not uncon-
stitutional. Only when Congress renders remediless a right guaranteed by the U.S.
Constitutional does its power to restrict court remedies fall as unconstitutional.
That point of unconstitutionality is not reached in H.R. 13915.

First, allow me to indicate what I believe is the most important aspect of the
bill. Then I will suggest some modifications to it.

The bill covers a multitude of points which must be considered in any bill
on the subject. Each section treats an 'important point which Must be treated.
Whatever this sub-committee or your full committee does, it should not fail to
treat each point inherent in each section of H.R. 13915.
Changes to H.R. 13915

I would recommend changes to the bill in Sec. 403(a) to provide that, as in the
case of grades 7-12, a busing plan could exceed the guidelines if there is "clear
mid convincing evidence" there is no other "adequate remedy." I favor this addi-
tional burden of proof over any specific limit.

I suggest Sec. 406 be deleted if politically practicable unless the number or or-
ders is small enough to be manageable, or else that a specific procedure be pro-
vided whereby such plans and court orders could be reopened and modified.

While I see in Sec. 407 and Sec. 408 the valid intent that an entity under court
order have the happy knowledge if it is a good boy, the order will terminate, the
Sections are difficult philosophically. I suggest instead either or both of the
following:

Provide a procedure by which, prior to or during trial, if the court is convinced
of the good faith of the defendants, the court could order a 90-day stay extend-
able to one year wherein the defendants would be given the opportunity to change
voluntarily, and whereby if the court finds such voluntary action acceptable it
would dismiss the case.

The other idea, and I believe one by which Congress could have real beneficial
impact, would be to provide federal aid, per pupil, of a flat or formula amount,
for voluntary acceptance of a student from a school district where his race is in
the majority into one where his race is in the minority. This should be with con-
sent of the parent or guardian, the receiving district and, in order to avoid suburbs
taking all the good, black students, with the consent of the sending district. This
grant should be in addition to any transportation funds and should be high
enough to provide real incentive. For example, it could be 150% of per-pupil-
expenditure. It. further, could be a state match program, starting, however, with
at least a 75% federal share.
H.R. 15299

I am pleased to see that H.R. 15299 does remove the automatic dissolution of
orders after five and ten years. I further agree that Title I of H.R. 13915 is a
separate but related question and need not be treated in the same bill at Title H.

As I said above, however, it seems better to require simply a greater burden of
proof for an increased level of busing rather than to restrict transfer to the first
or second closest appropriate school. If this bill were amended to allow transfer
farther than to the second closest school on "clear and convincing evidence" that
it is necessary in order to provide an "adequate remedy," then I think this would
improve the bill in that regard.
Conclusion

The equally sacred rights of Liberty and Equality meet head-on in the busing
issue. It is the fault of all of us such an issue exists. It is, however, the fault of
Congress there are not guidelines with which to find our way out of the mess.

Children are not tools, nor are some to be considered a valuable resource for
social betterment of disadvantaged children. Equality and Liberty must be bal-
anced. Neither can exist totally. The balancing is up to the Supreme Court, but
with, not without, your guidance.

Thank you for this opportunity to present my views.

14 POINT PlIOPOSAL

1. Detroit has attendance zones which tend to accent rather than alleviate ex-
isting segregation produced by housing patterns. These zones must be redesigned
to aid desegregation within Detroit. The State must provide transportation
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'willies to make these new zones work effectively. Busing should be implemented
within the zones to aid desegregation within Detroit.

2. Detroit has started a magnet school plan to create various specialized high
schools. Such expertise and attendance based on recognition of such expertise
cannot and has not taken place overnight. The plan should be improved and pur-
sue ]weever. It is educationally and legally sound as one component of a total

3. Again and again, one is forced back to the recognition that beyond the im-
pacts. whatever they may be, of racial isolation in inner city schools, better edu-
cation is possible. we are not innovating, we are not training teachers to educate
these children, and educators are not doing all possible to give these kids quality
education. Part is financing and we are in the middle of that muddle, but part is
also the educational system itself.

So a mandatory ingredient of any plan must be absolute-dedication to imple-
mentation of the best programs available to educate all, and especially black. low
socio-economic level students.

As a part of this. Detroit should expand its promising program of new, more
experimental junior high schools. Such schools have succeeded in drawing to
themselves an integrated student body. It is living proof that if one provides
excellence it will be recognized and sought out by students and parents.

4. Detroit must use positive (a) open enrollment, (allowing any switch of
schools that decreases segregation), (b) pairing of schools (pairing, for instance.
two grade schools so each has all the children for half the grades), and (c) clos-
ing of old. segregated grade schools, all of which are valid means of intradistrict
desegregation, where these means are appropriate.

5. On the larger scale Detroit should establish centers serving a number of
high school zones, which centers could be focal points for special aids such as
remedial reading and other intensive compensatory programs, as well as school-
community programs and adult education. These should be located to serve an
integrated student, adult and community population.

6. Many schools in Detroit are over 50 years old. Many of the schools are drab
and dreary and expensive or impossible to maintain. A building program is a
must for Detroit and also provides another tool for both desegregation and in-
creased quality of education. By placement and design of new buildings Detroit
will be able to help desegregation and make available new buildings designed to
facilitate the uses of advanced instruction methods and to install the up-to-date
gadgetry of modern education.

7. Lastly, as pertains to Detroit itself, the critical need for new buildings pro-
vides the further possibility of taking a giant step and creating large education
complexes or education parks, bringing together into one campus grade, junior
and senior highs in a manner which will make maximum use of facilities and
specialized personnel and which schools will draw from a large multi-racial area
within Detroit. The education park concept has been talked about more than
used, but for instance such a complex adjacent to and working in close coopera-
tion with Wayne State University or the University of Detroit would be of great
educational benefit. Such a concept, as well as others mentioned, must also work
in cooperation with private schools.
Metropolitan aspects

8. Each metropolitan district would be requested to join what may be termed
a "Super Magnet" coalition of schools, whereby districts in return for the right
of their students to attend a speciality high school in another district would
establish their own specialization and open a percentage or certain number of
slots for students from other districts, with priority given to students whose
presence decreases segregation in the receiving school. A Grosse Pointe student
might attend Detroit performing arts high school and a Detroit student attend
a Grosse Pointe high school with a sciences specialty or an Inkster student go
to Dearborn for a business specialty and Dearborn to Highland Park for an auto-
motive mechanics specialty.

Participation by district and student would be voluntary. The state could
equalize any cost variation between sending and receiving district and could
even provide economic incentive to receiving districts.

9. Establish area vocational education centers in outer-city Detroit, serving
Detroit and enclave and suburban districts in a geographic area designed to draw
an integrated student body. Again, if special schools offer quality vocational
curricula, high school students won't care one hit what the racial mix is. Such a
center exists outside Flint and can easily he done here.
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10. The state has now adopted a mandatory special education concept, giving
equal educational rights to physically and mentally handicapped young people.
Special education centers should be established to serve various metropolitan
areas with the best of professional assistance efficiently centralized in regional
centers.

11. Aside from Super Magnet exchanges of high school students seeking a
specialty school, all districts should be encouraged to voluntarily open their
doors to any student in any grade who would increase the racial mix at the re-
ceiving school. Again the state could encourage such receipt by making it eco-
nomically advantageous.

As a part of such open policy we should particularly encourage receipt by
that district which includes the premises on which a parent of the student is
employed. This could ease transportation and the employment provides a logical
tie of the family to the district receiving the student. The student would also be
close by in case of illness or emergency.

12. High schools, and perhaps junior highs, would agree with another district
to exchange students voluntarily one day per week for study of social studies.
history and related subjects for which there is particular educational reason
for such education to take place in a realistic, integrated social setting, thereby
aiding both black and white by such setting and by the variety of input which
would flow from the mix in student background and life experience. Grades could
be alternated so each student would be in the exchange two years out of the
grades 9-12.

13. Lower grades should be encouraged to adopt exchange programs of more
limited nature, for example a day a month or a week a semester. Such exchange
again would be voluntary and on parental approval. It would at least provide
a stimulating integrated experience for young students and serve as a valuable
early reminder that there is someone out there in the world who is nice and
smarter than they and can run faster and looks different. Not a bad lesson for
any age.

14. Finally, all area schools should be encouraged to pair up with a school in
another district (grade school with grade school, junior with junior and senior
with senior) with the pair adopting whatever programs they may choose. For
example, paired high schools might install a tutoring exchange program, adopt a
common community project, open enrollment totally between the two schools
or combine basketball teams and challenge another pair of schools. The possi-
bilities are unlimited for physical exchange of students. cooperative programs.
social events. you name it.

To aid this pairing, especially, by suggesting programs and encouraging in-
novation; but also very importantly to assist, encourage and give some cohesive-
ness to all metropolitan programs there would be created an advisory council con-
sisting of school board representatives from all participating schools. As a
thought, I would call the group the METCO Council, for Metropolitan Coopera-
tion Council.

SYNOPSIS OF 14 POINT PROPOSAL

1. Change Detroit attendance zones with State assistance for transportation
assistance.

2. I)etroit magnet high schools.
3. Innovative. new Detroit junior high schools.
4. Detroit priority open enrollment, pairing and closing of schools.
ii. Detroit special aids and community centers.
O. Detroit school building program.
7. Detroit education park in conjunction with universities.
8. Super magnet system of specialty high schools.
0, Area vocational education centers.
10. Area special education centers.
11. Metropolitan voluntary priority open enrollment with State monetary en-

eouragment.
12. Social studies exchange programs at high school and junior high level.
13. Grade school cultural enrichment exchange programs.
14. Voluntary school pairing with comprehensive cooperative programs. Cre-

ation of advisory METCO Council.

Mr. BRYANT. I am on the education committee in the Michigan
House of Representatives, and my district has two school districts



which border on the municipality of Detroit and which would be con-
cerned if there is a desegration order in the Detroit area.

I have tried to take what I believe to be a moderate approach to the
whole thing, and attached to my statement submitted to you is a 14-
point plan for voluntary desegregation which I submitted to the
Michigan State board of education and Judge Roth.

I do have some comments I would like to make.
First, it seems that 18 years after the Brown, decision it is time for

the Congress to help the courts in this very large-scale problem which
I think is inappropriate for Congress to leave wholly in the hands of
the courts.

Aside from the question of trying to limit courts, I think it is the
prerogative of Congress and is appropriate for Congress to aid the
courts in finding guidelines for remedies for school desegregation.

I hope this subcommittee will take action on one of these three bills
and will report it to the full committee again. I know there is no like-
lihood that will be done this week but when you come back in July I
hope it will be done at that time.

I think the mood of the people, not only in Michigan but throughout
the country, is such that it is important that they know their elected
officials in Washingon are not only voicing concern but are taking
action.

I think also Congress 'has an opportunity which it should not and
maybe dare not miss because I think where we are at in the busing
situation is a kind of social brinkmanship situation where the threat of
busingI have seen it in the Detroit areahas made people reexamine
their consciences and their positions on such things as open housing,
and, short of a massive force busing order, I think they are prepared
at this point to accept some more moderate means which could be help-
ful for a long-range goal for integration.

I think Congress could take advantage of that situation at the time
it does something about busing.

I think placing limits on the use of busing will increase the pressures
for other remedies to be found and better answers to be found.

I agree that, as concerns H.R. 13915, that there is not much purpose
in leaving in title I. If you are not talking about new money and about
a controversial program without new money, it makes little sense to
leave that part in. I won't speak to that.

Second, the gentleman from the AFLCIO testified first and testified
against the bills.

The gentleman who just testified is an expert and I do not really dis-
agree with him, but I am testifying in favor of these bills and I still do
not think we disagree.

I think three points of major agreement are that there is not much
sense in very large-scale massive busing arrangements. Second, that
busing has to be available to some limited degree for de jure situations
where no other remedy is adequate or available.

Third, I will say it, and the other two did : Congress should provide
an incentive, economic incentive, to voluntary programs.

In my statement, I indicate that what I would like to see Congress
do is to say to a district, to all districts in the country, that if they
will accept on approval of the sending districts, a parent or guardian
and the receiving district, that they will get money from the Federal
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Government for having received that student, the situation in Grosse
Point where I come from, which is about a 98 percent white school
system and Detroit, that Grosse Point could take students, not taking
the cream of the black or nonwhite students, but taking those students
Detroit also agreed could be taken and would be paid money, and simi-
larly I think there are a number of students in Grosse Point that
would like to go to the technical high schools of Detroit. I think that
should be done.

Detroit is about 65 percent black and they need what students they
can get on a voluntary basis.

In listening to the testimony by the gentleman from the AFLCIO,
the only thing, at least after the automatic termination, 5- and 10-year
termination dates for orders involving busing and general desegrega-
tion orders and taking out any reference to the moratorium proposals
and reference to compensatory education aspect, the only thing he
really disagreed with was the relatively absolute prohibition in grade
school transfers.

I suggest in my paper also that I think it is perhaps enough to say
only that there can be such further orders but it has to be on clear and
convincing evidence there is no other adequate remedy available.

I think with that language added their objection would disappear or
be quite minimal.

1 hope in considering these bills you will consider each of the sec-
tions as being important because I really was quite impressed with
this bill proposed by the administration because each of the sections
does treat what is a relatively important problem.

The section which would be most important to the Detroit case, in
particular, in 13915 would be section 404 which would say that when a
State divides its territory into school districts that you can't ignore
those lines or alter them unless it is shown they were drawn with a
purpose and had the effect of segregation.

With that, I think my dear friend, Judge Roth, would be stopped.
I don't think he would disagree with this characterization of what he is
doing. He is talking an absolutist view of what de jure segregation is.
If he can find any de jure action and is responsible for even 1 percent
or a tenth of 1 percent of the segregation that he finds, that then the
whole situation is a de jure situation.

I don't think that is really what the law is intended to be and I just
expect it is not what the law will be.

I would also urge on you that those who say that bills such as those
that are proposed are unconstitutional because they deny the court
remedies, that the only time that Congress would be so limited is that
if it rendered total remedy lists of violations of constitutional rights.

What we have is a delicate balance of liberty and equality and a
very personal situation so obviously it is difficult but the courts need
guidance and I hope and trust that you will provide some guidance,
more than has been done.

Mr. VEYSEY. Thank you, Representative Bryant, for your testimony
here today.

I cevtainly see it in much the same light that you do, that many of
the implieatio Is we lace today, including those you mention in your
own area, stem from the fact Congress has failed to make it clear what
the law should be and, I think, tended to wait for court decisions which
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have not clarified it and I think, as you point out, probably won't for
at least sometime in the future.

I appreciate very much your testimony here today.
Mr. PEYSER. I thank you for coming here.
Due to the quorum call, I have no further questions at this point.
Mr. VEYSEY. I think I should explain we have a slight complication.
I guess we devoted a considerable amount of time to your earlier

witnesses and now find ourselves in a situation that does not give us a
full amount of time for asking questions because of a call from the
floor.

Let me again express my thanks for your coming here.
Me. Bar Axr. Thank you.
Mr. ITErsEr. We wanted also to hear from Dr. Dana Williams,

superintendent of the Corpus Christi Independent School District.
Dr. Williams, our time Qitnation is such that we will have to shortly

go to the floor to answer this quorum call. I feel badly about this be-
cause I know you have come a long way and haye good information
for us.

Would you like to do what you can on that at this time and then
we will have to go to the floor, and perhaps, we will be able to re-
assemble, depending on the events there.

STATEMENT OF DR. DANA WILLIAMS, SUPERINTENDENT, CORPUS
CHRISTI, TEXAS INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

Dr. WILLIAMS. I am at your disposal and, if you have 5 minutes,
10 minutes, or 3 minutes, or if you want me to come back if you are
going to reassemble, I will follow your suggestions.

Mr. VEYSEY. I think we are safe in saying we have 10 minutes be-
fore we have to leave.

Would you like to proceed on that basis at this time, and then we
will see what the chances are of us being able to reassemble later today
or put you on in another hearing of the committee?

Dr. WILLIAms. That is up to the committee.
Mr. VEYSEY. That is the best we can do.
You do have a rather complete statement and, without objection,

that will become part of the record of the hearing. If you would like
to take about 10 minutes to elaborate on it, please proceed.

Dr. Wim.r.k.us. Let me try to do that and I will try to give you back
a few minutes of the time.

I would like to introduce the president of our board, Dr. James
Albright, a practicing physician, and Dr. Wallace Davis, assistant
superintendent for instruction. He has written most of the documen-
tary materials we submitted to you.

We also submitted a study on "Equality of Educational Oppor-
tunity." which we (rave to Mr. Jennings. I would not ask that ,oti
put it into the record; it is voluminous, but it would be for the com-
mittee's use. Let me just say that we filed the document. We are de-
lighted to have the opportunity to do so.

I think it is commendable and heartening that this committee is
showing a sincere desire to replace the verbal commitment this country
has made to equal education by trying to make some viable solutions
to the problem before us. and I want to commend you for it.
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I also want to say to you that we in Corpus Christi, Tex., support
integration. We believe, however, in natural integration and I want
an opportunity for just a minute to tell you a little about our problem
in order that you may come to know why we support these bills
today.

We believe that our schools have made outstanding educational
progress through the years. We do know that we have been deterred,
delayed, and distracted from our efforts to provide quality education
for our youngsters in an effort to meet the needs and calls of the
courts and respond to a disturbed community. We found our com-
munity polarized and our educational opportunities disturbed.

I will not spend any time on the educational progress in our system
because it is one we are proud of and we wish we had time to tell you
more about it.

Mr. PErsER. You say the educational progress in your community ?
Are these within integrated schools?

Dr. 117n,m.i.x3ts. Let me tell you briefly about our schools.
We are a community of a little over 200,000, about 48,000

youngsters. When Brown. decision came into being. we operated a
dual system with about 5 percent black and 95 percent white. white
being all others except black. We never heard of the issue before us
until 1967 when somebody challenged the fact so-called Spanish-
surnamed students might not be white.

We had a suit filed against us. paid for by the AFL-CIO and the
AFL-CIO did not send the message down that social mixing was not
the aim of the AFL-CIO. We dealt only with black and white. The
AFL-CIO insisted on ethnic 'nixing.

Our Federal court order would move some 15,000 students in a
school system located around the bay and one that had never had
busing. We had transported students from outlying areas only before.
the suit was filed against the Corpus Christi Independent School
District.

We do have a high percentage of Spanish-surnamed students. The
Federal court found us guilty of de facto and de jure without placing
a witness on the stand who testified that we impugned the right of
anyone to go to any school if they so desired.

What we want to say to you is we think this matter can be solved
and is being solved in Corpus Christi.

I will not take up any time by trying to (mote statistics, but I would
love to show you the, problem.

I say on page 29: It is apparent that such natural integration of
student population:; is being accomplished in Corpus Christi. In 1954,
26 of our then 3.1 schools had more than 10 percent of so-called minor-
ity students. that is, Negro and Mexican-American.

By 1968, 47 of our then 60 schools had more than 10 percent minority
students. In 1971, 40 of the district's 60 schools had 30 percent or more
of minority students and seven others had between 20 and .30 percent.
Clearly, this integration process is occurring more rapidly m our com-
munity than many have imagined.

Our position is trying to determine. whether an ethnic group is en-
titled to all the rights of the Brown decision. so we are up in the courts.

We come. to say. as some of the gentlemen have already said here.,
that. in our opinion, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, the

84-468 0-72-9
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time has come, because of the failure of the courts to solve this prob-
lem, that they have not been able to develop guidelinesaccording to
your document, that we believe it is high time that the Congress, men
like you, coming from the various communities, with the powers
granted to you, specify appropriate remedies for the problems we now
face.

We are for the stopping of senseless busing of students from various
communities.

We lost our case based on the Coleman studies and the affirmative
views of the Riverside studies which now have been proven false. If
we had had more recent studies, we would have been in the position of
riving; (Treater support to the point of view we take.

I simply want to say, and I will close, we are committed to com-
pensatory education.

I would like you to follow the President's recommendations by tak-
ing the $1.5 million in title I to be used by the Secretary in a dif-
ferent sort of way and take the $l billion in the bill you passed last
week to support youngsters with special educational needs and give us
the opportunity to provide them an educational opportunity that is
equal across this country. It is a matter of dollars.

When there is social upward mobility, we have less problems. The
middle-class Mexican-Americans are achieving the same as the whites;
the black middle-class person is achieving at the same level. It is a mat-
ter of economics in our communities.

We have a lot of poor people.
I studied these bills; I made copious notes and I would discuss them

if I had time.
But I ask you to push through some legislation that will cause you,

the Congress, to say what should be done to remedy the situation of
duel school systems and remedy the situation as far as ethnic situa-
tions are concerned and help us get the moneys to meet the needs of
our young people by appropriating funds for compensatory educa-
tion.

Mr. VErsEr. Thank you for your message to us in such a short pe-
riod of time.

We will make this study a part of the files of the committee for ref-
erence. If you would care to submit a further memorandum on any
point you would like to cover, recommendations to the committee, we
would appreciate receiving your comments.

(The full statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF DR. DANA WILLIAMS, SUPERINTENDENT OF THE CORPUS CHRISTI
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

,fr. Chairman and honorable members of the committee, my name is Dana
Williams. I am Superintendent of Schools for the Corpus Christi Independent
School District in Corpus Christi, Texas. As our school district is one of the
seven largest districts in the State of Texas, It is experiencing most of the prob-
lems experienced by the other urban school districts in the nation.

I would like to express my appreciation to the Committee for its kind invi-
tation to appear in reference to an issue of the greatest importance to the citi-
zens of Corpus Christi, as well as to the citizens of every part of this nation:
namely, providing true equality of equal educational opportunity.
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ROLE OF AMERICAN EDUCATION

A continuing role of our American educational system is to provide our youth
with the opportunity to participate hi the affairs of society. However, partici-
pation alone is not enough. Such participation must be productive in the sense
that this society sees the individual's effort as resulting in a valued product ; in-
fluential in the sense that his participation is viewed as having some influence
on outcomes; and rewarding to the individual both materially and psychologi-
cally. Verbal commitment to such a role, however, will not of itself guarantee
that each of our youth can attain the worthy goal of equality of educational
opportunity. It is generally accepted that most Americans support the concept
of equality of educational opportunity. Although there are some who no doubt
oppose the tumor(' social mobility of various segments of society, the vast
majority in Corpus Christi and elsewhere find little sympathy with such think-
ing. To accept the philosophy of static social classes is to reject the American
dream. Even more meaningful. it is to accept personal stratification, a thought
repugnant to both that segment of the society with memories of the great depres-
sion and the younger segment whose actions are so dominated by social morality.

CONCERN FOR QUALITY EDUCATION

It is therefore both commendable and heartening that this Committee through
these hearings is expressing its desire to replace the verbal commitment of equal-
ity of educational opportunity with a more visible one. I sympathize with the
many problems that face the Committee as you attempt to hear the many diverse
expressions of interest by various groups and as you develop courses of action
which can result in achieving a concept that is neither clearly defined nor well
understood. I am aware that in: ny who have appeared before this Committee
have presented pertinent research to assist you in determining your course. To
save the Committee's time, I am filing as an appendices a review of much of
the relevant resarch currently available. This review was compiled by our school
district in its efforts to determine a definition of equal educational opportunity
which would be acceptable to our community. Sadly, the one truth that can be
gleaned from o review of this literature is that there is little consensus concern-
ing the definition of equality of educational opportunity or for the means of
achieving such equality. Rather than presenting the people with solid empirical
evidence concerning a functional manner for achieving this long sought ideal.
too many writers, regardless of their conviction, assail us with emotional rheto-
ric. It has reached the point in many instances that to speak for compensatory
education and neighborhood schools is to speak against integration and the
magnificent contributions made by many of our ethnic and racial groups.

Therefore, I would like to make it clear to the Committee, that my personal
feelings and the feelings of my school district support the abolition of any device
which serves to mandate the separation of racially and ethnically different chil-
dren as an absolute and imperative necessity. In addition, I support the protec-
tion, encouragement. and appreciation for the cultural differences within our
pluralistic society. Instead of achieving these worthwhile ends through those
artificially contrived methods employed by many of our courts, however, I feel
that the continued natural integration of our society is a more viable alternative.
I would not want you to take my statements as being an impingement upon
the character or the judgment of our federal judiciary. Rather I am indicating
that many of their decisions have been made on the basis of inadequate research
data, which is currently oeing contradicted by upated longitudinal studies. While
the purpose motivating these decisions is commendable, it is regrettable that
this purpose has not been realized, and rather, certain dysfunctional outcomes
have become apparent. These outcomes are as apparent in the Corpus Christi
Independent School District as they are in other school districts in the nation
and have served to interrupt this district's efforts to ni!hieve educational change.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS OF CORPUS CHRISTI

Although the purpose of my appearance is riot to laud the accomplishments of
the Corpus Christi schools in furthering racial and ethnic understanding, I do
feel that a brief view of these accomplishments will make it eminently clear
to the Committee that our school district does not now nor has it in the past
supported the concept of racial aild ethnic isolation.
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The ('orpus Christi Independent School District moved immediately after the
Brown decision to eliminate its state-Imposed dual school system. In addition.
long before bilingual programs and English as a second language were initiated on
a national basis by Congress. the Corpus Christi school district initiated locally
developed and funded program which dealt with the language disabilities of
those children who enter school with limited knowledge of the English language.
Our district supported, and in fact helped to initiate, one of the first Community
Action Programs in the United States. It also initiated one of the first head start
programs, and was one of the few school districts in the nation to be selected to
initiate a follow-through program.

EirECT Or 1.1170ATIoN

This series of accomplishments, however, was interrupted when the time and
energies of the district's staff were transferred from dealing with educational
issues to dealing with the issues of a suit which sought to equalize the racial and
ethnic percentages on our various school campuses.

Although I have always subscribed to the concept of educational equality. I am
sure my awareness of the complexities involved in providing equality of educa-
tional opportunity, as well as my frustration with the lack of any definitive or
accepted description of what constitutes such equality, have been strengthened as
a result of my expriences with the case. It is one thing to consider such issues
when you are geographically and emotionally separated from their daily crises.
It is quite another to see a concerned community. which has prided itself on its
accomplishments in overcoming both the overt and covert manifestations of racial
ignorance and prejudice. become increasingly polarized by the efforts of those
who would use the lives of young children to overcome long-standing social Ins
tils which the children neither created, understood. or support. To understand
the depth of my feeling. therefore. you must know something of our court suit.
The integrity of our system was not attacked on the basis of any racial issue but
to establish ethnic balances in our schools.

STATEMENT or Fact* 11ELETANT TO THE ISSUES

The Corpus Christi School District is roughly co-extensive with the metropoli-
tan urea of the City of Corpus Christi. Texas. It is crescent-shaped and bounded
by water on the north. the cast and the south. It is over 11 miles long from its
southeast to its northwest corner and its width varies from 3 to 4 miles.

The population of the city (and of the District) has increased at a rapid rate.
from 27,741 in 1930 to 108,287 in 1950. to 167.690 in 1960. and to 213.750 in 1970.

Since sometime before 1938, white children in the District were assigned to
schools under the neighborhood school plan. For purposes of school assignment.
persons of Spanish or Mexican descent were classified as members of the white
race. No witness testifying in the case had heard of a single instance in which a
child was precluded from attending the school located in his residential attend-
ance zone,

In 1954, there were a total of 39 schools in the District. By 1969, there were
60 schools. From 1954 to 1970 the student enrollment increased from 20.893 to
46.023. Raday and ethnically, the comparison of the years 1954-55 and 1969-
70 is as follows :

You
AlIiiper

Ai* Amman Neve

1111 --70

13, UM
21,101

11,63 1,342
21,7119 2,475

In 1954, before Brown I, three of the District's 39 schools were exclusively
for Negroes: the remaining 36 schools were for white children (no distinction
being made between Anglo-American and Mexican-American). Mexican children
attended every one of the 36 white schools as did Anglo-American children. The
District maintained no records which distinguished the Mexican-American child
from the Anglo-American child at any time until required to do so by the Depart-
ment of Health. Education and Welfare in 1967.

In 1969, Mexican-American children attended each of the five high schools,
each of the twelve junior high schools, and each of the forty-three elementary
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schools: Anglo-American children attended each of the live high schools, each
of the twelve junior high schools, and forty of the forty-three elementary schools.

The three schools for Negro children, maintained separately as required by
state law in i954. were Solomon Coles, Carver and Washington. No whites at-
tended any of these schools and no Negroes attended other schools in the Dis-
trict. In li)55. following Brown II. Negro children were first given the choice of
attending the school located in their neighborhood or the previously all-Negro
24%001 which they bad been attending. Subsequently. they, like all other children
in the District, were required (and they are presently required) to attend the
neighborhmal school hi the zone in which they :wide.

During the school year 1069-70. Negro children attended four of the live high
schools, eight of the twelve junior high schools, and twenty -three of the forty-'
three elementary schools. By April of 1071. Carver School had been closed. The
Negro attendance at Crossley was 37.20%. although it was not one of the original
-Negro" schools.

The School Board has adopted no rules which were discriminatory as to Mex-
ican-Americans. Nor was there testimony as to discrimination against Mexican-
Americans in the city of Corpus Christi in the past 20 years. Jose Cisneros. the
only representative of the Mexican class railed to testify as a witness, testified
that there were other homes in predominantly Anglo neighborhoods to which he
could move if he so elected, that residence was strictly a :natter of choice. He
was refused service at a small restaurant once when he was in high school in
19-19, but otherwise could not recall ever having been refused service in any store.
rte had never been required to sit in a designated area on any public transporta-
tion facility. had never been refused admission to any theatre or any other-pub-
lic place. had never been required to use separate facilities in any hotel or motel.
and had never been required to use separate restroom facilities or fountains.
In I000. nutrriage licenses were Issued to 17.1 Mexican-American-Anglo-American
couples. Although out-of-date deeds contained restrictive covenants against Mex-
lean-Americans, the covenants have never been enforced. The City of Corpus
Christi adopted an open housing law in I90S.

A random residential intermixing of Mexican-American and Anglo-Americans
within the City of Corpus Christi would require that 73.7% of the Anglos move
or that 72.2% of the Mexican-Americans move. Although the raidenUal denalty,of
Mexican-Americans. Angles, and Negroes is much greater in some areas of the
District than in others, census tracts, city directories, locator maps, and most
important of all, ethnic distribution maps establish that Mexican-Americans reside
through the District in every residential area. In schools in densely populated
Mexican-American areas of the city, such as Moody School, Barnes and Cunning-
ham Junior High Schools, and Prescott and Travis Elementary Schools. the
Mexican-American enrollment is from 85% to 95% of the total student body. In
areas of the city where there is a residential mixing of Mexican - American and
Anglo residents, the percentage of Mexican-American children enrolled runs from
*% at Ray School to 44% at Driscoll Junior High School to 35% and 47% re-
spectively at Carroll Lane and Houston Schools.

Likewise. in those residential areas in which the population is largely Anglo-
American, the schools so reflect, as for example, King High School with 90%
Auglo attendance, Haas Junior High School with 88% Anglo attendance, and
Montclair Elementary School with 94% Anglo attendance.

Ethnic ratios have changed dramatically by virtue of shifting residential
patterns:

Percestage of theicsaAisericess Percentile 01 A1110.111olions
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Consistent with its adherence to the neighborhood school concept, the District
has not engaged in transportation of its students. In 1900-1970, it operated only
nine school buses, four for regular students who resided in rural areas and five
for the physically handicapped.

Teacher employment by ethnic or racial background, at varying times to the
present, has been in tl,e following numbers:

hid*: 1153-34 1360-70

Aosh 4maica 1,037 1,S77 1,511
lisiitanueicas. 55 201 330
Negrammikin 52 15 00

total 1,113 1,774 1,100

Thus. from 19.15 to 1989, the number of Mexican - American teachers increased
by approximately 600%. From 1955 to 1965, the number of Anglo teachers in-
creased but from 1965 to 1969 it decreased by eight, while the number of Mexi-
canAmerican teachers increased by 129 and the number of Negro teachers
increased by 14.

In MO, no school in the District had a teaching staff of more th.an 50%
MexicanAmerican. Only two schools had a combined Negro-Mexican-Asnerican
staff of wore than 50%. In this same school year, Mexican-Americans were
teaching in every single one of the District's sixty schools and Negro-Americans
were teaching In forty of the schools.

%Vint respect to student assignment and boundary lines, no witness testified
that any student in the District was frecluded from attending school in the
neighborhood in which he resided; no one knew of any exceptions. No witness
testified that any existing school boundary or any past school boundary had been
estaMished or relocated for the purpose of segregating Mexican-American chil-
drn. Members of the School Board from 1950 to 1968 testified or it was unpa-
inted that their testimony would be that no boundaries had been altered at any
time for the purpose of effecting a given ethnic result.

No witness testified that any given ethnic result was produced or was intended
to be Produced by the location of any new school or the renovation ofold ones.
School sites were selected and purchased up to ten years in advance based on a
multitude of considerations affecting the growth of the community, the main
effort being directed to the construction of schools where the people live. Race,
ethnic ancestry played no part in the selection of school sites. There were no
suggestions offered as to how the School Board might have foreseen in the Past
and anticipated the movement of various ethnic groups from one part of the
community to another or how building construction or boundary lines should
have been altered to achieve given ethnic balances bad the movement been fore-
seeable. There was no testimony that boundary lines bad been moved or gerry-
mandered as residential patterns changed. In short, there was no evidence that
Mexican-Americans were discriminated against.

NATO= OF 7115 CASE

The suit then was one in which the primary issue was alleged discrimination
against Mexican-American children in the Corpus Christi Independent School
District. There were 45,585 children enrolled in the District's 61 schools as of
April, 1971, 2,514 Negroes, 20,711 Anglo-Americans and 22.340 Mexican-Ameri-
cans. Negro children were Involved only to a minimal degree. The District con-
tended that there are no remaining vestiges of segregation of Negroes as Pre-
viously required by state law, but that it nevertheless stood ready and willing
to implement immediately any requirements for farther desegregation of its Negro
children.

The suit was originally institutes by various individuals who claimed to repre-
sent two alleged classes of residents within the Corpus Christi Independent
School Districtresidents of Mexican-American descent and Negro residents, It
was alleged that the District had operated schools on a discriminatory basis in
violation of the various plaintiff? rights under the United States Constitution
and the Civil Rights Act of 1984. The relief prayed for an injunction restraining
the District from engaging in further discriminatory activities.
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Th.ire were actually two trials. The first commenced on May 14, 1970, and was
concerned with whether or not there was intentional segregation of Mexican -
American and Negro children within the District. It culminated in a Memoran-
dum Opinion dated June 4, 1970, with an addendum thereto filed October 16.
1970 consisting of some 70 footnotes of comments and references and a Partial
Final Judgment, also dated June 4, 1970. in the Partial Final Judgment, the
trial court ordered an immediate reassignment of the District's teaching staff,
consideration of the achievement or preservation of "a reasonable mixture" of
Mexican-American and Negro students with other students in construction of
new schools, the filing of a revised student assignment plan for the purpose of
creating "a unitary school system," and the creation of an advisory committee.
The School District complied after an interlocutory appeal was denied by the
court.

The second trial took place in September 1970, at which time the court heard
evidence upon various student assignment plans submitted by the parties. After
the hearing the court, upon the plaintiff's motion, invited and permitted HEW
to intervene in the suit. The School District was directed to cooperate with HEW
representatives in the furnishing of information.

On May 3, 1971, the court ordered HEW to submit a proposed student assign-
ment plan on or before June 1, 1971. It did so; the defendants and the plaintiffs
both filed written objections thereto, and on July 2, 1971, the trial court filed a
second Memorandum Opinion setting forth his own student assignment plan and
a Final Judgment, in which he directed that the plan be implemented by the
connnencement of the fall, 1971 school term.

The court-ordered student assignment plan was estimated to involve the trans-
portation of approximately 15,000 of the District's children at an initial (-is:: of
over $1,700,000, required the pairing of grades one through thZee and grades
four through six in thirty-two of the District's elemente.r:. schools, called for the
complete revision of high school attendance zonez, the cross-town assignment of
ten geographically designated groups of junior high school students, and the
reassignment in groups of 50 to 200 of 800 Mexican-American children residing
in La Armada Housing Unit.

Because there had at Ps time been intentional separation of Mexican-Ameri-
cans in the School District, the District gave notice of appeal on July 10, 1971.

The evidence reflected, and the fact IS, that the Corpus Christi Independent
School District endorses intermixing of all its racial and ethnic groups. That is
not the issue in this case, however. What is involved is whether the District had
or_ affirmative duty to depart from accepted and long established educational
practices and to implement contrived programs to force more rapid intermixing
of two segments of its white population or whether it is authorized to rely on
natural, dmographic changes which had brought about and were bringing about
an homogeneity which was natural and permanent.

In his final judgment the district judge decreed that there be no stays of this
judgment and that the district must immediately implement his orders. The
effect of the court decree was that huge sums of money must be ifivested by the
community and that countless lives must be disrupted, even though the order
could be reviewed and reversed by higher courts. This order was upheld by the
circuit court of appeals, but was reversed by the Supreme Court, which granted a
stay to allow thteschool district the opportunity to obtain a review of the trial
court's judgmentThn the merits. Although the case is still on appeal, the school
district has not escaped various negative outgrowths which can be directly re-
lated to the uncertainty flowing from the morass into which the federal courts
have thrown educational systems throughout the country.

Many of the negative outcomes of this suit were the same as those previously
expressed by other urban school districts.. Examples include a weakening of
public support for public education. In fact, as our citizens have become preoccu-
pied with issues of busing to achieve racial and ethnic integration, various groups
in the community have become increasingly polarized. Examples can be found in
the many organizations that have been formed to either support or to oppose
busing as a means of achieving racial integration. Fears and rumors have mounted
as the prospect of forced busing was faced by this community. The end result
has been a lessening of confidence in the public schools and a growing concern
that education may be less effective than it has been in the past. In addition, the
city has seen the migration of its citizens to the suburbs increase with the is-
suance of the court order. When it appeared as if transportation to achieve
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racial-ethnic integration was eminent, many students who had been enrolled in
public schools were transferred to private schools. First grade membership alone
dropped from 4,013 in the 1970-71 school year to 3,337 in the 1971-72 school year
as a result of the court order.

In addition, the court enjoined much needed construction until such time as the
courts have reached some consensus as to what constitutes a unitary school
system. Schools are becoming overcrowded; portable buildings are being placed
into service in areas *here administrative facilities cannot adequately handle the
student population.

Students attending some schools have been caused to feel that their schools
are inferior and they and their parents now question the equality of education
they receive. These questions are motivated by the feeling that racial and ethnic
balance equal to that of the city as a whole is necessary to learning. Student dis-
ruptions and teacher abuses have increased. Educational planning and cost
analyses have been seriously impaired as the school district is unsure as to
which direction to move or into which program to place its funds.

And I suppose the most disheartening fact currently facing our school district
is the continued lack of understanding on the part of our community and this na-
tion concerning the true meaning of equality and educational opportunity and the
effect of compensation and integration on achieving such equality. We then re-
main unsettled, fearful of action and equally fearful of inaction. Such a position
is hardly defensible in light of the evidence available to the nation and this Com-
mittee concerning viable alternatives which are available.

SOLUTIONS ARE POSSIBLE

I do not mean to imply that there are certain simplistic solutions for the com-
plex problems facing our nation. Nor do I mean to imply that the experience
of school is more than a part of an individual's education. Rather I am express-
ing my support for those concepts expressed so ably by President Nixon on
March 24,1970, when he stated :

"Schimls exist to serve the children, not to bear the burden of social change.
"One of the mistakes of past policy has been to demand too much of our

schools: They have been expected not only to educate, but also to accomplish a
social transformation. Children in many instances have not been served, but
usedin what all too often has proved a tragically futile effort to achieve in
the schools the kind of a multiracial society which the adult community has
failed to achieve for itself.

"If we are to be realists, we must recognize that in a free society there are
limits to the amount of Government coercion that can reasonably be used ; that
in achieving desegregation we must proceed with the least possible disruption of
the education of the Nation's children ; and that our children are highly sensi-
tive to conflict, and highly vulnerable to lasting phychic injury.

"Failing to recognize these factors, past policies have placed on the schools
and the children too great a share of the burden of eliminating racial dispar-
ities throughout our society. A major part of this task falls to the schools. But
they cannot do it all or even most of it by themselves. Other institutions can share
the burden of breaking down racial barriers, but only the schools can peform the
task of education itself. If our schools fail to educate, then whatever they may
achieve in integrating the races will turn out to be only a Pyrrhic victors."

Neither do I intend to state that we can expect immediate solutions to prob-
lems which have been formulating for so many years. In this, I am sympathetic
with the expression of Senator 'Mondale when he referred to his search for
securing equality of educational opportunity. He stated :

"I have found very little conclusive evidence (pointing toward a solution). No
one seems to agree with anyone else's approach. But more distressing, no one
seems to know what works."

I do feel, however, that there is a need to establish a clear, rational, and uni-
form standard for determining the extent to which a local educational agency is
required to reassign and transport its students If it is to discharge its obligation
under the Fourteenth Amendment to the 'United States Constitution. I further
feel that the resolutions under consideration by this Committee will constitute an
educationally viable point of departure to achieving solutions which work. In
the first instance, they accept the assignment of students on a neighborhood basis
as an educationally sound and a non-discriminatory practice. In the second in-
stance, they propose the extension and concentration of program of compensatory
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education. These two issues are particularly vital to any discussion of solutions
since compensation and integration have been accorded the most attention of the
many approaches proposed for providing equality of educational opportunity.

INTEGRATION

Integration as a prerequisite of equal educational opportunity has been widelydiscussed. To date discussion of this issue often has been clouded by a precon-ceived bias. Clearly there are some problems associated with this approach toproviding equal educational opportunity apart from mere prejudice or racism.The question of domain is very much a part of the current discussion. Ques-
tions are being raised both in and out of the courts as to just how far policies
should extend in attempting to achieve racial balance. The court's apparent "ac-ceptance" of dc facto segregation in some areas while simultaneously rejecting itin other instances has baffled the understanding of many. Available research pro-vides limited insight, as a great deal of the research in this area has been taintedby the prejudgments of the researchers. "Findings" on either side of the issueoften can be shown to have rather minimal relationship to the data actuallycollected in the studies. Gregor reported in his article "Social Science Researchand the Education of theMinority-Group Child" that

. . at the time of the Supreme Court's Brown decision there was no pro-bative evidence and little presumptive evidence to support the contention thatseparate schooling, maintained in fact or by law. in and of itself produced deter-minate or determinable injury to minority-group children. Furthermore, thesocial scientists directly involved in the proceedings recognized this to have beenthe case."
Nevertheless, there followed a host of "studies" with "results" which sup-ported one side or the other. Perhaps because the nation was struggling with itsconscience and because educators were legitimately concerned with the problemof loss achieving pupils, those studies which supported the integrationist viewtended to receive more general acceptance, which those which found otherwiseacre frequently--and sometimes justitiablydenounced as "racist."The advent of the famed Coleman Report of 1966 appeared for a time to re-move all doubt as to effect of racial or ethnic intermixing on achievement. How-ever, critics soon pointed to statistical mishandling of the data and other prob-lems in the study. Further, Dr Coleman, in a report at a recent meeting of theAmerican Educational Research Association, warned that judges were misusinghis research results to support their school desegregation orders. He stated :"It's probably not appropriate to say, on achievement grounds alone, that seg-regated schooling does not provide equality of educational opportunity. . . .There is not sufficient evidence to show that the kind of benefits to lower classchildren that arise from a socioeconomically heterogeneous or racially hetero-geneous school can't also be provided by other means."
When attempting to relate racial or ethnic balance to achievement, two basic

problems become immediately apparent. The first is the overwhelming difficulty
of divorcing minority group status from economic class. In those instances whereminorit. group status is related to middle or upper class circumstances, student
achievement is not affected by racial or ethnic segregation in the public schools.However, in those instances where racial or ethnic membership is related toeconomic need, students in racially or ethnically isolated schools achieve morepoorly than in predominantly middle class schools. Dr. Wilson Riles, Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction for the State of California, summarized the issuewhen he stated:

"Where race is not related to learning potential, poverty is and the way the
schools are structured the middle class child and the upper class child seem to dobetter than the poor child . . . learning potential is not connected with color but
. . . with socioeconomic status."

In addition, Mosteller and Moynihan state that neither school upgrading nor
school integration will close the minority-majority achievement gap if the minor-
ity-majority gap in socioeconomic status is ignored.

A second problem area deals with the lack of any definitive statement con-
cerning.the meaning of "racially integrated" schools. Definitions currently avail-
able range on a continuum from a minimum of five minority students in a given
school to one which states that the school must reflect the racial or ethnic ratio
of the total community. The need for such a working definition becomes apparent
when one considers the wide variation of racial/ethnic percentages which exist.
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The vast majority of studies which show achievement improvement as a by-
product of racial, ethnic or social integration contain the phraseology : majority
white schools, predominantly Negro schools or substantial majority of children
from advantaged homes. Such descriptions indicate then that integrated schools
must contain a high majority of high socioeconomic white children.

All factors considered, however, the most important variablein or out of
schoolin a child's performance is not the racial-ethnic mixture of his school
but his family's educational and socioeconomic background. The second most
important factor, according to Coleman, is the educational background and social
class background of the families of the children in the school. The controversy
surrounding racial desegregation has almost caused the issue of socioeconomic
desegregration to be overlooked. Yet schools are nearly as segregated along
socioeconomic lines as along racial lines, and indeed, in some instances more so.

Pettigrew has stated, as quoted in the Saturday Review, that our country is
very uncomfortable about the whole concept of social class. Social class segrega-
tion as a problem in the schools is c phenomenon of the twentieth century. The
effects of such segregation are several anti often obvious. Coleman reports that
research results indicated that a child's performance 1.4.; greatly benefited by his
going to school with children who come from educationally stronger backgrounds.
There is. however, a relationship at work which precludes any easy solutions
based upon socioeconomic or racial integration. The problem becomes apparent
when one considers that there are not sufficient majority students to desegregate
schools in many areas of the country if such desegregation is to result in
majority white or predominantly advantaged student populations. This, again,
raises the consideration that a "critical mass" theory may be at work when
on speaks in terms of that racial /ethnic /socioeconomic balance which can
functionally affect learning. Dick Hubert identified such a relationship in the
Duluth (Minnesota) ) study. He called it "the tipping factor." This principle
postulates that when low-income children are concentrated in a school to a
point where they constitute more than 30 per cent of the school's population.
the school tends to lose its effect on improving achievement for such low socio-
economic students. Coleman's findings substantiate this. He writes:

"The evidence is as follows: As long as the school is predominantly middle
class, approximately 60 per cent or more, there is no detrimental effect on middle
class kidsthat is, of having up to 40 per cent working class, lower class kids
in the classroom. There seems to be a phenomenon at work that could be charac-
terized as cultural dominance. Cultural dominance of middle class norms prevails
in middle class schools, with a teacher teaching toward those standards and with
students striving to maintain those standards. Conversely, in a predominantly
lower class school, standards prevail that are often times anti-school and that
are oriented toward lack of performance in school."

Even a "critical mass" concept becomes suspect, however, in the light of recent
research, Armor found, in a series of "before" and "after" studies conducted
in Boston, Hartford, and New Haven, Connecticut ; White Plains, New York ;
Ann Arbor, Michigan ; and Riverside, California, that the desegregation programs
conducted by these school districts resulted in indifferent academic achievement,
lower grades, faltering self-confidence, and reduced racial tolerance. Armor's
analysis of the five school systems led him to these conclusions, among others:

Integration achieved through busing has no significant effect on academic
achievement as measured by standardized tests. Although black pupils in ma-
jority white schools scored slightly higher on tests, they made no more progres-
sion than did the control groups in their own community schools and actually
received lower grades than did their peers in the community schools.

The education and occupational aspiration of black pupils are not furthered
by integration by busing.

The self-esteem of black pupils is not increased by integration by busing.
Some black pupils being bused showed less confidence in their academic abilities
than did their peers in the community schools, while their .self-esteem was con-
sistently low and unaffected by integration.

Integration as it is now being carried outthat is, through forced busing
increases awareness of racial, cultural and socioeconomic differences, and en-
hances separatist ideologies.

Armor further stated that while integration into majority white schools may
hold some promise for minority students, they will never attain full achievement
equality until their life style is drastically changed. He states that the policy
implication is that programs which stress financial aid to disadvantaged black
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families may be just as important, if not more so, than programs aimed at inte-
grating blacks into white neighborhoods and schools."

That the effectiveness of racial balance as a tool for accomplishing equal edu-
cational opportunity is still largely undecided by social research is apparent.
Perhaps the conclusion of the review of the research on the effect of integration
on achievement contained in Education and Inequality provides an appropriate
summary :

We therefore conclude on a familiar note . . . Policy with respect to racial
integration should be made on the basis of moral, legal, and political considera-
tion, not on the basis of integration's alleged effect on the short-term careers of
either white or black (minority-group) students. Such effects are at best proble-
matic, certainly modest, and possibly non-existent.

Results of studies concerning the effectiveness of integration, in and of itself,
as a usable tool to achieve equality of educational opportunity indicate that
continued efforts to create artificially integrated settings through transportation
may be as damaging as they are helpful. Certainly they are suspect in that they
hold no promise for the large numbers of children who reside in the large metro-
politan areas. When the various ethnic minority groups residing in these areas
are added to the racial minorities, the numbers who must be transported from
one school to another and the distances they must be transported become stag-
gering. Solutions which eliminate these children are scarcely acceptable to this
society as are those solutions based on the assumed superiority ofany one racial
or ethnic group. Clearly then a remedy other than that offered by transporting
children away from their neighborhood schools must be sought.

Such a solution is available through the concentration of funds by thoughtful,
redirected compensatory programs.

COMPENSATORY EDUCATION

That children enter any phase of schooling with widely varying individual
inputs, is universally recognized. Programs of compensatory education typically
proceed on the assumption that children who experience learning difficulty in
school do so mainly because their preparation for school is seriously deficient.
Poor children enter school with less developed verbal skills, lower motivation
and less family support for academic success. They begin badly and do progres-
sively worse. Programs based on these assumptions seek to compensate for chil-
dren's individual deficiencies by intensifying the school's educational services.

The role of poverty on learning has long been recognized. It is extremely diffi-
cult to deliver quality education to children of the poor and conversely it is ex-
tremely difficult to avoid delivering quality education to the children from
affluent families. Families who have sufficient incomes to escape the daily plight
of pure economic survival tend to give high priority to their children's education.
They buy better food and medicine, break away from their community for trips
and cultural events, and save to insure their children's careers.

Examples of studies which relate learning to poverty include the recently re-
leased National Child Development Study of Britain and a study of mountain
children by Lester Wheeler. The British study showed that by age seven, middle-
class children are even further ahead if parents limit offspring to one or two.
It further showed that working-class children generally are six times more apt
to be poor readers than middle-class children. In addition, working-class children
are fifteen times more apt to not be able to read at all.

The study by Wheeler was conducted between 1930 and 1940. It concerned chil-
dren in two counties of the Tennessee mountains. When the children were tested in
1930, a time of poor schools, isolation and grinding poverty, the children aver-
aged in the low £30's on tests of intelligence. Ten years later, when new jobs had
brought a better standard of living, children in the area averaged nearly 16 points
higher on intelligence tests with accompanying improvements on achievement
tests.

This debilitating effect of a poor background on learning was the motivating
force behind the entire program of compensatory education. The U.S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare stated in 1966, "in practice the goal of Title I
(ESEA) is to provide compensatory education for the millions of school children
whose crippling background offers them little hope for successful schooling."

Despite the rhetoric which characterizes compensatory education, however, I
am aware that such programs have not consistently resulted in substantial or



lasting improvement in students' academic competence. For example, the Cali-
fornia State Department of Education found that of the 1044 projects conducted
during the first year of Title I, only 2.3 per cent showed substantial gains in
student achievement. Researchers attempting to determine causative factors for
the poor performance of compensatory programs to date have identified as sus-
pect such factors as the lack of time for adequate planning given school districts
during the initial year of the program, the many unimaginative compensatory
programs conducted, the lack of any clear-cut understanding of the degree of
compensation necessary to achieve results and the proliferation of funds in an
attempt to provide educational opportunities to all eligible pupils.

The first two factors, although real, should have been overcome to some extent
with subsequent funding and providing additional time to plan. The last two,
however. continue to be quite real. For example, the degree of compensation re-
mains quite cloudy when one considers the large variation in the per pupil ex-
penditure in various sections of the nation. In "On Equality of Educational
Opportunity" it was pointed out that the per pupil expenditure in Illinois varies
from $480 per pupil in some districts to $1,000 per pupil in others. In California
the pupil expenditure varies between $265 and $1,353 while in New York they
vary between $470 and $1,600. In the metropolitan Mid-Atlantic region schools
average $259, in the South $178, and in the Pacific area a $278 per pupil expendi-
ture. During the first two years of Title I operation it was determined that funds
spent averaged out to approximately $93 per pupil. Further, it was found that
some school districts in mildly depressed areas had been able to accomplish n
good deal while other projects located in very depressed areas had not been
effective.

The development of successful compensatory programs is further hampered by
the distribution of funds on the basis of the number 'of economically disadvan-
taged children as reported by the 1960 census. This data, which is now twelve
years old, does not place funds where the poor residein the urban areas.

There have been successful programs and an examination of these successful
projects indicates for the most part that they concentrated their funds on fewer
students, thereby providing a greater per pupil expenditure. Out of these find-
ings, particularly studies in California, a new direction is emerging for com-
pensatory education. This direction calls for concentrating funds on those stu-
dents who show the greatest learning disability. To be effective, this concentra-
tion must reach a minimum level of expenditure of from $300 to $400 per pupil,
in addition to those funds regularly budgeted for instruction. This concentra-
tion level is known as the "critical mass level." Some educators estimate that
this level may be as high as $1,000$2,000.

Educational writers join me in my feeling that compensatory programs can be
effective. On this subject, David Cohen states in the Winter 1968 Harvard Re-
view : ". . . it seems possible that the academic competence of Negro (minority)
students can be improved without desegregation if certain structural features of
their present school environment are radically altered." These changes, which
may have to include very sharply reduced class size and pupil-teacher ratios,
would center upon compensation for the barriers to learning created by educa-
tionally weak environments. Such changes would represent a basic revision in
the theory and practice of educational compensation. School organizations must
be structurally changed to provide substitutes for the academic stimulation
which derives from educationally rich student environments.

Example after example can be cited concerning the effectiveness of compensa-
tory programs when funds are concentrated on very young children. Hopeful
gains are also noted when school personnel recognize the role played by a child's
parents as his first and primary teacher and as they seek to assist these parents
in this effort. The years of limited success have not been wasted unless we
choose to discard their teachings. Programs have been successful, and by using
then) as a point of departure we can begin to make significant strides in reaching
the ideal of equality of educational opportunity.

I do not think I need to tell this Committee that the achievement of such a
goal is of the utmost importance to me and to my colleagues in education. So
serious indeed that my school district has concentrated the 'efforts of a sizable
pm :ion of its administrative staff in seeking the same solutions you seek here
today. This task force of school personnel actively sought the opinion of the
community. After a year of careful investigation, they have prepared a docu-
ment, which has formed the basis for many of my remarks. I am attaching a
copy of this document for your consideration.
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SUMMARY

In summary, the provision of equality of educational opportunity is a task
which must be adressed by the total society, not just the schools. However, the
schools are one of the major avenues by which this goal may be attained.

Of the principal means by which the schools may contribute to the equalizationof opportunity, compensatory education clearly offers the greatest promisepar-
ticularly in time large urban school systems which serve most of the educationally
and economically disadvantaged children. This does not imply educational benefits
cannot result from integration. It does appear to be true, that these benefits tend
to accrue only under certain limited conditions. Specifically, the benefits donot accrue unless a large percentage (probably 60-70 percent) of middle-
class children be maintained in each school, and unless such integration is ac-
complished without an accompanying emotional upheaval. For these reasons, inte-
gration achieved as a natural result of changing housing patterns and upward
social mobility has the greatest chance of success. National. state, and local
governments, as well as schools, would do well to consider these facts in the
formulation of public policy.

It is apparent that such natural integration of student populations is being
accomplished in Corpus Christi. In 1954, 26 of our then 39 schools had more
than 10% minority students, Negro and Mexican-American. By 1968, 47 of our
then 60 schools had more than 10% minority students. Forty of the districts' 60
schools have 30% or more of minority students and 7 others have between 20
and 30%. Clearly, this integration process is occurring more rapidly in our com-
munity than many have imagined.

Yet even more immediate remedy to the problem of unequal opportunity,
and one which must be continued in some form, is compensatory education. But,
as has been suggested, if such programs are to be optimally successful, changes
in the allocation and distribution of funds must occur. (These changes can allow
educators to provide special services in massive quantities to those students who
are most in need of these services.

The means by which the Congress can provide the resources for such programs
is a matter for you to decide. However, I do know, both from my own experi-
ence and from a study of the research. that compensatory education can work and
is the best method for providing equality of educational opportunity for all
children.

Dr. WILLIAMS. If I may make a short summary of my statement
here and mail it to Mr. Jennings, or counsel,or the Chair.

Mr. VEYSEY. We would appreciate that and it would be made part
of the record here.

Dr. WILIAAms. I want to say one thingit is really back to our law-
suitI wish I had time to show you a map which indicates what a
court can do, taking a child from across the street from a school and
sending him 12 miles to another school. We had no more than 300
blacks ill any of our high schools; we didn't know the difference be-
tween Mexican-Americans and Anglo-Americans as to who is white.
We are an open city and have been for many years. We have a lot of
Government installations, We are a seaport city. But the plaintiffs who
are in opposition to the point of view expressed here spent $150,000 in
attorneys fees, and I think we are just getting started in the lawsuit
on an ethnic issue.

Fifty-two percent of our youngsters have Spanish surnames and
the so-called Anglo or white community down to about 42 or 43 per-
cent. We don't have enough Anglos to go around. Our court paired
schools from all across the city, included all kinds of youngsters in
our court case. This is what we are asking you to stop.

I commend the President for his message and the committee for
giving consideration to the bill. I hope a favorable recommendations
will be made by you.
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Mr. VEYSEY. The committee will give careful attention to your sug-
gestions and to the subject matter at hand.

Mr. PEYSER. Thank you for being here. I am sorry the time available
was not longer.

I think your message came through loud and clear and we will care-
fully review this study.

I appreciate your presence.
Mr. VEYSEY. Thank you again.
The meeting is now adjourned.

(The following statement was submitted for the record:)

TESTIMONY OF HON. WILMER D. MIZELL, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. Chairman, I am very grateful for this opportunity to testify before the
distinguished members of this General Subcommittee on Education on a subject
of great importance to my constituents in the fifth district of North Carolina and
to Americans across the country.

The subject is busing.
In Winston-Salem, N.C., the largest city in my district, 32,220 of the school

system's 44,000 students are riding buses this year. About two-thirds of them are
being bused because they live beyond walking distance of a school, but more than
one-thirdmore than 11,000 childrenare being bused solely to achieve court-
required racial balances in the elementary and secondary schools; 157 new buses
were required to implement that order. Each of those buses cost $6,300 to buy,
and it costs $1.600 a year to maintain them, without mentioning the additional
cost in bus drivers' salaries. The superintendent of schools in Winston-Salem has
told me that this massive busing program requires an operating budget of $1.4
million. That figure represents almost exactly a 100-percent increase in transpor-
tation costs over last year.

Other major cities in the Nationnot only in the South, but in every region
are now under court order to bus their pupils for racial balance and all of these
cities are undergoing the same financial strains we have experienced in Winston-
Salem.

The Los Angeles. Calif., school system is now under court order, subject to
appeal, to transport 240.000 children up to 25 miles to attend school. U.S. News
& World Report recently reported that the cost of this massive program has been
estimated by school officials at $180 million over the next 8 years.

And in Detroit, Mich., a Federal judge has ordered the purchase of 300 new
buses in preparation for possibly the most extensive busing program required
in America.

And there are numerous other examples one could cite, demonstrating the
destructive drain on public finances that these massive transportation programs
cause.

But I believe my point has already been made. Financial burdens already
threaten to quite literally destroy hundreds of school systems throughout the
country. The Dayton, Ohio, school system had to close its doors for a time this
past school term under the weight of budgetary pressures, and others are sure
to follow unless something is done to relieve those pressures.

We read of teachers in many cities striking for higher pay, of school buildings
crumbling in disrepair and of acute shortages in so many kinds of educational
equipment.

When funds for these pressing needs cannot be supplied even now, how shall
the cause of quality education be served by imposing overwhelming additional
costs for purchasing and maintaining fleets of new buses?

In our admirable desire to provide a quality education for all, will we make it
impossible to provide a quality education for any? This need notit must not
be the case.
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The American people, in poll after poll, have registered overwhelming opposi-
tion to busing simply for racial balance, and I believe it is time that we in the
Congress responded to the people's will in an effective way.

The legislation being considered here today gives us -just such an opportunity.
It provides that public school students in the first six grades be permitted to
attend the school closest or next closest to their homes, regardless of the racial
composition of these schools.

In addition, busing could be employed for students in the seventh grade and
above only as a last resort. The bill would also allow communities like Winston-
Salem where busing has been ordered by the courts in the past to return to court
for a modification of the busing requirements if they did not meet the provisions
of this bill. The U.S. Attorney General would be instructed to enter such cases
on behalf of these communities.

I personally favor even stronger legislation Mr. Chairman, legislation that
would 'eliminate busing for racial balance completely. I have introduced a
constitutional amendment which would have that effect and I am continuing my
efforts to see this amendment passed.

But in the meantime, we have before us now the most effective legislation
available for the immediate future. It incorporates much of President Nixon's
proposals to limit busing, and I support it as far as it goes.

Passage of this legislation will represent a major step toward restoring reason
to public education in America, and I strongly urge the members of this sub-
committee to report favorably this legislation to the full committee and then to
the Congress as soon as possible. Thank you for your attention.

(Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.)
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